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Abstra t
In a Mobile ad ho

Peer-to-Peer (M-P2P) network, mobile peers (MPs) inter-

a t with ea h other in a peer-to-peer (P2P) fashion. Proliferation of mobile
devi es (e.g., laptops, PDAs, mobile phones)

oupled with the ever-in reasing

popularity of the P2P paradigm (e.g., KaZaa, Gnutella) strongly motivate
M-P2P network appli ations. However,
a

essibility and mobile resour e

hallenges su h as free-riding, data

onstraints (e.g., energy) need to be ad-

dressed for realizing M-P2P appli ations. In parti ular, e onomi

in entive

s hemes be ome a ne essity to enti e mobile peers to share their data, given
the generally limited resour es of mobile devi es.

Furthermore, in M-P2P

networks, data availability is typi ally low due to rampant free-riding, frequent network partitioning and mobile resour e
sertation fo uses proposes e onomi

onstraints. Hen e, this dis-

in entive-based approa hes for ee tive

data management in M-P2P networks.
In this regard, this dissertation makes the following key resear h
tions. First, we propose the e onomi

ontribu-

in entive-based top-k query pro essing

system in M-P2P networks. The system assigns rewards/penalties (payos)
to MPs for in entivizing their parti ipation and for enabling them to reevaluate their data item s ores for top-k query pro essing.

Furthermore,

we extend the system to in orporate the notion of a peer group-based e onomi

in entive s heme. Se ond, we propose the system for improving data

availability in M-P2P networks by in entivizing broker MPs to provide

added routing servi e, whi

value-

h in ludes pro-a tive sear h for the query results

v
by maintaining an index of the data items (and repli as) stored at other
MPs (as opposed to just forwarding queries).

Moreover, the system also

in entivizes relay peers to a t as information brokers for improving data
availability and e ient load sharing. Third, we propose the system for eiently managing the vehi ular tra

in road networks using e onomy-based

reward/penalty framework with tra

ongestion

ontrol. In parti ular, a

user is rewarded for following system-assigned paths, while it is penalized
for any deviations from the system-assigned paths.
e onomi

Finally, we present an

in entive system for improving rare data availability by means of

li ensing (with group-based) repli ation in M-P2P networks.
Our performan e evaluation demonstrates signi ant improvements in the
pro essing of top-k queries in terms of query response times and a
reasonable

ommuni ation tra

ost, as

ura y at

ompared to existing s hemes. We

also determine the number of brokers, beyond whi h the mobile peers are
better o without a broker-based ar hite ture i.e., they
data from the data-providing peers.

an dire tly a

ess

Furthermore, our performan e study

for E-VeT shows that it is indeed ee tive in managing vehi ular tra
road networks by redu ing the average time of arrival and fuel
Finally, our performan e study indi ates

in

onsumption.

onsiderable improvements in query

response times and availability of rare data items in M-P2P networks.

Keywords:

Mobile-P2P networks, mobile

omputing, data management,

data repli ation, top-k query pro essing, e onomi
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1
Introdu tion
In a Mobile ad ho

Peer-to-Peer (M-P2P) network, mobile peers (MPs) inter-

a t with ea h other in a peer-to-peer (P2P) fashion [SF04, MMK09℄. Proliferation of mobile devi es (e.g., laptops, PDAs, mobile phones)

oupled with

the ever-in reasing popularity of the P2P paradigm (e.g., KaZaa [Kaz06℄,
Gnutella [Gnu℄) strongly motivate M-P2P network appli ations.
devi es wirelessly

Mobile

ommuni ating in a P2P fashion (e.g., Mi rosoft's Zune

[Zun06℄) fa ilitate M-P2P appli ations by enabling information sharing

on-

the-y.

Moreover, the proliferation of mobile devi es with embedded GPS

sensors

oupled with the growth in the popularity of infotainment servi es

for vehi les have

reated new avenues for improving vehi ular tra

manage-

ment in road networks. Thus, s hemes for improving transportation system

+
e ien y are be oming in reasingly popular [AWX 11, SWYX11℄.
In M-P2P networks, an MP obtains the required information from the neighbouring MPs via short-range

ommuni ations su h as Bluetooth, 802.11g.

For example, Ali e wants to nd the top-k restaurants with lun h spe ials
(or manager's spe ial hours ) within 1 km of her
top-k

urrent lo ation.

Here,

an be determined based on the parameters (e.g., star rating, pri e

and distan e from the point of query referen e) sele ted by the user. In a
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similar vein, another appli ation

ould involve a parking lot, where MPs

olle t information about available parking slots and
preferen es su h as
has to be

nearby

an

harges based on their

oor. The parking slot availability information

urrent and therefore the su h information is

temporal

in nature.

Similarly, an MP may want to nd top-k stores selling Levis jeans in a shopping mall with

riteria su h as (low) pri e during a spe i

time duration. In

a similar vein, people want to nd others with similar interests (e.g., tennis,
musi ) at a party. Figure 1.1 illustrates some of these appli ation s enarios.

(a) Finding top-k restaurants with lun h spe-

(b) Finding nearby

ar parking slots

ials

Figure 1.1: Appli ation s enarios for Mobile-P2P environments

On the other hand, in

ases of the sudden events like an earthquake, users of-

ten get dis onne ted from the respe tive
Hen e, a user in that area

entralized base stations [NWT12℄.

an either ask nearby people for information

on-

erning shelters or distribute su h information to other MPs in its vi inity.
Su h

k NN queries

where

an be pro essed in a mobile environment in a P2P fashion,

ollaboration among the peers provides possibilities for them to inter-

a t in the absen e of fun tioning

ommuni ation infrastru ture su h as base

stations. In a similar vein, M-P2P networks
distribution of

events .

rare

an also be used to do ee tive

data items, whi h get sudden bursts in a

esses based on

For example, suppose a group of ar haeologists is in the

expedition in a remote Amazonian forest, where

ourse of an

ommuni ation infrastru -

tures (e.g., base stations) do not exist. When there is a sudden unexpe ted
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de rease in temperature and gusty winds, they need to look for information
about prote tive
photos of su h

lothing su h as shops selling sweaters and wind- heaters,

lothing and so on.

Additionally, suppose a group of adventure tourists
a

unexpe tedly

en ounters

ave during their journey. They would like to nd information about where

to buy gas-masks and asso iated safety equipment for added safety, video tutorials on how to use this equipment and so on.

Similarly, when a tourist

moving in a forest noti es a rare bird, she may wish to nd additional information about the bird and videos about its living habits.

In a similar

vein, due to the sudden and unexpe ted onset of a heat wave, a group of
botanists on an expedition in a forest may want to nd information su h as
non-drinking water sour es and pi tures/videos of the lo ations of su h water
sour es. In these appli ation s enarios, M-P2P intera tions

an fa ilitate the

MPs in nding the required information.
Observe that su h ad ho

queries are spatio-temporal in nature (e.g., park-

ing slot availability information), hen e they

annot be answered without

obtaining information from other MPs. In identally, su h P2P intera tions,
whi h fa ilitate

spatio-temporal

supported by existing wireless
resear h will also
man input via

queries among MPs, are generally not freely
ommuni ation infrastru tures. Notably, this

+
ontribute towards CrowdDB [FKK 11℄, whi h uses hu-

rowdsour ing to pro ess queries that

annot be answered by

database systems or sear h engines. The inherently ephemeral nature of MP2P environments suggests that

timeliness

of data delivery is of paramount

importan e in these appli ations, thereby ne essitating query deadlines. For
example, an MP looking for top-k restaurants with happy hours would
generally prefer to re eive the answer within a spe ied deadline.
In identally, Amazon. om has developed Me hani al Turk [Ama05℄, whi h is
an online marketpla e for mat h-making between the requirements of businesses and the skill sets of developers.

Developers

pool of tasks based on their skill sets.

The Me hani al Turk system also

provides e onomi

an sele t from a large

in entives. Observe that te hnologies, su h as WiFi and
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Bluetooth networks, are nowadays adequately
form for in entive-based mobile P2P

apable of providing a plat-

ollaborations.

Data availability in M-P2P networks is typi ally lower than in xed networks due to frequent network partitioning arising from peer movement and
also due to mobile devi es being autonomously swit hed `o '.

Rampant

free-riding further redu es data availability i.e., most peers do not provide
any data [HA05, KSGM03a℄.
free-riders [AH00℄.)

(Nearly 90% of the peers in Gnutella were

Observe that in reased MP parti ipation in providing

servi e to the network would likely lead to better data availability, better
data quality, higher available bandwidth and multiple paths to answer a
given query. In identally, data availability is less than 20% even in a wired
environment [SGG01℄.
Given the generally limited resour es (e.g., bandwidth, energy, memory spa e)
of MPs and the fa t that relaying messages requires energy, the relay MPs
may not always be willing to forward queries in the absen e of any in entives,
let alone sear h
of data delivery.

pro-a tively

for query results in order to ensure timeliness

Thus, providing in entives for relay MPs to pro-a tively

sear h for query results be omes a ne essity to improve data availability in
M-P2P networks. Notably, many s hemes su h as in entive-based s hemes,
repli ation-based s hemes and

a hing-based s hemes

an be used for improv-

ing data availability. Hen e, we will provide an overview of these s hemes in
this dissertation.

1.1

Trends in mobile appli ations

Mobile devi es have nowadays be ome handy

omputing tools for ee tive

analysis and rapid sharing of information on-the-y. This se tion examines
the

urrent

business

pli ation areas.

and

te hnologi al

trends a ross some of the mobile ap-
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Business trends
E ommer e
Ele troni

Commer e is the sale and pro urement of supplies and servi es

using information systems te hnology. There are three steps of E ommer e:
(i) put marketing information on web (ii) allow online order taking (iii)
stru t ele troni

on-

ex hanges. Online shopping or online retailing are the ex-

amples of E ommer e. Moreover, mobile e- ommer e is exa tly the same as
e- ommer e ex ept that the a

ess me hanism is via a wireless phone or ter-

minal rather than the xed telephone network. The resear h work in [LW08℄
shows how mobile e- ommer e
mobile te hnology.

an be potentially useful in this new era of

Consider mobile-P2P dissemination of mer hant's sale

and inventory information, whi h enables a

ustomer with a smart-phone

to lo ate a desired produ t at the time of entry into the mall. The system
proposed in [LW08℄ motivates mer hants to provide inventory/sale/ oupons
information ele troni ally to nearby potential

ustomers.

Medi al health are
The health are environment
su h as

omes with major

onstraints and requirements

ondentiality of the medi al data, priva y of the do tor-patient rela-

tionship and genuineness of the sour e of medi al information. Su h vital issues must be satised by the mobile environment [AMM03℄ in order to deploy
the mobile appli ations for medi al health are systems. Mobile appli ations
related to biomedi al information have been in reasingly be oming attra tive to the medi al

ommunity as the small-s reen devi es (e.g., PDAs and

smart-phones) permit the health are pra titioners to a

ess online biomedi-

al resour es anywhere at any time. Thus, the re ent appli ation proposals
on mobile devi es have been explored in [AMM03, PSS06℄.
Due to mobile resour e

onstraints su h as the limited display s reens, the

various information to be displayed on the same s reen also tends to be
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limited. To over ome this barrier, [PSS06℄ proposed the system

alled multi-

modal trans oder. This te hnique trans odes full-text biomedi al information resour e, whi h

an be supported by various types of mobile devi es.

Furthermore, [PSS06℄ proposed a novel algorithm, whi h uses visual template mat hing and piglet dete tion pro ess to understand the stru ture of
biomedi al resour es. In this work, the usability study showed that the system's usability is improved by the simpli ation and summarization te hnique, and it is also useful to deliver the

ompressed information to the

mobile user.
Moreover, the usage of wireless te hnologies play a signi ant role in telemedi ine,

+
whi h is also known as mobile-health. The work proposed in [XTL 11℄ shows
that telemedi ine is used to
quality medi al

al ulate, to

ommuni ate and to deliver high-

are.

In developing regions su h as Afri a, where the rural areas still may not be
beneted by the basi

ivilized fa ilities, espe ially, the health

are and med-

i ations. Due to inappropriate health are fa ilities, sometimes people may
lose their life in the rural areas.
able sensors, whi h

an

One of the solutions

ould be the wear-

ontinuously monitors the patients and issues the

warnings to the do tors or

are takers by sending messages on their mobile

devi es. [RAT12℄ represents the de ision support system, whi h

olle ts data

from various wearable sensors and analyzed this data for the variety of diseases. Furthermore, this result will be stored and sent to the required person
as an Short Message Servi e (SMS). The proposed system in [RAP12℄ integrates the wearable sensors with mobile devi e and developed a platform,
whi h
is

ontinuously monitors the patient. In

ase of emergen y, this system

apable of sending SMS on the do tor's mobile phone. This system

olle ts

data from the various wearable sensors in the mobile, analyze that data and
send it to the

entralized server.
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Publi servi es
Mobile devi es be ame a part of the every user in the so iety. Hen e, mobile
appli ations, whi h are related to publi

servi es, are rapidly being developed

to provide fa ilities to the so iety. Many publi
tion, weather et .

servi es su h as transporta-

an be fa ilitated by mobile appli ations. For example, an

extremely important publi

servi e is transportation. To fa ilitate the users

in transportation appli ation s enarios, mobile devi es are

apable of pro-

viding the following servi es to the user: (i) navigation (ii) provide
tra

situation su h as

ongestion or a

urrent

ident (iii) suggest alternate path-

ways for user's traveling (iv) explore the spots of interest during a given user's
itinerary. The works in [GK03, GK02℄ dis uss a wide gamut of possibilities
for deploying su h mobile-based servi es for the benet of the users.
[GK03℄ proposed the development of a travel guide, i.e., a mobile passenger
guide, whi h helps the passengers to pur hase ele troni
terminals via Internet.

ti kets using mobile

Moreover, the travel guide works as an ele troni

ti ket during the travel as well as guides the passengers via short messages.
The system uses one personal database to work as an ele troni

ti ket based

on the user requirements. Similarly, the work related to the passenger support system had also been dis ussed previously in [GK02℄.

In this work,

system allows user to make their travel plans and pur hase ne essary ti kets
by a
tem
a

essing the booking system via mobile
an be really helpful for publi

ess to the end-users.

omputing devi es. Su h a sys-

transport to provide easiness and qui k

In addition to this, for visually handi apped pas-

sengers, the proposed system has been implemented and tested in a railway
station.
In a similar vein, the resear h work in [LW08℄ shows the numerous uses of
mobile-P2P databases.
problems. A

In parti ular, the work fo uses on transportation

ording to the resear h work of [LW08℄, Mobile P2P database

software enables travelers to
and mobility.

ooperate intelligently, whi h improves safety

When a vehi le en ounters an a

ident, a

ongestion or a
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dangerous road surfa e, it will able to send slow-speed message to trailing vehi les, and this helps other drivers to make de isions su h as nding
alternative roads and also may help in avoiding pile-ups in some situations.
Moreover, [LW08℄ des ribed a

ar-sharing appli ation, whi h

improve the e ien y of transportation systems. Notably, a
tem
publi

an potentially
ar-sharing sys-

an address issues su h as environmental pollution, fuel
safety and

ongestion.

Su h

onsumption,

ar-sharing requires mat hmaking and

provision of information that is simultaneously relevant in time, lo ation and
interest.
Integration of mobile P2P databases with navigational devi es and PDA's
an be used to disseminate information about relevant resour es, like
sharing partners, free parking slots and available taxi abs. The

ar-

ommer ial

purpose of Mobile P2P databases has also been shown in [LW08℄ e.g. airports
have stores, kiosks and malls, where there is signi ant potential for information dissemination among Mobile-P2P users. Here, mer hants

an provide

their lo ation information and help users to sear h for produ ts. Mobile-P2P
intera tions
ight

an fa ilitate in disseminating real-time information related to

hanges, delays, queue length, parking information, spe ial se urity

alerts and pro edures and baggage information, whi h benets both

on-

sumers and airport operators.

Te hnologi al trends
Near Field Communi ation (NFC)
More re ently, e-Transa tion widely adopted to simplify the pro ess of transa tion a ross various platforms su h as e-ti ket, e- ommer e, et . Moreover,
the virtual money is involved in every virtual transa tion. For example, shopping with virtual money be omes a

ommon pra ti e using NFC, espe ially,

when we have smart phones.
A novi e prototype for Train Ti ket Appli ation using NFC is shown in

1.1. Trends in mobile appli ations
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In this system, with the help of NFC enabled mobile devi e,

the passenger gets the information about the va ant seats in the train and
passenger feels like he/she pur hasing this ti ket be ause, a passenger
the s anned

opy of the e-ti ket on the mobile devi e, when he/she

the payment using the vou her system.

When

ompletes

ondu tor approa hes the

passenger in the train, the passenger sends ti ket data to the
on e the

an get

ondu tor and

ondu tor re eives the data from passenger, the ti ket data will be

destroyed from the passengers devi e.
Similarly, the work in [TZF12℄ demonstrates Thumb, a system to share information instantly on smart phones, espe ially for resour es with extreme short
life time. Using Thumb, a third-party

an share the information with others,

while the users get spontaneously noti ation about that. For example: any
passenger wants to

an el the railway ti ket just before one day of the train

departure, and wants to sale ti ket, then that user is able to advertise this
information over the internet.

Data Dissemination
Data dissemination is a passive mode of

ommuni ation in whi h the usage

rate of information is mu h higher than the rate of information produ tion [RR09℄ .

In other words, it is an asymmetri

ommuni ation, where

downloading rate is mu h higher than uploading rate. Data dissemination
related appli ations be ome very

ru ial due to the rapid growth of informa-

tion generation and their distribution over

ommunities. The re ent so ial

networking-based appli ations be ame a vital platform for the data dissemination. For managing su h a wide variety of information and retrieving the
spe i

information in real time in mobile environment, we need to have

some semanti s to be asso iated with the every pie e of information. This
also helps to distribute the information a ross the boxes of

hoi es.

The

works on semanti s-based information management on resour e- onstrained

+
mobile environment have been proposed in [PCR 10, RHTA10, EHTA11℄.
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The work in [EHTA11℄ proposed OntoWiki framework, whi h is the novel
approa h for semanti s-based information management through mobile semanti

ollaboration. OntoWiki allows users to browse data in oine mode.

This enables users to retrieve information even though they are in no-network
area su h as forest, villages et . Su h platform is very handy to

olle t se-

manti ally ri h information like biodiversity expeditions to remote areas,
where network

onne tivity is very low and dis ontinued or sometime totally

unavailable.

1.2

Resear h hallenges in M-P2P networks

Two major
are

hallenges asso iated with data management in M-P2P networks

free-riding

ity and resour e

and

data availability.

Other

hallenges in lude mobil-

onstraints (e.g., energy, bandwidth, pro essing power and

memory) of mobile devi es. As a
ing physi al ad ho

network keeps

onsequen e of peer mobility, the underlyhanging dynami ally, thereby making it

hallenging to maintain a P2P overlay network for an optimal or reasonable
topology [BCFN03℄. Furthermore, peer mobility also auses frequent network
partitioning, thereby leading to redu ed data availability as well as de reased
onne tivity. Additionally, issues

on erning priva y, se urity and trust also

arise in M-P2P environments. These issues are dis ussed in [MK06℄.

Free-riding
Free-riding is dened as A fundamental tension between

ity

and

olle tive welfare .

individual rational-

In P2P networks, majority of the users generally

hoose to do free-riding i.e., they want to

onsume resour es, but not

on-

tribute any resour es of their own. For example, in Gnutella [AH00℄, 70%
of the users share no data at all. Thus, free-riding is a rampant problem in
P2P networks [RL03℄. It

auses limited growth of data in the system, whi h

auses redu tion in users' interest in a

essing and providing servi es in the
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P2P network.

ol-

Consequently, over a period of time, it leads to system

lapse. Notably, the problem of free-riding is further exa erbated in M-P2P
environments due to mobile resour e

onstraints su h as energy, bandwidth

and memory.
One solution to free-riding is to rely on altruism e.g., assume that all peers
are generous and would

ontribute resour es unselshly. If so ial generosity

is su iently high, there is no need for intervention [FC05℄. However, in this
ase, users do not have any
solution

in entive to perform su

h altruisti

a ts. Another

ould be to provide in entives to the users for en ouraging them to

ontribute to the M-P2P network.

Here, we are

onsidering the realisti

assumption that users are selsh and respond to reward/punishment.

Data availability
Data availability in M-P2P networks is typi ally lower than in xed networks due to frequent network partitioning [HM06℄ arising from peer movement, mobile resour e

onstraints (e.g., bandwidth, energy, memory spa e)

and mobile devi es being autonomously swit hed `o '.

(In identally, data

availability is less than 20% even in a wired environment [SGG01℄.) Rampant free-riding further redu es data availability sin e a large per entage of
MPs are typi ally free-riders [HA05, KSGM03a, GBM01, LDHS05℄ i.e., they
do not provide any data. Thus, e onomi

in entive s hemes be ome a ne es-

sity to enti e resour e- onstrained MPs with in entives to provide data for
answering queries.

1.3

Contributions of the Dissertation

The following are the

ontributions of this dissertation.
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E-Top: Top-k Query Pro essing in Mobile-P2P Networks
using E onomi In entive S hemes
A peer in M-P2P networks is used to have top-k queries. For example, someone wants to nd the top-k restaurants with happy hours (or manager's
spe ial hours ) within 1 km of her

urrent lo ation. Here, top-k is determined

based on the parameters (e.g., star rating, pri e and distan e from the point
of query referen e) sele ted by the user. Similarly, another appli ation
involve a parking lot, where MPs
parking slots and

an

olle t information about available

harges, and then they

ing slot availability information has to be
an

ompare su h

The broker

ould

an inform the brokers. The parkurrent and therefore, the broker

urrent information with its

urrent list of parking slots.

an then provide the top-k available slots to the query-issuing

MP in terms of pri e or distan e (from the MP's

urrent lo ation). Similarly,

an MP may want to nd the top-k stores selling Levis jeans in a shopping
mall with

riteria su h as (low) pri e during a spe i

Observe that su h ad ho

time duration.

queries are temporal in nature (e.g., parking slot

availability information), hen e they

annot be answered by the broker with-

out obtaining information from other MPs. Notably, this resear h will also

+
ontribute towards CrowdDB [FKK 11℄, whi h uses human input via
sour ing to pro ess queries that

rowd-

annot be answered by database systems or

sear h engines. Additionally, su h M-P2P intera tions among peers are generally not freely supported by existing wireless
tures.
that

ommuni ation infrastru -

The inherently ephemeral nature of M-P2P environments suggests

timeliness

of data delivery is of paramount importan e in these appli-

ations, thereby ne essitating query deadlines. For example, an MP looking
for top-k restaurants with  happy hours would generally prefer to re eive
the answer within a spe ied deadline.
E-Top provides the e ient pro essing of su h top-k queries in M-P2P networks using e onomi

in entive s hemes. E-Top issues e onomi

the mobile peers, whi h send relevant data items (i.e., those that

rewards to
ontribute

1.3. Contributions of the Dissertation
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to the top-k query result), and penalizes peers otherwise, thereby optimizing the

ommuni ation tra . Peers use the payos (rewards/penalties) as

a means of feedba k to re-evaluate the s ores of their items for re-ranking
purposes.

In E-Top, brokers fa ilitate top-k query pro essing in lieu of a

ommission.
The main

ontributions of E-Top are three-fold:

1. It proposes two e onomi

in entive s hemes, namely ETK and ETK+,

in whi h MPs a t individually towards top-k query pro essing. These
s hemes assign payos to MPs for in entivizing parti ipation and for
enabling them to re-evaluate their data item s ores.

2. It extends ETK and ETK+ to propose a peer group-based e onomi

in-

entive s heme ETG, whi h denes three payo allo ation approa hes.
3. It is indeed ee tive in improving the performan e of top-k queries in
terms of query response times and a
tion tra

ura y at reasonable

ommuni a-

ost, as demonstrated by our performan e evaluation.

E-Top also dis ourages free-riding due to its e onomi

nature.

ETK and

ETK+ dier in that while ETK performs equal distribution of payos to the
rankers, ETK+ uses a weighted distribution. In ETG, ad ho

groups of MPs

are formed in the vi inity of the query lo ation. Ea h group has a leader for
oordinating the top-k query pro essing. In

ontrast with ETK and ETK+,

where individual MPs dire tly send their top-k items to the broker, query
pro essing in ETG pro eeds by means of group members sending their individual top-k items to the group leader. The group leader sele ts (i.e., `lters')
the top-k items to be sent to the broker based on the relative frequen ies of
the items in the individual top-k lists.

In our appli ation s enarios, some

of the restaurant managers in the vi inity of the query lo ation

an be the

group leaders.
In our performan e evaluation, as a baseline referen e, we adapt a none onomi

non-in entive-based existing top-k query pro essing s heme for

1.3. Contributions of the Dissertation
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+
MANETs, proposed in [HHS 10℄, whi h is designated as

E onomi Top-K ) s

NETK (Non-

heme. Furthermore, NETK does not in orporate the

notion of item re-ranking as no feedba k has been sent ba k to the MPs, who
parti ipated into top-k query pro essing. NETK is the
query pro essing s hemes sin e it addresses dynami

losest to our top-k

top-k query pro ess-

ing in mobile networks. None of the existing proposals on e onomi

issues

addresses top-k query pro essing in M-P2P networks.

E-Broker: E onomi In entive-based Brokerage S hemes
for Improving Data Availability in Mobile-P2P Networks
This work proposes the E-Broker system for improving data availability in
M-P2P networks by in entivizing MPs to provide

value-added routing servi e.

Here, the term  value-added routing servi e refers to the broker MPs enabling pro-a tive sear h for the query results by maintaining an index of the
data items (and repli as) stored at other MPs (as opposed to just forwarding
queries).
The main

ontributions of E-Broker are three-fold:

1. It proposes the EIB (E onomi

In entive-based Brokerage) s heme,

whi h in entivizes relay peers to a t as information brokers for performing value-added routing and repli ation in M-P2P networks, thereby
ee tively improving data availability.

2. It proposes the EIB+ (enhan ed E onomi

In entive-based Brokerage)

s heme, whi h extends the EIB s heme by in orporating three dierent
broker s oring strategies for providing additional in entives to brokers
towards providing better servi e.

preferred brokers
kers.

Brokers with higher s ores be ome

and they earn higher

ommissions than

ommon bro-

EIB+ also fa ilitates load-sharing among the peers.

3. It experimentally determines the number of brokers, beyond whi h the

1.3. Contributions of the Dissertation
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mobile peers are better o without a broker-based ar hite ture i.e.,
they

an dire tly a

ess data from the data-providing peers.

Similar to E-Top, E-Broker also dis ourages free-riding in M-P2P networks.
Both EIB and EIB+ use e onomi
asso iated with a

pri e

(in

several fa tors su h as a
time of a

ess.

virtual urren y ).

Data item pri e depends upon

ess frequen y, data quality and estimated response

The query-issuer pays the pri e of the queried item to the

data-provider, and a
su

in entives in that every data item is

ommission to the broker and the relay MPs in the

essful query path.

We have evaluated the performan e of EIB and EIB+ w.r.t. the non-e onomi

E-DCG+

repli ation s heme [HM06℄. Notably, E-DCG+ is the

losest to

our s hemes sin e it aims at improving data availability in MANETs.
a baseline, we also do performan e
non-broker-based

NIB

omparison w.r.t.

As

a non-in entive and

(Non-In entive without Brokerage) s heme to show

the performan e gain due to brokerage.

E-VeT: E onomi Reward/Penalty-based System for Vehi ular Tra Management
This work proposes the E-VeT system for e iently managing the vehi ular
tra

in road networks using e onomy-based reward/penalty s hemes.

this work, the

ost of traversing a path in the road network

In

orresponds to

the time required for the path traversal, unless otherwise spe ied. Hen e,
we shall use the terms 

path ost and  path time- ost inter

Observe that dening path

hangeably.

ost in terms of time en ompasses fa tors su h

as path distan e, the speed limit relevant to the path and the path's tra
ongestion.
In E-VeT, base stations

ollaboratively fa ilitate dynami

assignments for mitigating the tra
time of arrivals and fuel

vehi ular route

ongestion, thus redu ing the average

onsumption. However, vehi les may not follow the

1.3. Contributions of the Dissertation
paths assigned by the base stations e.g., when they
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an nd lesser- ost paths.

To in entivize vehi les towards following the system-assigned paths, E-VeT
uses

rewards/penalties (payos),

Hen e, these payos

whi h are in terms of

an be used towards paying road taxes,

real urren y.
ar registration,

and li ense/toll fees.
This work assumes that all the vehi les fall under the purview of the EVeT reward/penalty framework, whi h

ould be implemented as part of a

government-mandated program for fa ilitating tra

management.

Note

that the proposed s heme is a government-mandated system, it is always operational, but only the pri e

hanges dynami ally based on the

Thus users, will not know the pri ing s heme and

ongestion.

ongestion information

well ahead of time. Though the system suggests and oers options to users,
they still have a

hoi e of paying the penalty and taking the higher-pri ed

paths; the obje tive is not to for e users for expli it load-balan ing. Sin e
we have a reward/penalty system, it is using in entives for load-balan ing.
It is also dierent and better than randomization where users
of the options, whi h they have to follow, and they have no

an get one

hoi e to alter

the option they re eived. Thus, in our s heme, we preserve the notion that
a user is the nal entity to de ide the path taken.
This work

an be seen as a further extension to the initial proposal for routing

+
of the VS-s heme for parking introdu ed in [AWX 12℄. In the VS-s heme,
a

entral authority (CA) makes an optimal assignment, and penalizes ve-

hi les severely for deviating from it.
CA guarantees that ea h vehi le
higher than

v 's

v

Furthermore, in the VS-s heme, the

will pay a travel- ost to slots that is not

ost in equilibrium.

Sin e in an optimal assignment some

vehi les may travel longer than in equilibrium, the CA
dollars so that the total
in equilibrium.

ost that

The CA also

v

ompensates them in

pays is not higher than

v 's

travel-time

harges vehi les that travel less in the opti-

mum assignment than in the equilibrium assignment. This dollar- harge is
equivalent to the saving in travel-time.
Our work here is mainly fo used on routing in V2V dierent from parking

1.3. Contributions of the Dissertation
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+
of vehi les in [AWX 12℄ in terms of poli ies for route allo ation of vehi les
based on revenues, modeling the pri ing problem for revenue generation and
nding a suitable reward/penalty s heme that adapts to

hanging behavior

of drivers over period of time. In addition, the performan e metri s dire tly
fo us on the impa t of dierent revenue allo ation s hemes on the average
fuel saving, average time of arrival and the number of messages ex hanged
among others.
In summary, our proposed s hemes dier from existing proposals [Bra96,
Mor10, Xu06, Yan12, Iss11℄ in mainly two ways.
ward/penalty framework for

ontrolling the tra

good behavior (i.e., following the system advi e) is
tion

First, we introdu e a reongestion. Se ond, users'
onsidered in the

onges-

ontrol de ision-making in the sense that the system remembers past

behavior and rewards/penalty earned in the past. Thus, our s heme is userentri

and it inspires users to earn rewards so that they

an get preferred

assignment of paths when needed by redeeming rewards.
The

ontributions of E-VeT are three-fold:

2
1. It proposes an R A (Revenue-based Route Allo ation) s heme, whi h
rewards vehi les for following system-assigned longer-time paths, and
harges a fee for following system-assigned shorter-time paths. Furthermore, it penalizes ( harges mu h higher fee) vehi les for any deviations
from the system-assigned paths.

2 +
2
2. It presents the R A (extended R A) s heme by in orporating the notion of

revenue-s ales

for further in entivizing vehi les based on their

past system usage.

3. It dis usses a route allo ation algorithm, whi h gives lesser-time paths
as a preferen e to vehi les that have earned higher revenue based on

2
2 +
the s heme used i.e., either R A or R A .

2
2 +
Note that both R A and R A s hemes are designed to ensure fairness in
the sense that vehi les pay when they travel faster, and they earn

urren y

1.3. Contributions of the Dissertation
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when they travel slower. Both s hemes penalize vehi les, whi h deviate from
system-assigned paths, thereby in entivizing them to adhere to the systemassigned paths. Furthermore, when vehi les follow the system-assigned paths,
they are rewarded either in terms of time-savings (i.e., lower time- ost routes
being allo ated) or in terms of real

urren y (i.e., payments for following

longer time- ost routes).

2
2 +
2
dier in that while R A assigns payos to vehi les based
R A and R A
2 +
on every individual journey, R A performs the payo assignment based on

onsisten y of a given vehi le in following the system-assigned paths
2 +
uses a set of pre-dened
ross multiple journeys. To a hieve this, R A

the
a

revenue-s ales and provides better payos to the vehi

les that are asso iated

with higher revenue-s ales.

onsistently follow the

system-assigned routes.

This enti es vehi les to

Our performan e study shows that the proposed

s hemes are indeed ee tive in managing vehi ular tra
by redu ing the average time of arrival and fuel

in road networks

onsumption.

E-Rare: E onomi In entive S hemes for Improving Availability of Rare Data in Mobile-P2P Networks
E-Rare fo uses on handling

rare data items in an M-P2P environment. Rare

data items are those, whi h get sudden bursts in a
as they are only hosted by only a few peers in

esses based on

events

omparison to the network

size. Thus, they may not be available within few hops of query-issuing peers.
The sudden burst in a

esses to rare items generally o

urs within a given

time-frame (asso iated with the event), before and after whi h su h items
are rarely a

essed.

Some appli ation s enarios are as follows. Suppose a group of
dents in the

ourse of an expedition in a remote forest, where

ollege stuommuni a-

tion infrastru tures (e.g., base stations) do not exist. When there is a sudden unexpe ted de rease in temperature and gusty winds, they need to look
for information about prote tive

lothing su h as shops selling sweaters and

1.3. Contributions of the Dissertation
wind- heaters, photos of su h
group of tourists

unexpe tedly
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lothing and so on. In a similar vein, suppose a
en ounters a

ave during their journey. They

would like to nd information about where to buy gas-masks and asso iated
safety equipment for added safety, instru tional tutorials on how to use this
equipment and so on. Similarly, when a motorist driving in a mountainous
region, sees a rare animal, she may wish to nd additional information about
living habits.

Additionally, due to the sudden and unexpe ted onset of a

heat wave, a group of botanists on an expedition in a forest may want to nd
information su h as non-drinking water sour es and pi tures of the lo ations
of su h water sour es. In these appli ation s enarios, M-P2P intera tions

an

fa ilitate the MPs in nding the required information.
Su h M-P2P intera tions for ee tive sharing of rare data are
freely supported by existing wireless

urrently not

ommuni ation infrastru tures. Observe

how the sudden urgent demand of several MPs for information
rare items (e.g., prote tive
of

events

lothing or gas-masks) arises due to the o

su h as the sudden onset of harsh weather

unexpe tedly en ountering a
E-Rare is a

novel

e onomi

on erning
urren e

onditions or the users

ave.
in entive model for improving rare data avail-

ability by means of li ensing-based repli ation in M-P2P networks. E-Rare
omprises two repli ation s hemes, namely ECR and ECR+, both of whi h
use its in entive model for improving rare data availability. The key dieren e between these s hemes is that in ECR, the MPs a t individually towards
repli ation, while for ECR+, the MPs perform repli ation in groups. In both
these s hemes, a given MP issues queries spe ifying its desired data item, its
lo ation and query deadline. In E-Rare, ea h data item is asso iated with
four types of pri es (in
query-issuer

virtual urren y ), whi

h provide dierent rights to the

on erning the usage of the item. E-Rare requires a query-issuer

to pay one of these pri es for its queried data item to the query-serving peer,
thereby ee tively in reasing data availability and
The main

ontributions of E-Rare are three-fold:

ombating free-riders.

1.4. Organization of the Dissertation
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1. It provides in entives for repli ation of rare data items by means of a
novel li ensing me hanism, thereby improving rare data availability.
2. It provides additional in entives for MPs to

ollaborate in groups,

thereby further improving rare data availability.
3. A detailed performan e evaluation has been done to show the improvement in query response times and availability of rare data items in
M-P2P networks.

In identally, virtual

urren y in entives are suitable for P2P environments

due to the high transa tion

osts of real- urren y mi ro-payments [TR04℄.

The works in [DPGB03,ET04,ZCY03℄ dis uss how to ensure se ure payments
using a virtual

urren y. Notably, these se ure payment s hemes are

plementary to our proposal, but they

an be used in

om-

onjun tion with our

proposal.
We have performed a detailed performan e evaluation of both ECR and
ECR+. As a baseline referen e, we have also
non-in entive and non-e onomi
proposed in [HM06℄, whi h is

ompared against an existing

repli ation E-DCG+ s heme for MANETs,
losure to our s enario. We have used aver-

age response times of queries, query su

ess rates, query hop- ounts and the

number of messages as performan e metri s. ECR+ outperforms ECR due
to its group-based in entives (su h as dis ounts), whi h fa ilitate

ollabo-

rative repli ation among MPs. ECR outperforms E-DCG+ essentially due
to its e onomi

li ensing s heme, whi h in entivizes MP parti ipation in the

reation of multiple

opies of rare items. Both ECR and ECR+ in ur more

messages than E-DCG+ be ause in
unsu
the

1.4

ase of E-DCG+, a large per entage of

essful queries result in de reased amount of data transfer, albeit at
ost of redu ed query su

ess rates.

Organization of the Dissertation

The dissertation is organized as follows:

1.4. Organization of the Dissertation
Chapter 2
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provides a general introdu tion and dis usses about related

work in this eld.

Chapter 3

dis usses our proposed system E-Top for top-k query pro essing

in Mobile-P2P Networks using e onomi
on resour e

in entive s hemes, when operating

onstrained mobile devi es.

E-Top in orporates the e onomi

in entive-based s hemes to perform the ee tive query pro essing and to
improve the data availability by means of in reasing peer parti ipation in
M-P2P networks, whi h relies not just on the available peers but also on the
query's answer-rate as well as its answer-quality at the query-issuing peer.

Chapter 4

provides a des ription of our se ond resear h

omponent E-

Broker, whi h looks at ee tive broker parti ipation in M-P2P network towards serving better quality to the MPs by means of improving query responsetime. The proposed brokerage s hemes are based on various types of in entives to the broker-MPs towards serving M-P2P networks. We justify in this
work that in a mobile environment, the nearly optimal broker's parti ipation
would ee tively improves data availability thereby resulting faster response
and better quality.

Chapter 5

dis usses our third resear h

omponent of this dissertation E-

VeT, whi h fo uses on e ient vehi ular tra

management in road net-

works using e onomy-based reward/penalty s hemes. In E-VeT, our goal is
to identify that how ee tively system
to manage vehi ular tra

an assign the paths to the vehi les

by redu ing the average time of arrival and fuel

onsumption.

Chapter 6

dis usses our forth resear h

omponent of this dissertation E-

Rare, whi h fo uses on leveraging network heterogeneity of rare data availability in M-P2P networks.

In E-Rare, our goal is to identify that how

ee tively a rare data is adequately repli ated on mobile peers to improve

1.4. Organization of the Dissertation
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rare data availability while keeping its rarity (i.e., value of a data for a given
time) up.

Chapter 7

on ludes this dissertation with a summary of our

ontribu-

tions. We have also provided the dire tions for future work.
We are pleased to note that the

ontributions of this dissertation work have

been published at following reputed

•

onferen es and journals.

Nilesh Padhariya, Anirban Mondal, Vikram Goyal, Roshan Shankar
and Sanjay Kumar Madria.
nami

E oTop:

An E onomi

Model for Dy-

Pro essing of Top-k Queries in Mobile-P2P Networks.

Database

Systems for Advan ed Appli ations, DASFAA(2) 2011:251-265
•

Nilesh Padhariya, Anirban Mondal, Sanjay Kumar Madria, and Masaru
Kitsuregawa. E onomi in entive-based brokerage s hemes for improving data availability in mobile-P2P networks.

Computer Communi a-

tions, (2013) 36(8):861-874
•

Nilesh Padhariya, Ouri Wolfson, Anirban Mondal, Varun Gandhi and
Sanjay Kumar Madria. E-VeT: E onomi

Reward/Penalty-based Sys-

tem for Vehi ular Tra

Mobile Data Management,

Management.

MDM(1) 2014: 99-102

Moreover, the following papers are

•

urrently under review in journals.

Nilesh Padhariya, Anirban Mondal, Sanjay Kumar Madria and Masaru
Kitsuregawa. E onomi

In entive S hemes for Improving Availability

of Rare Data in Mobile-P2P Networks

•

Nilesh Padhariya, Anirban Mondal and Sanjay Kumar Madria. Top-k
Query Pro essing in Mobile-P2P Networks using E onomi
S hemes

In entive

2
Related Work
This

hapter provides an overview of existing works related to e onomi

s hemes for data management in M-P2P environments. Notably, the

om-

bination of issues su h as node mobility, free-riding, network partitioning
and resour e

onstraints (e.g., energy, memory spa e) are more relevant to

M-P2P environments, although some of these issues may also arise in other
environments.

As a single instan e, in stati

of node mobility does not arise and resour e

P2P environments, the issue
onstraints are not as severe

as in M-P2P environments. The free-riding issue in traditional stati

P2P

environments may be handled by blo king the free-riders. However, in MP2P environments, in order to have

onne tivity in the network, we need to

attra t free-riders to provide servi es.

2.1

E onomi in entive s hemes

This se tion provides an overview of e onomi

in entive s hemes.

2.1. E onomi in entive s hemes
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2.1.1 E onomi s hemes for resour e allo ation in P2P
networks
E onomi

s hemes have been dis ussed for resour e allo ation in distributed

systems [FNY93, FYN88, KS89℄. The proposed model in [FNY93℄ manages
distributed data obje ts by means of revenue-based resour e allo ation. In
this e onomi

model, ea h job/transa tion pays to the pro essor for per-

forming data obje t-related read/write operations, while the pro essor uses
revenues to lease

opies of data obje ts to other pro essors. Here, the pri e

of the data obje ts are de ided by themselves.

Thus, the e onomi

model

fa ilitates e ient management of data obje ts in the system.
The work in [FYN88℄ dis usses mi roe onomi s load-balan ing in distributed
systems. In this e onomi

model, the pri es of the resour es in the system are

de ided based on their demands. The system assumes that the demand generates the

ompetition among the non- ooperative devi es in the distributed

system. In parti ular, ea h job is assigned to a host using an au tion me hanism i.e., the winning host serves the job.

This e onomi

approa h has

been shown to provide better performan e due to its limited

omplexity and

intrinsi

de entralization.

In a similar vein, [KS89℄ also examined the ee tive distribution of divisible
resour es in a distributed system. For example, the le allo ation based on
ommuni ation

ost and its pro essing time are optimized by dividing a le

into several parts distributed fashion. Thus, a le is pro essed by exe uting
ea h of its individual parts on dierent pro essors. [Gro03℄ has des ribed the
e onomi

aspe ts in a pure peer-to-peer (P2P) networks.

They

onsidered

GNUnet le-sharing, whi h is a distributed framework that uses trust-based
me hanisms for performing e onomi

resour e allo ation among equal peers,

while minimizing free-riding. Thus, it dened a game of

ooperative play-

ers to maximize individual out omes, while distinguishing between friendly
and mali ious players. However, this work does not in orporate any pri ing
model.

2.1. E onomi in entive s hemes
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The proposals in [LI04, XLN06b, XLN06a℄ dis uss e onomi
sour e allo ation in wireless ad ho

s hemes for re-

networks. The goal of [LI04℄ is to per-

form servi e provisioning in a mobile ad ho

network (MANET) environ-

ment, hen e it proposes a distributed algorithm for ee tive servi e provisioning.

Moreover, it uses the Vi krey au tion me hanism for allo ating

servi es among selsh peers in the MANET. The proposal [XLN06b℄ assumes that the peers would prefer to be selsh rather than
wireless ad ho

ooperative in

networks. Hen e, in entive me hanisms would inspire selsh

and greedy peers to parti ipate and share their resour es, thereby redu ing free-riding.

This work presented the pri e-pair me hanism to allo ate

resour es a ross peers, while in entivizing them for their servi es to the network, thereby further in reasing the extent of
system.

By means of

ooperative behavior in the

ooperation, the system is

onverged to the desired

global optimal operating point, even though the peers are independent and
the system is de entralized. Similarly, the proposal [XLN06a℄ provides the
pri e-based resour e allo ation framework for fair and optimal resour e utilization among the peers. The pri e of ea h resour e is
the notion of `maximum

omputed based on

liques' of that resour e in the wireless ad ho

work. They also showed that the proposed distributed algorithm

net-

onverges

to a global network optimum w.r.t. resour e allo ations.
Observe that the s hemes in [FYN88,KS89,FNY93,Gro03℄ do not address MP2P issues su h as node mobility, free-riding, frequent network partitioning
and mobile resour e

onstraints. Furthermore, the s hemes in [LI04,XLN06b,

XLN06a℄ do not in orporate repli ation or data rarity issues.

2.1.2 In entive s hemes for en ouraging peer parti ipation in stati P2P networks
In entive-based s hemes for en ouraging peer parti ipation in stati
networks involve formal game-theoreti

P2P

approa hes su h as the proposal

in [GBM01℄. The work in [GBM01℄ proposed an in entive-based model for

2.1. E onomi in entive s hemes
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P2P le-sharing systems. They provided various payment s hemes under a
game-theoreti

model in whi h ea h selsh user is trying to in rease his re-

wards. The work also analyzed the equillibria of users' strategies with respe t
to mi ro-payment and quantized mi ro-payment me hanisms.
The works in [HA05, RL03℄ en ourage peer parti ipation using utility fun tions. [HA05℄ aimed at en ouraging resour e sharing by providing in entives
to the peers and they also address the issue of mali ious peers. [HA05℄ dened
utility fun tions based on

redit i.e.,

ontributed bytes -

onsumed bytes, for

measuring users' behavior. However, they do not address data quality i.e., a
given user may share fake les to in rease his

redit. [RL03℄ also uses utility

fun tions to measure the user's value to the system. It des ribed three different utility fun tions based on (a) the total number of les shared (b) the
total size of the data shared and ( ) the popularity of the shared les. These
utility fun tions

onsider reward (i.e., user's sharing) and penalty (i.e., user's

onsumption).
Furthermore, [KSGM03a℄ has also addressed free-riding in P2P networks and
proposed a solution based on a peer parti ipation metri

alled the Eigen-

Trust s ore [KSGM03b℄. The parameters in the EigenTrust metri

are used

for dening the in entives that are to be awarded to the peers. EigenTrust ensures that parti ipatory peers obtain rewards, but less a tive peers do not get
ex luded from the system, thereby providing opportunity to the free-riders
to be a tive parti ipants in the network. Moreover, [LDHS05℄
asymmetri

onsiders the

angle of the P2P system, where the uploaded bytes have less

value then the downloaded bytes be ause selsh and rational peers would
prefer downloads as opposed to uploads.

Hen e, [LDHS05℄ provides more

in entives for the uploaded bytes w.r.t. the downloaded bytes.
Observe that the approa hes [HA05,RL03,KSGM03a℄ are too stati

to be de-

ployed in M-P2P networks be ause they assume peers' availability and xed
topology. Furthermore, they do not address few mobile resour e
(e.g., energy) and data rarity issues.

onstraints
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The works in [Azz10a, Azz10b℄ fo us on addressing the problem of free-riding
in de entralized

ollaborative environments. In parti ular, these works pro-

pose a taxonomy for

lassifying and tra king free-riders in multimedia sys-

tems based on trustworthiness. The proposal in [LGS12℄ addresses free-riding
in the popular eMule/eDonkey P2P le-sharing network by evaluating and
improving the fairness poli y, whi h rewards

ontributors. Notably, the works

in [LGS12, Azz10a, Azz10b, HA05, KSGM03a℄ do not address repli ation and
mobile resour e

onstraints.

2.1.3 In entive s hemes for ombating free-riding in MANETs
The proposals in [BH01, BH03, ZCY03, CN04, CGKO03, SNCR03℄ address
free-riding in MANETs. The work in [BH01℄ introdu es a virtual
to stimulate node

urren y

ooperation for pa ket forwarding servi es. They provide

two dierent models, namely the Pa ket Purse Model (PPM) and the Pa ket
Trade Model (PTM), for dening the pri e of the pa ket forwarding servi e.
In PPM, nuglets (a form of virtual

urren y) are loaded into a pa ket by

the sour e, and intermediate nodes takes o these nuglets from the given
pa ket a

ording to their respe tive pri es for the forwarding servi e. On the

other hand, in PTM, ea h node in the message path `buys' a pa ket from
the prede essor node and `sells' it to the su

essor node, thereby implying

that the destination node has to pay the pri e for the pa ket forwarding
servi e. Observe that PTM is vulnerable to network overload, sin e senders
do not have to pay. Thus, PPM is more promising. The work also proposed
the hybrid and extended PPM (with Fixed Per Hop Charges and Au tions)
approa hes for pa ket forwarding servi e.
Similarly, the works in [BH03, ZCY03℄ also use virtual
the

urren y to stimulate

ooperation of mobile nodes in forwarding messages. In [BH03℄, virtual

urren y is dened as a `nuglet
by one in

ounter' on ea h peer, whi h is de reased

ase of peer has generated a pa ket (i.e., peer wants to obtain

servi e from the network) and is in reased by one in

ase a peer forwards
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a pa ket (i.e., the peer serves the network).
forwarding servi e, the value of nuglet

In order to use the message-

ounter on a peer must be positive,

thereby fa ilitating the avoidan e of free-riding.
me hanisms for prote ting the nuglet
simple

heat-proof,

The work also suggested

ounter. [ZCY03℄ proposed Sprite, a

redit-based me hanism to provide message-forwarding

servi e among selsh nodes in a MANET. This work
peers for their

onsidered in entivizing

ooperation as follows: a node keeps a re eipt of its re eiv-

ing/forwarding message; later it

lears with Credit Clearan e Servi e (CCS)

provider by uploading re eipts; and obtains

urren y for its servi es. This

me hanism does not require any tamper-proof hardware at any node.
The au tion-based iPass [CN04℄ in entive s heme and the works in [CGKO03,
SNCR03℄ also provide in entives for relaying messages. iPass pays to ea h
ow i.e., the message path from sour e to destination with relay peers as the
intermediate nodes, for the message-forwarding servi e in a non- ooperative
MANET environment.
and a ow is
me hanism.

The resour e allo ation is performed by bidding,

hosen by a generalized Vi krey au tion with reverse pri ing
It shows that truthful bidding of utility is a dominant strat-

egy and in entivization leads to higher so ial welfare for the whole network.
The work in [CGKO03℄ explores an in entive-based model for a MANET.
A mobile node
but its

an earn as mu h as it is

apa ity is

onstrained by its remaining energy, hen e the system

will be balan ed. [SNCR03℄
ea h node independently
method ee tively

apable of transmitting messages,

onsiders a market-based approa h, in whi h

harges pri es for relaying the data pa kets. The

onverges to the equilibria of the resulting market due to

its iterative pri e and rate allo ation algorithm. In parti ular, the proposals in [CGKO03, SNCR03℄

on entrate on

terms of battery power, memory and CPU
However, these works do not
they do not

ompensating forwarding

ost in

y les.

onsider M-P2P ar hite ture.

Furthermore,

onsider data rarity issues, data item pri es and in entives for

data repli ation i.e., they do not enti e peers to host data.
not address the issue of

Also, they do

reating pro-a tive mobile peers for providing value-
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added routing servi es.

2.1.4 In entive s hemes for M-P2P networks
The work in [MMK07 ℄ dis ussed ABIDE, whi h is an au tion-based e onomi

model for M-P2P networks.

In ABIDE, the relay mobile peers are

en ouraged to provide value-added routing servi es in lieu of a
sion.

ABIDE also

onsiders load-balan ing issues.

ommis-

Furthermore, the work

in [MYM10℄ proposed E oBroker, whi h is a novel e onomi

in entive-based

brokerage model for improving data availability via repli ation for multipleitem queries in Mobile-P2P networks.
to pay the pri e (in virtual
providers. The e onomi

In E oBroker, data requestors need

urren y) of their requested data items to data-

in entive model of E oBroker ee tively

ombats

free-riding by in entivizing MPs to be ome brokers and to host repli ated
data, thereby improving data availability.

Moreover, its brokerage model

fa ilitates e ient pro essing of queries involving multiple data items.
The proposals in [XWR06, WXS04℄ dis uss in entive s hemes for

ombating

free-riding in M-P2P networks. The work in [XWR06℄ provides in entives to
mobile peers for parti ipation in the dissemination of reports about resour es
in M-P2P networks. Ea h disseminated report

ontains information

on ern-

ing a spatial-temporal resour e e.g., availability of a parking slot at a given
time and lo ation. The work in [WXS04℄

onsiders opportunisti

resour e

information dissemination in transportation appli ation s enarios.

A mo-

bile peer transmits its resour es to the mobile peers that it en ounters, and
obtains resour es from them in ex hange. The works in [WXS04, XWR06℄
primarily address data dissemination with the aim of rea hing as many peers
as possible i.e., they fo us on how every peer

an get the data.

However,

they do not in entivize relay peers to perform value-added routing and to
host data. Furthermore, they do not

onsider li ensing-based data repli a-

tion and data rarity issues.
The work in [MMK09℄ proposes an e onomi

in entive model for the e ient
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onstraint queries in M-P2P networks, given that M-P2P users

may issue queries with varying

onstraints on query response time, data qual-

ity of results and trustworthiness of the data sour e. The fo us in [MMK09℄
is on how to index the

onstraints in user queries by using the CR*-tree.

Furthermore, the work in [MMK09℄ provides in entives for peers to form
ollaborative peer groups for maximizing data availability and revenues by
mutually allo ating and deallo ating data items using royalty-based revenuesharing. Thus, the fo us in [MMK09℄ is

ompletely dierent from the fo us

of E-Broker in that E-Broker fo uses on brokerage s hemes for performing
value-added routing and repli ation (and load-sharing) in M-P2P networks.

2.1.5 E onomi s hemes for top-k query pro essing
The proposal in [SIC08℄ addresses top-k queries and aggregate queries for
probabilisti

databases with fo us on data un ertainty and semanti s. Un-

ertainty imposes probability as a new ranking dimension that does not exist
in the traditional settings. This work has novel formulations based on traditional top-k semanti s, whi h are

ombined with real-world semanti s. The

proposed framework supports query pro essing and indexing by en apsulating a state spa e model and an e ient sear h algorithm for
query answers.

omputing

The state spa e model divides the sear h spa e into small

sub-spa es, thereby minimizing the number of a

essed tuples and the size

of the materialized sear h spa e.
The work in [HC07℄ examines the optimization of top-k queries in middleware
by means of a

ost-based optimization approa h.

The work in orporates

various sear h and optimization algorithms. In parti ular, ea h top-k request
is treated dierently in the sense that their a

ess

osts vary.

In

ontrast

to relational queries, where fo used sear h is possible through relational
denitions, top-k queries are handled by using logi al tasks as building blo ks
for identifying a

omprehensive and fo used sear h spa e.

The work has

dened several sear h s hemes over a spe trum of possible algorithms to
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identify an optimal algorithm for a given top-k query.
The proposals in [LXL10,WXTL07℄ dis uss top-k query pro essing in wireless
sensor networks. In [LXL10℄, ea h top-k query retrieves

k

number of data

obje ts, where the top-k evaluation is done by a s oring fun tion on the
queried features from sensor data. For

onserving the energy of the sensor

nodes, the work minimizes redundant data transmissions by means of both a
luster-tree routing stru ture for lo ally aggregating obje ts as well as a
pruning te hnique for ltering purposes.

ross-

The work in [WXTL07℄ exploits

semanti s and fa ilitates energy-e ien y by installing a lter at ea h sensor
node to avoid unne essary updates.
The work in [LCLC04℄ uses a probabilisti
sele ting sensor nodes for pro essing

approa h towards

ontinuous probabilisti

ost-ee tively

less sensor networks by redu ing sensor data aggregation.

queries in wire-

in [ZYV08℄ provides a

The tutorial

omprehensive overview of top-k query pro essing in

wireless sensor networks. The proposal in [HSHN09℄ dis usses a message proessing method for top-k queries in MANETs for redu ing the

ommuni ation

tra . The work in [JCCL10℄ dis usses lo ation-based top-k query pro essing for wireless broad ast environments using two R-tree variants, namely
the broad ast aggregate R-tree and bit-ve tor R-tree. The work in [LLKL09℄
presents a sear h engine geared towards providing mobile users with top-k
web sear h results. Notably, the proposals in [SIC08,HC07,LXL10,WXTL07,
LCLC04, HSHN09, JCCL10, LLKL09℄ do not in orporate M-P2P ar hite ture
and e onomi

s hemes for in entivizing top-k query pro essing.

In identally, P2P repli ation suitable for mobile environments has been inorporated in systems su h as ROAM [RRPK01℄, Clique [RNC03℄ and Ru-

+
mor [GRR 98℄. However, these systems do not in orporate e onomi

in en-

tive s hemes and top-k queries.

+
The work in [PMG 11℄ addresses the pro essing of top-k queries in M-P2P
networks by using e onomi

in entive s hemes.

In the proposed e onomi

model (designated as E oTop), whi h is based on a super-peer ar hite ture,
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brokers fa ilitate top-k query pro essing in lieu of a
issues e onomi
(i.e., those that

ommission.

rewards to the mobile peers, whi h send

relevant

E oTop

data items

ontribute to the top-k query result), and penalizes peers

for sending irrelevant items, thereby optimizing the

ommuni ation tra .

Peers use the rewards/penalties as a means of feedba k to re-evaluate the
s ores of their respe tive items for item re-ranking purposes.
in orporates

E oTop also

ommissions for relay peers to in entivize them in forwarding

messages qui kly. A performan e study demonstrates that E oTop is indeed
ee tive in improving the performan e of top-k queries, while minimizing
the

ommuni ation tra .

Notably, this novel e onomi

in entive model

also dis ourages free-riding in M-P2P networks.

2.1.6 Payment s hemes
A small study [MdRK04℄, whi h was

ondu ted on users' motivation and

de ision to share resour es in P2P networks, revealed that 50% of the questioned users would share more, if some materialisti

in entives (e.g., money)

are dispensed by the appli ation. Herein lies the motivation for

oupon-based

systems like adPASS [SH04℄. The works in [DPGB03, ET04, ZCY03℄ dis uss
how to ensure se ure payments using a virtual

urren y. Another way pro-

posed in [GA04℄ des ribes Coupons, an in entive s heme that is inspired by
the eN entive framework [RFJY03℄, whi h allows mobile agents to spread
digital advertisements with embedded

oupons among mobile users in a P2P

manner.
Several non-repudiation [KMZ02, SS05℄ systems, whi h
to

an be in orporated

ontrol the de eiving behaviour of peers, have been developed. In many

appli ations su h as

ontent distribution, the pri e

an also be

ontrolled by

the servi e-providers [FST04℄.
MoB [CABP05℄ is an open market
vi es ar hite ture, whi h

ollaborative wide-area wireless data ser-

an be used by mobile users for opportunisti ally

trading servi es with ea h other. MoB also handles in entive management,
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ounting servi es.

A bootstrap kind of me hanism an also be used in many appli ations [DHA03a℄.
Symella is a Gnutella le-sharing
that illegal a ts o

lient for Symbian smartphones. It expe ts

ur, su h as interpolation or destru tion of the distribu-

tion history to get in entives.

Hen e, the distribution history atta hed to

the e- oupon [CN04℄ is en iphered with a publi -key
so that users

annot peruse the distribution history.

ryptographi

system

Moreover, a message

digest (MD) of the distribution history is embedded by digital-watermarking
te hnology to

he k the validity of the history.

2.1.7 Trust-based s hemes
The work in [QMK10℄ analyzes various existing de entralized and distributed
trust management s hemes. Based on this analysis, it proposes the M-trust
s heme for mobile-P2P networks.

M-Trust is a robust and s alable light-

weight trust ratings aggregation s heme. Notably, the M-trust s heme also
onsiders issues su h as system mobility and dynami

network topology. In

a similar vein, the work in [RSB11℄ proposes a generalized distributed trust
management s heme to estimate peer trust based on their en ounter history
in dierent environmental
prioritize

ontexts. Moreover, the work also dis usses how to

ontexts depending upon the level of asso iation with them. Fur-

thermore, the proposal in [SL03℄ presents the TrustMe proto ol for managing
trust and anonymity in P2P environments. The work also demonstrates that
the TrustMe proto ol is reasonably se ure against a wide variety of potential
atta ks.
The proposal in [AR10℄ examines the role of re ommenders in P2P systems
with the obje tive of managing trust. In parti ular, it provides an in-depth
treatment of the feedba k behavior of the re ommenders as well as their role
in trust assessment for P2P systems.
also be in orporated to

Non-repudiation systems [SS05℄

an

ontrol the de eiving behaviour of peers. The work

in [BBS10℄ dis usses an experimental model for trust and

ooperation for
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partner sele tion in so ial networks.

+
The work in [VLdOC 10℄ proposes a human-based model for building a trust
relationship between nodes in an ad ho

network. In parti ular, it proposes

the Re ommendation Ex hange Proto ol (REP), whi h enables nodes to exhange re ommendations about their neighbors. Trust is based not only on
previous individual experien es, but also on the re ommendations of other
nodes. Nodes maintain and ex hange trust information about nodes within
their respe tive radio ranges.
Notably, the trust-based s hemes dis ussed above
with our proposal as

an be used in

onjun tion

ountermeasures to the selsh and de eiving behaviors

of the peers.

2.2

Data Ca hing in mobile environments

To improve the response time of data retrieval in mobile environments, Data
a hing plays an important role. This se tion provides an overview of data
a hing s hemes for mobile environments.

2.2.1 Cooperative a hing
In a mobile environment, the mobile
a he of its neighbouring
a hing . Notably,

lient.

ooperative

lient

This

a hing

an a

on ept is known as  ooperative
an also be used in

the P2P paradigm. [CLC04℄ proposes a

ooperative

nated as COCA, for mobile systems. COCA
into two

ategories: Low A tivity Mobile

Mobile Clients (HAM). Notably, mobile
share their respe tive

ess data items from the

onjun tion with

a hing s heme, desig-

ategorizes the mobile

lients

lients (LAM) and High A tivity

lients from both of these

ategories

a hes. COCA redu es the server workload be ause the

server repli ates data items on the LAMs, while the HAMs take advantage
of these repli as.

Thus, COCA improves the overall system performan e,
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mobile hosts are outside of the servi e region.
Wireless Sensor Networks support several appli ations su h as environment
ontrol, intelligent buildings, and target tra king in battleelds.

Over the

past few years, Wireless Sensor networks have been growing in importan e.
To serve data in short laten y and with minimal energy

onsumption, these

appli ations require optimization in ommuni ation among the sensors. Hen e,
ooperative data

a hing proto ols has been proposed. The sele tion of sen-

sor nodes is at the heart of these proto ols, and it plays an important role
in making the

a hing and request forwarding de isions. The [DKTM11℄ in-

trodu es two new metri s to aid in the sele tion of su h nodes. On the basis
of these metri s, the work proposed two new

ooperative

a hing proto ols.

2.2.2 Te hniques for maintaining a he onsisten y
In mobile database systems, if data is
the query response time and also
However, there is a need for

a hed on a mobile host, it will redu e

onserve the generally limited bandwidth.

a he onsisten y.

A basi

a he

onsisten y

s heme works as follows. The server broad asts the invalidation report, whi h
identies the updated data obje ts so that the mobile hosts may remove the
old data from their

a he. Due to this reporting, the re onne ting pro ess

of a given mobile host may be slow as the mobile host requests the server
for validating a
a set of new
bandwidth for

a he as it re eives an invalidation report. [KL01℄ proposes

a he validation s hemes, whi h are

apable of

onserving the

a he validation as well as for query pro essing.

Ca hing is also useful for redu ing the server load as it fa ilitates data a ess at
mobile

lients, thereby improving the overall performan e of the system. In
omputing environments, there are

tions. In su h situations,

han es of frequent dis onne -

oheren e between servers and

ne essity. [ZCY06℄ proposes a

ategory of

lients be omes a

a he invalidation strategy and

mathemati al model, and develops a high-performan e

a hing te hnique.
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Moreover, the work evaluates the performan e for pra ti al wireless mobile
omputing s enarios.
Furthermore, the

a he invalidation methods are re ord ID-based, hen e they

are not adequate to manage the
iently. [Chu08℄ proposes a
query in mobile

a he

onsisten y of the mobile

a he invalidation s heme for

lients e-

ontinuous partial

omputing environment, whi h is predi ate-based.

the

a he state of the mobile

the

a he invalidation report (CIR) and the predi ate to the

Here,

lient is the predi ate. The server broad asts
lient for

a he

management. This method is useful for redu ing the requirement of data for
a he management. There are a number of methods to generate the CIR in
the server and to identify the invalid data in the
Additionally, in dynami
stay in permanent

lient.

environments, users may not always be able to

onta t with the network, but message delivery should

be guaranteed for all a tive users of the network. [SPFT09℄ introdu es two
a hing poli ies:

basi

a hing and leaf

a hing for providing guaranteed

message delivery.

2.2.3 Ca he repla ement strategies
While

a hing frequently a

essed data items on the mobile

the system performan e, the
tive

a he size

is generally limited.

lients improve
Hen e, ee -

a he repla ement te hniques be ome a ne essity to determine the set of

data items that should be evi ted from the
repla ement poli y

a he. [KMS07℄ proposes a

a he

alled the Weighted Predi ted Region-based Ca he Re-

pla ement Poli y (WPRRP) for lo ation-dependent data. WPRRP works on
the basis of

lient's movement by sele ting the predi ted region to

al ulate

the weighted distan e of a given item.
In a mobile

omputing environment, the mobile user uses

a he to a

ess

the data easily, thereby enhan ing the data availability as well as improving the data a

ess time. Information is transferred from the server to the

query-issuer depending on its

urrent lo ation. This is known as Lo ation
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Dependent Information Servi es (LDISs). [KSM10℄ proposes a

a he repla e-

ment poli y named Prioritized Predi ted Region based Ca he Repla ement
Poli y (PPRRP), whi h uses a
the

ost fun tion for the data evi tion based on

lient's movement pattern.

+
[HXW 05℄ proposes a proa tive

a hing model, whi h

a hes the result

obje ts along with the index that supports these obje ts as the results. This is
helpful for obje t reusability for all

ommon types of queries. To optimize the

+
query response time, [HXW 05℄ also proposes an adaptive s heme to
an index.

In mobile environments, proa tive

performan e gains as
As the

ompared to page

a he

a hing a hieves signi ant

a hing and semanti

a hing.

a he size is limited on mobile devi es, there are number of

a he

repla ement poli ies, used to dis over a proper subset of items for evi tion.
The Eu lidean distan e and Eu lidean spa e are important parameters for
evi tion in existing poli ies. In spatial networks, position and movement of
the obje ts are
By
a

onstraints and network distan e is an important measure.

onsidering the network density, network distan e and the probability of
ess, [JPNS08℄ proposes a

a he repla ement poli y whi h uses Progressive

in remental network expansion (PINE) te hnique to

al ulate the network

distan e.
Moreover, [JYLK02℄ proposes a a hing poli y and broad ast s heme in whi h
the geographi al adja en y and

hara teristi s of target area in Lo ation

Dependent Queries (LDQ) are ree ted. By applying the moving distan e
of mobile host, [JYLK02℄ develop the

a hing poli y suitable for urban area.

The broad ast s heme uses the spa e-lling

urve to

adja en y of data in LDQ. The expe tation is:
lo al

a he, the

a hing poli y oers more a

luster data based on

when exe uting LDQ in

urate answers and signi antly

improves the workload of mobile hosts. Also, the broad ast s heme improves
the battery life of the mobile host.
Mobile environment is dynami , in whi h the mobile users are moving around
a number of servi e areas. Notably, as the mobile user goes from one ser-
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vi e area to another, the new server takes responsibility of that user. This
pro ess is known as hando. In the pro ess of hando, the new server will
not get benet to a
numerous

ess the

a he. As a solution to this, [PC05℄ dis overs

a he retrieval s hemes to improve the

a he retrieval e ien y.

The use of ` oordinator buer' shows the improvement in the
Moreover, Dynami
oped, whi h
methods a

and Adaptive

a he retrieval.

a he Retrieval s heme (DAR) is devel-

an deal with the servi e of hando by utilizing proper
ording to spe i

riteria.

An adaptive per-user per-obje t

a he

onsisten y management (APPCCM)

s heme is proposed in [LC11℄. The s heme supports strong data
semanti s through integrated
wireless mesh networks.

a he

obje tive of APPCCM. In APPCCM,

a teristi s and network

2.2.4 Semanti

onsisten y

onsisten y and mobility management in

Minimization of overall network

nami ally, depending on mesh

a he

ost is the main

a hing of data obje ts is done dy-

lient's mobility and data query/update

har-

onditions.

a hing

The bandwidth of the mobile devi es is also a

hallenge in developing large

spatial database appli ation on mobile environment. Here, the spatial data
is used to pro ess the query in mobile environments. [SZS05℄ attempted to
ombine multi resolution spatial data stru ture and semanti

a hing te h-

niques for e ient pro essing of spatial queries. [SZS05℄ also proposed a new
semanti
by

a hing model named Multi-resolution Semanti

onsidering the

Ca hing (MSC)

hara teristi s of multi-resolution spatial data and multi-

resolution spatial query (MSQ) in mobile environments. MSC improves the
performan e in three ways: (a) a redu tion in the amount and

omplexity of

the remainder queries; (b) the redundant transmission of spatial data already
residing in a

a he is avoided; ( ) a provision for satisfa tory answers before

100% query results have been transmitted to the
Furthermore, the two features of semanti

lient side.

a he, namely less network traf-
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and improved response time, make it e ient for mobile environments.

The [LHC12℄ extends the traditional semanti

a he management in three

ways: (a) extension of quadtree-based index stru tures to semanti

a hes,

(b) availability of a query pro essing strategy and ( ) dis ussion on obje toriented implementation of the semanti

2.3

a he.

Data Repli ation

Data repli ation means that the same data is stored at multiple nodes. Data
repli ation is generally used for improving data availability, system reliability and performan e. This se tion provides an overview of data repli ation
s hemes.

2.3.1 Data repli ation in P2P networks
Repli ation s hemes for stati

P2P networks [BMSV03, DHA03b℄ and tradi-

tional repli ation strategies [KA00℄ for distributed systems do not

onsider

peer mobility issues. The proposal in [BMSV03℄ tries to over ome the various failures that may potentially o

ur in P2P systems. The work suggested

an analyti al method based on reasoning about the e ien y of repli ation
with redundan y to handle failure toleran e and its re overy albeit at a small
s ale. They also proposed a bulk repli ation s heme, in whi h the groups of
les or le systems are repli ated a ross the network for high data availability,
hen e the system has persistent storage failures and fast a
The study in [DHA03b℄ addressed data

ess.

onsisten y in P2P systems, where

the data has been repli ated at several peers. For maintaining data
ten y, the update strategy needs to be
throughout the network.

onsis-

apable of providing the same result

The work has proposed a hybrid push/pull algo-

rithm based on rumor spreading/gossiping me hanism. The algorithm provides an e ient and robust
probability of

ommuni ation s heme for repli ation with high

onsisten y in a distributed environment. Moreover, [KA00℄
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also addressed database repli ation rather than le repli ation with data

on-

sisten y as a key obje tive. Several repli ation te hniques for addressing data
onsisten y in a distributed environment have been dis ussed in [DGMS85℄.
The work in [MLK04℄ shows how data repli ation impa ts the performan e
of a stati

P2P system, where the data dependability issue is

ti ular, the work in [MLK04℄ proposes a dynami

riti al. In par-

data repli ation strategy

for ee tive load balan ing among the peers and dynami

query redire tion

to redu e the query response time. The data to be repli ated is de ided by
an individual peer based on a
frequen y is

ess frequen y i.e., a data with high a

onsidered as `hot' item and therefore a suitable

ess

andidate for

repli ation. Moreover, the repli as of data items with relatively low a

ess

frequen ies are periodi ally deallo ated for optimizing the disk spa e of the
peers. The work also

onsidered the

distan e

as a repli ation parameter. A

given query is redire ted based on the index available at ea h peer. Here, the
index

omprises the list of peer ids, whi h host repli as of a given data item.

The performan e shows that dynami

data repli ation s heme indeed outper-

forms the traditional repli ation s hemes due to its ee tive load-balan ing
me hanism. Furthermore, the work in [MK05℄ dis usses repli ation s hemes
for e ient data management in a wide area network (WAN) environment,
where the major hallenge is node heterogeneity in terms of pro essing

apa -

ity and storage. The work also addresses issues su h as bandwidth variations,
de entralized

ontrol, in omplete knowledge about the network, distributed

ownership and s alability of WANs.
The work in [SYHN10℄ onsiders the redu tion of delays i.e., interruption time
in repli a downloading in P2P streaming environments, but it is fo used at
a lower level networking layer. In this work, load is distributed a ross the
lients by storing partial (pie es) of streaming data on them. Interruption
time o

urs due to

lient's dis onne tivity or its low bandwidth.

the work proposed a method to redu e this interruption time by
the importan e of the pie es of data based on their

immedia y

Hen e,

onsidering

and

s ar ity.

Peers re eive more important pie es faster, hen e more repli ation is done
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for the more important pie es. In reased repli ation of a data pie e redu es
its importan e, hen e eventually other data pie es also get opportunities to
be repli ated.

2.3.2 Data repli ation in MANETs
A network, where
it be omes

ontent ex hange or delivery is done by autonomous peers,

hallenging to

onstru t e ient distributed algorithms for

on-

tent repli ation. This is due to the autonomy of the peers and their freedom
to de ide whi h obje ts they want to repli ate.

Additionally,

peers leaving the network autonomously) poses signi ant

hurn (i.e.,

hallenges to data

availability.
The proposals in [HM06, HM05℄ dis uss repli ation in MANETs.
[HM06℄

E-DCG+

reates groups of mobile peers (MPs) that are bi onne ted

ompo-

nents in a MANET, and shares repli as in larger groups of MPs to provide
high stability. An RWR (read-write ratio) value in the group of ea h data
item is

al ulated as a summation of RWR of those data items at ea h MP

in that group. In the order of the RWR values of the group, repli as of items
are allo ated until memory spa e of all MPs in the group be omes full. Ea h
repli a is allo ated at an MP, whose RWR value to the item is the highest
among MPs that have free memory spa e to
The work in [HM05℄ aims at

reate it.

lassifying dierent repli a

onsisten y levels in

a MANET based on appli ation requirements, and proposes proto ols to realize them. In this work, ea h repli a is valid till its original owner updates it.
Hen e, applying stri t

onsisten y updates may potentially degrade the sys-

tem performan e, given the inherently dynami

nature of the environment.

Thus, the work assumes that all appli ations do not ne essarily require su h
stri t
tion

onsisten y, and it denes

onsisten y based on group-level informa-

onsisten y. For example, in

ase of a disaster management group, the

information must be

onsistent within the group, but not stri tly

w.r.t. to the other groups. Here, the lo al

onsistent

onsisten y maintenan e within
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a given group is performed via quorums and it is based on lo al

onditions

su h as lo ation and time. Notably, the proposals in [HM06, HM05℄ do not
onsider any e onomi

model, M-P2P ar hite ture and data rarity issues.

In identally, P2P repli ation suitable for mobile environments has been inorporated in systems su h as ROAM [RRPK01℄, Clique [RNC03℄ and Ru-

+
mor [GRR 98℄.

ROAM, whi h is a system designed based on the Ward

model [RPR96℄, satises a repli ation solution redesigned spe i ally for mobile environments. ROAM further
repli ation, applian e

onsiders repli ation fa tors su h as lo al

ompatibility for repli ation and

onsistent updates

throughout the network.
Clique, a server-less le system model, uses optimisti

repli ation algorithms

to store repli as in users' native le systems. It provides me hanisms for ensuring

onsistent updates (i..e., the repli as are

management and

onsistent), periodi

update

oni t management. Moreover, it guarantees repli a

vergen e, thereby ensuring data

on-

onsisten y at the group level. In essen e,

updates are propagated to all nodes within the group to provide reliable and
robust data management in the distributed environment.
The Rumor le system is also based on an optimisti

repli ation algorithm,

where updates are propagated based on opportunisti

ost model among the

sites repli ating the les.

It is built at the appli ation level of the users'

mobile devi es to provide higher portability, while limiting repli ation
The les are updated through a periodi
ensures the maintenan e of

osts.

re on iliation me hanism, whi h

onsisten y when

ommuni ation an be restored.

However, these systems do not in orporate e onomi

models and data rarity

issues.
Various data repli ation te hniques have been proposed for MANET databases.
By

onsidering the issues of MANET data repli ation, [PGVA08℄ tries to at-

tempt the

lassi ation of existing MANET data repli ation te hniques, and

proposes various

riteria for sele ting the appropriate repli ation te hnique

for a given appli ation s enario. The work also

onsiders several data repli a-
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tion issues relevant to MANET databases su h as energy, mobility, real-time
data availability and frequent network partitioning, based on whi h the repliation s hemes have been

lassied.

Moreover, in a MANET, the mobile peers move freely and dis onne tions take
pla e frequently, thereby redu ing the data a
i ally

essibility due to the dynam-

hanging network topology. [HC06℄ proposes a group mobility model

and a repli a allo ation s heme to address the problem of data a
by repli ating data items and using the

essibility

on ept of group mobility, where a

group of mobile nodes move together.

2.3.3 Data repli ation in M-P2P networks
The work in [MMK06 ℄ has proposed CLEAR, a

ontext and lo ation-based

approa h for repli a allo ation in M-P2P networks. It exploits user mobility
patterns, and

onsiders load and dierent levels of repli a

onsisten y.

The works in [MMK06a, KKMM10℄ propose CADRE (Collaborative Alloation and De-allo ation of Repli as with E ien y), whi h is a dynami
repli ation s heme for improving the typi ally low data availability in dedi ated and

ooperative mobile ad-ho

peer-to-peer (M-P2P) networks.

In

parti ular, repli a allo ation and de-allo ation are

ollaboratively performed

in tandem to fa ilitate ee tive repli ation. Su h

ollaboration is fa ilitated

by a hybrid super-peer ar hite ture in whi h some of the mobile hosts a t as
the `gateway nodes' (GNs) in a given region. GNs fa ilitate both sear h and
repli ation.
The main

ontributions of CADRE are as follows.

prevention of `thrashing'

onditions due to its

and de-allo ation me hanism. Se ond, it

First, it fa ilitates the

ollaborative repli a allo ation

onsiders the repli ation of images

at dierent resolutions to optimize the usage of the generally limited memory
spa e of the mobile hosts (MHs). Third, it addresses fair repli a allo ation
a ross the MHs. Fourth, it fa ilitates the optimization of the limited energy
resour es of MHs during repli ation.
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The proposals in [MMK06b, MK10℄ dis uss E-ARL, whi h is a novel E onomi

s heme for Adaptive Revenue-Load-based dynami

repli ation of data

in dedi ated M-P2P networks with the aim of improving data availability.
Thus, E-ARL

onsiders a mobile

ooperative environment, where the MPs

are working towards the same goal, and the network performan e is fa ilitated by the e onomi
its e onomi

s heme. E-ARL essentially allo ates repli as based on

s heme. Ea h data item has a pri e in virtual

urren y. E-ARL

requires a query issuing peer to pay the pri e of its queried data item to the
query-serving peer and a

ommission to relay peers in the su

essful query

path.
The main

ontributions of E-ARL follow. First, it uses an e onomi

for e iently managing M-P2P resour es in a

s heme

ontext-aware manner by fa il-

itating ee tive repli a hosting and message relaying by peers. Se ond, it

ol-

laboratively performs bid-based repli a allo ation to fa ilitate better quality
of servi e. Third, it in orporates both revenue-balan ing and load-balan ing
to improve peer parti ipation and performan e.
energy of low-energy MPs to fa ilitate network
The work in [MMK07a℄
varying

Fourth, it

onserves the

onne tivity.

onsiders that M-P2P users may issue queries with

onstraints on query response time, data quality of results and trust-

worthiness of the data sour e.
addresses

Thus, this work proposes ConQuer, whi h

onstraint queries in e onomy based M-P2P networks.

ConQuer

proposes a broker-based in entive M-P2P model for handling user-dened
onstraint queries. It also provides in entives for MPs to form

ollaborative

peer groups for maximizing data availability and revenues by mutually allo ating and deallo ating data items using a royalty-based revenue-sharing
method. Su h reallo ations fa ilitate MPs in providing better data quality,
thereby allowing them to further in rease their revenues.
The work in [MMK06b℄ presented the e onomi

model for e ient repli a

management in M-P2P networks, in whi h mobile peer has been in entivized to host repli a.

Here, mobile peers

hoose whi h data should be

repli ated based on its importan e. In this manner, mobile peers earn rev-
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enues from their hosted queried data items. Hen e, it en ourages peer parti ipation to improve data availability and dis ourages free-riding. Progressively, [MMK07a℄ proposed ConQuer: a group-based repli ation method with
in entivization in M-P2P networks.

This work assume the super-peer ar-

hite ture for M-P2P network, in whi h a broker i.e., super-peer has been
in entivized for serving
Moreover,

onstrained query pro essing by query-issuing peer.

ollaborative peer groups further improves data availability and

revenues by mutually allo ating and deallo ating data items based on royaltybased model. In a similar vein, a

ollaborative repli ation approa h for M-

P2P networks is also proposed by [KKMM10℄.
The proposal in [MMK07b℄ dis ussed an e onomi

model LEASE, in whi h

data-providers lease data items to the free-riders in lieu of a lease payment.
Hen e, it provides free-riders the opportunity to earn revenue by hosting
data, thereby in entivizing them towards data hosting. [MM08℄ also dis ussed
in entive-based servi es for a dynami

2.4

data management in M-P2P networks.

Vehi ular Network (VANET) Management

E onomi models for resour e allo ation in distributed systems [KS89℄ impli itly assume that every node in the system would follow the system-assigned
poli ies.

In

ontrast, our environment

onsiders autonomous vehi les that

may not ne essarily adhere to system-assigned routes in the absen e of inentives.

In entives have been proposed for stimulating data sharing and

+
ombating free-riding in mobile-P2P networks [PMG 11, WXS04, XWR06℄
as well as for en ouraging nodes to forward messages in mobile ad ho
networks [BH03℄.

However, these works do not in orporate e onomi

re-

wards/penalties for vehi ular routing.
The proposal in [Bra96℄ proposes the use of an in entive- ompatible pri ing
and routing s heme, whi h also

ompensates users for sharing their vehi ular

movement information. Moreover, the work in [Mor10℄ proposed a dynami
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pri ing model, whi h is based on values of time (VOT). The work assumed
that the travel-time is a fun tion of vehi les' types e.g., VOT may dier a ross
publi

transportation vehi les and personal vehi les. Furthermore, the work

in [Xu06℄ proposes a dynami
personal

ongestion pri ing model, whi h

hoi es by means of a dis rete

A predi tive model for dynami
posed in [Yan12℄.

hoi e framework.

pri ing in tra

management has been pro-

In parti ular, it formulates a mathemati al model for

addressing distan e-based dynami

ongestion pri ing. Based on the types

of measurements volume, speed and o
toll

aptures users'

upan y of vehi les, three types of

olle tions are proposed; pass-based, per use-based and distan e-based

asso iated with dierent types of rate patterns.
The feasibility of applying dynami

ongestion pri ing to tra

management

has been studied in [Iss11℄. The study fo uses on spatial or temporal variations in pri ing of road-usage, thereby dis ouraging overuse during rush
hours by in entivizing users to travel using alternate routes or at alternate
times. Thus, tolls

an be adjusted

ontinually based on road

onditions e.g.,

pri es in rease when the tolled lane(s) are busy and de rease when the tolled
lane(s) are relatively less busy.
The work in [RSKM09℄ proposes a P2P tra
poses of dynami

information system for pur-

route guidan e. Cellular Internet a

ess is used for estab-

lishing a P2P overlay over the Internet. However, it does not use e onomi
payos to en ourage vehi les towards following system-assigned paths. The
emphasis in [BGJL06℄ is on routing messages in vehi le-based disruptiontolerant networks, and this is orthogonal to our fo us.
As a rst dierentiating fa tor from others, our s heme provides users some
rewards for following system suggested routes at dierent times and assigns
penalty for any deviations. Our se ond dierentiating
our s heme

ontribution is that

onsiders users' history and in orporates that to suggest dierent

paths and pri ing to dierent users. This is similar to frequent yer (traveller)
s hemes where users are given

ertain privileges and rewards, whi h they

an
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use for availing better servi e. Note that our system also introdu es penalty
so that users are dis ouraged from deviating system-assigned paths.

2.5

Crowdsour ing

Crowdsour ing refers to the pro ess of outsour ing a tivities from a rm to
an online
of the

ommunity or

rowd

an then

forts [Whi09℄. In this

rowd in the form of an `open

omplete an assigned task and be paid for their efon ept the

ompany pays only for produ ts or servi es

that meet its prospe ts; beyond the
a terization of

all'. Any member

ost and benets of the

ompany. Char-

rowdsour ing from management s ien e perspe tive is given

in [S h09℄.
The task that requires human intelligen e for the
an a

eptable medium for

rowdsour ing has be ome

reation of resour es. For the purpose of system

building and evaluation, the information retrieval and related elds regularly
use it.

In this

ase there are

workers and it is also

han es of fraudulent attempts by mali ious

hallenging and time

these persons for both

onsuming pro ess to identify

rowdsour ing providers and requesters.

The work

in [EdV11℄ explains that how to redu e su h fraud attempts.
The usage of mobile devi es is going to in rease day by day be ause of the
availability of number of fa ilities other than just a

ommuni ation devi e.

M leark, AMT, txteagle, mCrowd and SMSAssassin are the various appli ations and platforms developed to take the best advantage of the
ing. Moreover, few mobile

ompanies are planning to provide

rowdsour -

rowdsour ing

enabled mobile devi e to support su h appli ations.
Moreover, [Eag09℄ presents a system to provide open-a
form to people, who

an earn small amount by

ess working plat-

ompleting the tasks e.g.,

translations, trans riptions, surveys et . Here, people are paid either in airtime or MPESA (mobile money) by the
been re ently laun hed in few

orporations.

ountries like Kenya.

Su h servi es have

When Crowdsour ing
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is extended to sensor-ri h mobile devi es like smart phones, it has potential

+
an be truly set free. The work in [YMH 09℄ proposes a new iPhone-

that

based mobile

rowdsour ing platform

to work on sensor related
aware image

alled mCrowd; whi h fa ilitates users

rowdsour ing tasks at ngertips e.g., geolo ation

olle tion, image tagging, road tra

monitoring et . through

the ri h sensor equipped with iPhone.
We

an relate or

ombine the

on ept of

rowdsour ing with mobile for the

ee tive usage of mobile devi es and for the bene ial usage of the Crowdsour ing; it is not just enough we

an also relate the

rowdsour ing with

database systems. Sometimes the queries pro essing requires human input
as they

annot be answered by ma hines only.

For ex:

mat hing, ranking or aggregating results based on fuzzy

the queries like

riteria. To pro ess

the queries, whi h is su iently answered neither by database system nor
does sear h engine require human input via

rowdsour ing whi h is used by

CrowdDB. The CrowdDB uses the SQL for two purposes: as a language for
posing

omplex queries and as a way to model data.

There are some dif-

feren es between CrowdDB and traditional database system like CrowdDB
waits for the human inputs and performan e and

ost of the query depend on

+
a number of new fa tors. The [FKK 11℄ des ribes the design of CrowdDB.

2.6
In this
nomi

Summary
hapter, we have provided the detailed dis ussion of various e os hemes for ee tive resour e allo ation, en ouraging peer parti i-

pation and

ombating free-riding in stati

dis ussed the e onomi

P2P networks.

Then, we have

s hemes using in entivization strategies for mobile

networks: MANETs and M-P2P networks. Interesting related work in mobile environment inspired us to

arry our work in this dire tion. Moreover,

a survey of some existing in entive-based e onomi

systems have been pre-

sented to demonstrate the importan e of su h systems in today's te hnologi al world. Sin e free-riding among the MPs is a major drawba k of shared
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and distributed systems, we have dis ussed both stati and dynami e onomi
approa hes. However, none of these works together addresses the issues su h
as free-riding, data availability and node mobility

on erning the ee tive

data dissemination in mobile environment. We have also surveyed existing
works on e onomi
of these works

s hemes for pure M-P2P networks and noted that none

onsider issues

are glad to introdu e the

on erning in entivization. Furthermore, we

on ept of top-k query pro essing using e onomi

in entive approa h in M-P2P networks.
Additionally, we have surveyed ba kground information on erning data a hing
and data repli ation in mobile networks. However, most of these works fous on memory management on a peer, while our work is distinguished from
these existing works sin e our proposed te hniques are aimed at improving
the managing,

ontrolling and distributing data a ross the network, irrespe -

tive of the initial data pla ement a ross the nodes. In this regard, we have
also studied the re ent data dissemination approa h through

rowdsour ing,

whi h are aligned to our M-P2P s enario. In future, we would like to fo us
on emerging

on ept of M-P2P with

and game theoreti

rowdsour ing using e onomi

approa hes together.

in entive

3
E-Top: Top-k Query Pro essing
in Mobile-P2P Networks using
E onomi In entive S hemes
3.1

Overview

In a Mobile ad ho

Peer-to-Peer (M-P2P) network, mobile peers (MPs) inter-

a t with ea h other in a peer-to-peer (P2P) fashion. Proliferation of mobile
devi es (e.g., laptops, PDAs, mobile phones)

oupled with the ever-in reasing

popularity of the P2P paradigm (e.g., Kazaa) strongly motivate M-P2P appli ations.
Suppose Ali e wants to nd the top-k restaurants with happy hours (or
manager's spe ial hours ) within 1 km of her

urrent lo ation.

Top-k is

determined based on the parameters (e.g., star rating, pri e and distan e
from the point of query referen e) sele ted by the user.

A broker

an fa-

ilitate su h range- onstrained top-k queries by soli iting information from
the MPs in its vi inity, and it

an then

ompare this information with its

urrent top-k list of restaurants to generate the top-k result to be provided
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to the query-issuing MP. The broker
riodi ally

urrent top-k list by pe-

ompiles its

olle ting information from various sour es su h as the Web and

so ial networking sites. Notably, a broker is a trusted entity, whi h manages
the peers in its vi inity and provides value-added servi es. As we shall see
later, brokers also distribute rewards/penalties a ross the MPs.

Moreover,

brokers are those nodes that do not make wide-area movements.
In a similar vein, another appli ation
an

olle t information about available parking slots and

they
be

ould involve a parking lot, where MPs
harges, and then

an inform the brokers. The parking slot availability information has to

urrent and therefore, the broker

with its

an

ompare su h

urrent list of parking slots. The broker

urrent information

an then provide the top-k

available slots to the query-issuing MP in terms of pri e or distan e (from
the MP's

urrent lo ation). Similarly, an MP may want to nd the top-k

stores selling Levis jeans in a shopping mall with
during a spe i

riteria su h as (low) pri e

time duration.

Observe that su h ad ho

queries are temporal in nature (e.g., parking slot

availability information), hen e they

annot be answered by the broker with-

out obtaining information from other MPs. Notably, this resear h will also

+
ontribute towards CrowdDB [FKK 11℄, whi h uses human input via
sour ing to pro ess queries that

rowd-

annot be answered by database systems or

sear h engines. Additionally, su h M-P2P intera tions among peers are generally not freely supported by existing wireless
tures.
that

ommuni ation infrastru -

The inherently ephemeral nature of M-P2P environments suggests

timeliness

of data delivery is of paramount importan e in these appli-

ations, thereby ne essitating query deadlines. For example, an MP looking
for top-k restaurants with  happy hours would generally prefer to re eive
the answer within a spe ied deadline.
In identally, Amazon. om has developed Me hani al Turk [Ama05℄, whi h is
an online marketpla e for mat h-making between the requirements of businesses and the skill sets of developers.

Developers

an sele t from a large

pool of tasks based on their skill sets. Similar to our work, the Me hani al
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Turk system also provides e onomi

in entives. Observe that te hnologies,

su h as WiFi and Bluetooth networks, are nowadays adequately
providing a platform for in entive-based mobile P2P
Existing e onomi

apable of

ollaborations.

s hemes for distributed systems [Gro03, KS89℄ and stati

P2P networks [GBM01, KSGM03a, LDHS05℄ do not address top-k queries
and M-P2P issues su h as frequent network partitioning and mobile resour e

onstraints. E onomi

in entive s hemes for mobile ad-ho

networks

(MANETs) [BH03℄ and M-P2P networks [WXS04, XWR06℄ do not address
top-k query pro essing. Furthermore, the top-k query pro essing approa hes
[SIC08, HC07, JCCL10, HSHN09, LCLC04, LXL10, WXTL07℄ do not
e onomi

onsider

in entive s hemes and M-P2P ar hite ture.

In identally, data availability in M-P2P networks is typi ally lower than in
xed networks due to frequent network partitioning [HM06℄ arising from
peer movement and/or peers autonomously swit hing `o ' their mobile devi es.

Data availability is further exa erbated due to rampant free-riding

[GBM01, KSGM03a, LDHS05℄, whi h is

hara teristi

of P2P environments.

Furthermore, MPs generally have limited resour es (e.g., bandwidth, energy,
memory spa e). Sin e sending/re eiving messages expend the limited energy
resour es of MPs, minimizing the
to address energy

ommuni ation tra

onstraints. Thus, e onomi

be omes a ne essity

in entive s hemes be ome a

ne essity to enti e resour e- onstrained MPs with in entives to provide data
for answering queries.
This work proposes the

E-Top system

for addressing e ient top-k query

pro essing in M-P2P networks. In E-Top, we have

onsidered that a given

range- onstrained

top-k queries to the M-

query-issuer sends lo ation-based

P2P network. Brokers fa ilitate top-k query pro essing in lieu of a
sion. E-Top requires a query-issuing MP to pay a
for obtaining its queried top-k result.
ments for in entivizing

rankers

pri e

(in

ommis-

virtual urren y )

This pri e is used for making pay-

(i.e., peers that send data items to answer

the query), brokers and relay peers. Thus, an MP has to earn adequate
ren y by providing

servi e

(as a broker, ranker or relay peer) before it

uran
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issue its own top-k queries, thereby dis ouraging free-riding.
E-Top issues e onomi

rewards to the rankers, whi h send relevant data

items (i.e., those that

ontribute to the top-k query result), and penalizes

peers for sending irrelevant items. This in entivizes MPs to send only those
data items (to the broker), whi h have a higher probability of being in the
top-k results, thereby optimizing the

ommuni ation tra .

MPs use the

rewards/penalties as feedba k to re-evaluate their items' s ores.
hen eforth use the term
The main

We shall

payos to refer to rewards/penalties.

ontributions of E-Top are three-fold:

1. It proposes two e onomi

in entive s hemes, namely ETK and ETK+,

in whi h MPs a t individually towards top-k query pro essing. These
s hemes assign payos to MPs for in entivizing parti ipation and for
enabling them to re-evaluate their data item s ores.

2. It extends ETK and ETK+ to propose a peer group-based e onomi

in-

entive s heme ETG, whi h denes three payo allo ation approa hes.

3. It is indeed ee tive in improving the performan e of top-k queries in
terms of query response times and a
tion tra

ura y at reasonable

ommuni a-

ost, as demonstrated by our performan e evaluation.

E-Top also dis ourages free-riding due to its e onomi

nature.

ETK and

ETK+ dier in that while ETK performs equal distribution of payos to the
rankers, ETK+ uses a weighted distribution. In ETG, ad ho

groups of MPs

are formed in the vi inity of the query lo ation. Ea h group has a leader for
oordinating the top-k query pro essing. In

ontrast with ETK and ETK+,

where individual MPs dire tly send their top-k items to the broker, query
pro essing in ETG pro eeds by means of group members sending their individual top-k items to the group leader. The group leader sele ts (i.e., `lters')
the top-k items to be sent to the broker based on the relative frequen ies of
the items in the individual top-k lists.

In our appli ation s enarios, some
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of the restaurant managers in the vi inity of the query lo ation

an be the

group leaders.
For simpli ity we have
show

onsidered the uniformly distributed grid regions to

losed-group system. The other suggested approa h based on dynami

density-based grid
In that

an also be

onsidered to form groups in M-P2P networks.

ase, system may require more brokers to provide better servi es to

the mobile peers, but at the

ost of

ommuni ation overhead in terms of

energy and bandwidth. Furthermore, we

onsidered to

hoose top-1 broker

towards serving top-k query into a given query path. There is no restri tion
over

onsidering multiple brokers (i.e., top-2, top-3 et .), but in that

inter-broker

ommuni ation further in reases

ase the

ommuni ation tra , thereby

degrading overall performan e of the system. This is due to that the nearby
brokers periodi ally ex hange the information (su h as global ranking list
(TG ), number of unique MPs that intera ted with brokers, et .) with ea h
other, to maintain

onsisten y into su h dynami

environment.

In the three approa hes deployed by ETG for payo allo ation among group
members for any given top-k query, group penalties are equally distributed,
thus the s hemes dier in their allo ation of group rewards. Group rewards
are allo ated in the following three ways i.e., equally, based on the number of
relevant items sent and based on the revenue earned from those items. The
group leader re eives a per entage of the group rewards as a
thereby in entivizing it to parti ipate. Group-based

ommission,

ollaboration provides

better in entivization sin e it is likely to lead to higher rewards and lower
penalties due to the following reasons.

First, MPs risk a lower amount of

individual penalties due to the sharing of penalties among group members.
Se ond, MPs have a higher probability of obtaining rewards be ause the
`ltering' performed by the group leader ensures that

olle tive top-k answers

from group members are likely to be of higher quality (i.e., more relevant and
a

urate) than individual answers.

To the best of our knowledge, none of the existing top-k query pro essing
s hemes in M-P2P environment uses in entives.

Hen e, as referen e, we
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adapt an existing non-in entive-based top-k pro essing s heme for MANETs.
We designate this s heme as

NETK (Non-E onomi Top-K ), proposed

+
in [HHS 10℄. Although NETK does not provide in entives to the MPs. it
is

losest to our top-k query pro essing s heme. Notably, NETK does not

in orporate the notion of item re-ranking as no feedba k has been sent ba k
to the MPs, who parti ipated in the top-k query pro essing.
The results of our performan e evaluation indi ate that ETG outperforms
both ETK and ETK+ due to its group-based s heme, whi h better in entivizes MP

ollaboration in top-k query pro essing due to ee tive sharing

of rewards and penalties among group members. Moreover, ETK+ outperforms ETK due to its weighted distribution (of rewards and penalties to
ranker MPs), whi h provides better in entives to ranker MPs than ETK's
equal distribution.

ETK, ETK+ and ETG outperform NETK essentially

due to the ee tiveness of e onomi

payos and item re-ranking.

The results also indi ate that at higher values of

k,

query response times

in rease for all the s hemes due to longer query paths. This is be ause fewer
nearby rankers are able to provide enough relevant data items pertaining to
the top-k query. Our s hemes exhibit good s alability with in reasing number
of MPs be ause larger network implies the presen e of more rankers.
s hemes exhibit improvement in performan e as the
of MPs in reases. This is be ause in rease in

Our

ommuni ation range

ommuni ation range has the

ee t of bringing the MPs `nearer' to ea h other, thereby improving data
a

essibility.

As the per entage of MP failures in reases, our s hemes degrade in performan e partly due to de reased overall MP parti ipation and partly be ause
of failure of MPs that host data relevant to the top-k queries. ETG performs
best when the group sizes are neither too small nor too large. This is be ause
medium-sized groups are better able to leverage the benets of group-based
ollaboration.
The remainder of this

hapter is organized as follows. Se tion 3.2 details the
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ar hite ture of E-Top. Se tion 3.3 dis usses the ETK and ETK+ e onomi
in entive s hemes in E-Top. Se tion 3.4 presents the peer group-based ETG
e onomi

in entive s heme of E-Top.

Se tion 3.5 reports our performan e

study. We summarize E-Top in Se tion 3.6 with dire tions for future work.

3.2

Ar hite ture of E-Top

The ar hite ture of E-Top
following roles:

onsists of MPs that

query-issuer, broker, ranker

are inter hangeable e.g., a given MP
but a ranker for another top-k query

query-issuer

and

an assume one of the four

relay.

Notably, these roles

an be a broker for a top-k query

Q2 .

brokers

rankers

Broadcast top-k query

1

B1
Send replies to QI

3

Q1 ,

R1

2

Send confirmation message to

R2

B2

R3

selected broker

Broadcast top-k query

4
B3

QI
Send computed top-k result

Send individual TR lists

R4
R5

5
R6

6
B4

R7

Send payment to broker

7

8

Send computed payoffs to

R8

rankers

R9

B5

Figure 3.1: Illustrative example of query pro essing in E-Top

Query-issuer QI

issues queries of the form

(k, L, τQ , ρ), where k

ber of data items that are requested in the lo ation-based
top-k query.

L

rad}.

Here, (x,

query

Q,

while

is the num-

range- onstrained

represents the query lo ation, and is of the form of {(x,

y ) represents

the spatial

rad represents

Q. ρ is the query pri

e that

oordinates asso iated with a given

the radius. For example,

restaurants within 1 km of its

QI

y ),

urrent lo ation

L. τQ

QI

may want to nd

is the deadline time of

1

will pay to obtain the top-k query result . An

MP de ides the query pri e based on his/her information. Moreover, brokers

1 Query results re eived by

QI

after the deadline entail no payments.
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periodi ally broad ast pri e ranges for data from dierent domains su h as
restaurants, travel and so on. MPs
and brokers

an also subs ribe for su h information,

an inform them from time to time.

Broker B

a ts as a media-

tor, whi h fa ilitates e ient top-k query pro essing in lieu of a
As we shall see in Se tion 3.3,

B

also performs e onomi

ommission.

in entive fun tions

i.e., distribution of payos.

Rankers

are MPs, whi h provide data items for answering the top-k query.

Rankers are rewarded if their items

ontribute to the top-k result, otherwise

they are penalized. Relay MPs forward messages in multi-hop M-P2P networks in lieu of a small

onstant

ommission. Notably, payments to rankers

are typi ally higher than that of broker

ommissions in order to better in en-

tivize MPs to provide data. This is be ause MPs providing data generally
ontribute signi antly more to data availability than brokers. Furthermore,
relay

ommission is lower than that of broker

brokerage fun tions as
During the network
pre-dened, but

ommission to better in entivize

ompared to relay fun tions.

onguration phase in the beginning, the broker will be

an also be ele ted based on the resour es. We assume that

an MP with relatively more resour es may want to be ome a broker for a
given query

Q, as it

an provide better servi es, while in

ase of low resour es,

an MP should play a role of relay peer, as it requires very few resour es for
relay servi e. Moreover, an MP, whi h has an answer to a given query

Q,

may be more interested to be a ranker for that query to earn rewards. Hen e,
our system does not assign spe i

roles to the MPs, thereby providing them

with the exibility to de ide their respe tive roles for a given query. However,
the role assignment for a broker is done in a pre-dened manner.
Notably, we divide the region of interest into square

ells of equal area in

a grid.

Sin e MPs may not be uniformly distributed a ross the

density

an vary a ross

an important

ells. Observe that the density

d

onsideration for E-Top be ause a broker

MPs (or groups in

ase of ETG) is preferable over one

MPs (or groups). In E-Top, a broker estimates

d for its

ells, the

of a broker's

ell is

onne ted with more
onne ted with less
ell by examining the
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average number of unique MPs, whi h had

N

time periods.

onne ted to it, during the past

Observe that this is a moving average.

into equal intervals

(We divide time

alled periods, the size of a period being appli ation-

dependent.) The results of our preliminary experiments showed that
is a reasonable value for our appli ation s enarios.

N =5
d

We have dened

as

follows:

1
N

d =
where

npi

PN

i=1

( npi /

PR

j=1

tpij )

is the number of unique MPs, whi h had

during the

ith

time period, while

region of interest and
during the

ith

R

tpij

(3.1)

onne ted to the broker

is the total number of MPs in the

j th

is the number of regions that broker passed through

time period.

Whenever the brokers

ome within

ation range of ea h other, they ex hange information about
periodi ally broad ast the value of

tpij

the MPs are aware of the value of

ommuni-

tpij .

Brokers

in their respe tive region so that all

tpij .

Sin e

npi <

0 6 d 6 1.

PR

j=1

tpij ,

therefore

3.2.1 Query pro essing in E-Top
Figure 3.1 illustrates query pro essing in E-Top. Query-issuer
a top-k query
brokers.

W

is

Q, and waits for W

QI

broad asts

time units to get replies from the potential

omputed as below:

W = ( 1 − d ) × τQ
where

d

is the density of the query issuer's region (i.e., square

omputed using Equation 3.1.

QI

estimates the value of

unique MPs, whi h
3.2 indi ates,

QI

npi

τQ

is the query deadline time of

(3.2)

ell), and it is

Q.

Notably,

in Equation 3.1 as the average number of

onne ted to it during re ent time periods. As Equation

is willing to wait longer for replies from potential brokers

if the density of its region is low.
Ea h

broker

replies to

QI

with information about its remaining energy

En,
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bid pri e

ρbid ,

d

urrent lo ation.

as

of its

1
n

Pn

i=1

di ,

urrent

where

di

urren y

QI
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Curr ,

Dist

distan e

from

QI

and density

davg

omputes the average lo ation density

is the density for the

QI .

number of brokers that replied to
onsider brokers, whose value of

d

ith

broker, and

Now, as

ex eeds

davg

andidates,

n

is the total

QI

will only

be ause brokers in higher-

density lo ations are likely to provide better servi e due to their proximity
to an in reased number of potential rankers. Thus, for ea h broker, whose
density ex eeds

davg , QI

highest value of

η

omputes a s ore

for pro essing

Q. η

is

η

and sele ts the broker with the

omputed below:

η = ( w1 × En ) + ( w2 / ρbid ) + ( w3 / Curr ) + ( w4 / Dist )
(3.3)
where

P4

w1

i=1 wi

to

w4

= 1.

are weight

oe ients su h that

0 < w1 , w2 , w3 , w4 6 1

and

Thus, E-Top prefers relatively high-energy brokers be ause

they are less likely to run out of energy, while pro essing the query. Lower

values of bid pri es are preferred by
result at lower

QI

ost. Brokers with less

sin e it wants to obtain the query
urren y are given higher preferen e

to fa ilitate revenue-balan ing a ross brokers.

This prevents low- urren y

brokers from starvation, whi h may result in de reased number of brokers in
the network.

QI

prefers relatively nearby brokers to obtain the query result

in a timely manner.
Now the broker broad asts

Q with

time-to-live (TTL) of

our preliminary experiments showed that

n=6

n hops.

(Results of

is a reasonable value for our

appli ation s enarios.) The high value of TTL leads to the longer query path,
hen e it in reases both the query laten y and the

ommuni ation overhead.

But very low value of TTL also has negative impa ts su h as de reasing in
peer parti ipation, thereby redu ing the data a
Hen e,

ura y and the su

ess rate.

onsidering the impa ts of very high or very low values of TTL, we

onsidered to keep the value of TTL reasonable, whi h is dependent on the
appli ation s enario and the density of the region. Here, low-density region
may need high TTL and vi e versa.
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Ea h ranker

has an
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individual

whi h is asso iated with an item rank
tably, the value of

r

Tf R ,

item ranking list

r

ea h data item of

and a sele tion probability

µ.

No-

is subje tive be ause it is autonomously assigned to an

item by a given ranker. The impli ation is that the same item may be ranked
dierently at dierent rankers. As we shall see in Se tion 3.3,

µ

fa ilitates

the adjustment of item sele tion probability based on re ent payos assigned
to a given item. Using the values of

µ and r , ea

h ranker

γ

and sele ts items with relatively higher values of

γ

is

γ

R

omputes a s ore

to send to the broker.

omputed below:

∀i ∈ Tf R : γi = ( w1 × (NTf R − ri )/NTf R ) + ( w2 × µi )
where

ri

tively.

NTf R

and

µi

are the rank and the sele tion probability of item

is the total number of items in

oe ients su h that
that

w2 > w1

(3.4)

0 < w1 , w2 6 1

and

Tf R .

Here,

w1

and

w1 + w2 = 1.

w2

i

respe -

are weight

E-Top stipulates

to give higher weightage to the item sele tion probability than

to the rank of the item.

As we shall see in Se tion 3.3, this is

onsistent

with the overall obje tive of E-Top i.e., linking item re-ranking with payos.
Moreover, these weight

oe ients are appli ation-dependant i.e., a

ing to appli ation's requirement, weight

oe ients are set to any values

in-between 0 and 1. There is no restri tion on whether to
or

w2 > w1 ,

w2 > w1

hoose

w1 > w2

but to prioritize the item's sele tion probability, we have

hosen

for our proposed appli ation s enarios. In this work, based on our

experimental results, we set

w1 = 0.2 and w2 = 0.8 for all the

more, ea h ranker is asso iated with a risk prole
items, whose respe tive values of
in a list

ord-

TR

γ

ex eed

and sent to the broker. Thus,

δ,

are

TR

δ,

where

MPs. Further-

0 < δ 6 1.

onsolidated by the ranker

is a sorted item ranking list,

whi h is sent by an individual MP in response to a query. Hen e,
Observe that as the value of

δ

Only

TR ⊆ Tf R .

in reases, the risk of the ranker in in urring a

penalty de reases.
E-Top

onsiders that ea h broker has a global ranking list, whi h we shall
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TG .
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Here,

guide) a ross the system for

TG

is a global standard (e.g., mi helin

onsidering guideline for the items' ranks. This

approa h is adopted to in orporate the global rank views (su h as Internet

TG

or feedba k-based) about the items along with the lo al rankings.

is

periodi ally ex hanged among nearby brokers. Upon re eiving the individual

TR

lists from possibly multiple rankers, the broker

them with

TG

o

parses

TG

i

TA

ompares

TR

ur in any of the individual

downwards to the next item in
manner until the result set

TA

i

TA

TG .) B
ontains

ontains less than

k

TR

lists,

B

ontinues parsing

k

in

lists, it is added to the top-k

along with the unique identiers of the rankers that sent

does not o

Notably, if

ollates and

in a top-down fashion as follows. If an item

urs in at least one of the individual

result set
ase

TG . B

B

items. Then

B

i.

(In

simply traverses

TG

in the above

sends

TA

to

QI .

items, the result set is deemed to be

in omplete, and it is not sent to QI .
Upon re eiving

TA , QI

pays

B,

whi h dedu ts its own

distributing the payos to rankers and

ommissions to relay MPs. (We shall

dis uss ranker payos, and broker and relay
Then ea h ranker
its own

TR

R

ommission before

ommissions in Se tion 3.3.)

re-evaluates the sele tion probability

µ

of ea h item in

based on re eived payos, and then re- omputes the values of

γ

for these items.
In this work, we do not address the formation of the global list
this is appli ation-dependent. Moreover, we do not

TG

be ause

onsider updates to

TG

be ause it may exist for a long time. Furthermore, any update to

TG

be propagated to all the relevant brokers, whi h also in reases the

ommuni-

ation overhead.

must

3.3. E onomi in entive s hemes in E-Top: ETK and ETK+
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E onomi in entive s hemes in E-Top: ETK
and ETK+

This se tion dis usses the ETK and ETK+ e onomi
by E-Top.
o

We dene an item

i

urs in the top-k query result set

its (sent) data item

i

if

i

unsu essful.

unsu

essful w.r.t. another item

R

In identally, a given ranker

have o

TA . R

Q,

omes to

R,

if it

otherwise the ranker is deemed
essful w.r.t.

item

i,

but

Notably, in ETK and ETK+, a ranker

if it hosts at least

k

relevant items to

Q.

has no way of knowing if its sent-result would

TA

on erning items that

in response to similar queries. However, if a

no su h histori al data would be available at R. In

ases, R would send its individual top-k ranking list without

su h

Q

su essful ranker w.r.t.

may maintain histori al data

urred previously in

new query

Q

j.

to a top-k query

We dene a

Thus, a ranker may be su

an only parti ipate for query

ur in

TA .

is relevant to

to be

nally o

relevant

to be

in entive s hemes used

onsidering

the histori al data.
In both ETK and ETK+, the total payment
su

essful rankers is

ρR

to be distributed to the

omputed as follows:

ρR = ρ − ρB − ρRL
where

ρ is the query pri

sion and

ρRL

e paid by

QI

of

ρB

10%

to the broker,

is the total amount of relay

to the relay MPs in the respe tive su

is the broker

ommis-

ommission that the broker will pay

essful query paths. Notably, the value

of the query pri e

ρ.

Although our s hemes

ρB ,

This is also

ρB

as

an be intuitively general-

results of our preliminary experiments

showed that our s hemes perform best when

ρ.

ρB

is appli ation-dependent. For both ETK and ETK+, we dened

ized to work with other values of

of

(3.5)

ρB

is in the range of

5% to 15%

onsistent with our overall obje tive of providing better

in entives to rankers than to brokers. For both ETK and ETK+, we dene
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the relay

ommission

ρRL

1%

as

ρ,

of the query pri e
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thereby in entivizing

brokers more than relay peers.
As we shall see shortly, the rewards to be assigned to the su
are

omputed based on the value of

to the unsu

ρR .

essful rankers are also

Similarly, the penalties to be assigned

sends the total amount of penalty payments ba k to

Notably, as is

ommon with

QI

The

essful rankers, and

QI .

Thus, it is possible

to the broker to be less than

ρ.

urren y-based approa hes, there is a bootstrap-

ping problem. That is, an MP must rst earn
but at the beginning, no MP
has any

ρR .

omputed based on the value of

broker re eives the penalty payments from the unsu

for the ee tive payment made by

essful rankers

urren y by providing servi es,

an request for those servi es be ause no MP

urren y yet. To address the bootstrapping problem, the system will

provide some initial

urren y to every MP at the beginning.

3.3.1 ETK
In ETK,

ρR

is equally divided among all the relevant items.

ranker, whi h su

essfully sent item

to the total reward for item
rankers w.r.t. item

i.

i

i,

re eives a reward

Pi

divided by the total number

Given that the top-k result set is

Then ea h

that is equal

fi

of su

TA , Pi

is

essful

omputed

as follows:

∀i ∈ TA : Pi =
The reward

REWRj

ρR
k

1
fi

assigned to a given ranker



Rj

(3.6)

is the total amount that

it obtains for ea h of its relevant items i.e., those that o
where
the

TRj

is the individual rank list of

omputation of

REWRj

Rj .

ur in the

Given the set

SRanker

TA ∩ TRj ,

of rankers,

follows:

∀j ∈ SRanker : REWRj =

X

Pi

(3.7)

i∈(TA ∩TRj )

ETK denes penalties based on the notion of
ause for all su

opportunity ost.

essful items, whi h were not sent by ranker

This is be-

Rj , Rj

would
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have earned
assigned to
The

urren y if it had sent those items. Hen e, the penalty

Rj

equals

omputation of

P

Pi ,

where

P ENRj

i represents

items that o

X

∀j ∈ SRanker : P ENRj = ψ × 

i∈(TA −TRj )

ψ

P ENRj

TA − TRj .

follows:



where

ur in
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Pi 

is the fa tor that represents the trade-o between

overhead and peer parti ipation. If the value of

ψ

(3.8)

ommuni ation

is high,

ommuni ation

overhead would redu e be ause peers would be wary of sending data to the
broker due to the higher penalties assigned to unsu

essful rankers. However,

this would also redu e peer parti ipation. On the other hand, if the value
of

ψ

is low, peer parti ipation would in rease albeit at the

ost of in reased

ommuni ation overhead due to lower disin entives for sending items that
do not

1.3,

ontribute to the top-k result. In this work, we set the value of

whi h implies that the penalties for sending unsu

more than the reward for sending su
for sending out unsu

essful items is

essful items. This

ψ

to

30%

reates disin entives

essful items, while keeping the peer parti ipation at

a reasonable level. We leave the determination of an optimal value for

ψ

to

future work.
The net payment

NETRj

re eived by

reward and its total penalty.

NETRj

Rj

is

is the dieren e between its total

omputed as follows:

∀j ∈ SRanker : NETRj = REWRj − P ENRj

Now, based on the payos re eived,

Rj

ability of all the items in its individual
in rease/de rease in

µ

will re-evaluate the sele tion prob-

TRj .

ETK performs rank-weighted

for ea h item, depending on whether the item is re-

warded or penalized. For ea h item
follows:

(3.9)

i

in

TRj ,

the value of

µij

is

omputed as
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∀j ∈ SRanker , ∀i ∈ TRj :



TRj |−rij
|


, 1 ),
min( µij + αup
|T |

 Rj
=

|TRj |−rij

max( µij − αdown
, 0 ),
|TRj |

µij

where

rij

is the rank of item

i

in

TRj .

Observe that,

if

i is

rewarded
(3.10)

if

µij

i is

penalized

in reases slightly for

higher-rank items that re eived rewards but de reases signi antly in
of a penalty. Similarly,

µij

in reases signi antly for lower-rank items that

re eived rewards but de reases relatively slightly in

αup

and

αdown

represent the weight

ase of a penalty. Here,

oe ients for assigning rewards and

0 < αup , αdown 6 1

penalties respe tively. ETK stipulates that

αdown

ase

to ensure that penalties ex eed rewards, thereby

and

αup <

reating disin entives

for rankers in terms of sending out items that are not relevant. In this work,
we set the values of

αup

and

αdown

determination of optimal values of

to

0.1

αup

0.3

and

and

αdown

respe tively. We leave the
to future work.

3.3.2 ETK+
ρR

In ETK+,

is divided among all the items in the top-k result

on their respe tive rank-weights i.e., ea h item
has weight
to

(k − 1).

wi = (k − ri ),

omputed as
whi h su

W =

i=1

W

i

wi = k (k + 1)/2.

Pi

is

TA

ri
0
is

Similar to ETK, ea h ranker,

divided by the total number

item i. Thus, in ETK+,

ounts are from

of weights of all items in

essfully sent item i, re eives a reward

reward for item

based

with its asso iated rank

where highest to lowest rank

Furthermore, total number

Pk

i

TA

Pi

fi

that is equal to the total

of su

essful rankers w.r.t.

omputed as follows:

∀i ∈ TA : Pi =


1  wi
× ρR
fi W

(3.11)

Consequently, rewards and penalties assigned to ea h ranker

Rj

are

om-

Pi

from

puted as in Equations 3.7 and 3.8 respe tively, using the value of
Equation 3.11. Hen e, the net payment re eived by

Rj

is

omputed by Equa-
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tion 3.9.
Now, ea h ranker
ability

µ)

Rj

will re-evaluate the s ore (ee tively the sele tion prob-

of ea h item

payos. The ee tive

i

in its top-k rank list

TRj

on the basis of its re eived

hange in the sele tion probability of an item depends

upon two fa tors: (a) the notion of item sele tion potential w.r.t. the risk
prole (δ ) (b) earning potential of the ranker
in reases as the

dieren e

µ

between

and

δ

Rj .

Item sele tion potential

in reases. Average sele tion po-

tential for rewarded and penalized items for ea h ranker

sj

and

s′j

respe tively. The

omputations of

sj

and

s′j

Rj

are

omputed as

are shown below:

∀j ∈ SRanker :




1

(µij − δj )
|TRj ∩ TA |
i∈(TRj ∩TA )


X
1

=
(µij − δj )
|TRj − TA |

sj =

s′j

X

(3.12)

(3.13)

i∈(TRj −TA )

where

µij

TRj

is the top-k rank list of

Rj , TA

is the sele tion probability of item

Earning potential
e ien y.

ej

of ea h ranker

is the top-k result of a query

i in TRj
Rj

and

δj

is the risk prole of

i

in

TRj ,

Rj .

is a measure of its item sele tion

ej = | (REWRj − P ENRj )/(REWRj + P ENRj ) |.

payo of ea h item

Q,

the new (re-evaluated) value of

Based on the

µij

is

omputed

as follows:

∀j ∈ SRanker , ∀i ∈ TRj :

µij =

where

αup

and



min( µij + αup

sj +ej
2



, 1 ),
 ′


max( µij − αdown sj +ej , 0 ),
2

αdown

are the weight

if

i is

rewarded
(3.14)

if

i is

penalized

oe ients dis ussed in Equation 3.10.
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3.3.3 Illustrative example for ETK and ETK+
Figure 3.2 illustrates the
observe how ea h ranker

w1 = 0.2 and w2 = 0.8.
i.e.,

TR1 = {60, 51, 77}

0.8).

omputations in ETK and ETK+. In Figure 3.2a,

R

omputes the value of

For ranker

γ

using Equation 3.4 with

R1, the elements of TR1 are shaded in grey

be ause their respe tive values of

Figure 3.2b depi ts the payo

omputations with

γ

ex eed

ψ = 1.3.

0.8 (δ1 =

Observe that

ETK+ assigns higher penalties (than ETK) to rankers for sending irrelevant
items e.g., ETK+ assigned
3.2

97.50 to R3 as

ompared to

78.00 in ETK. Figure

depi ts the re-evaluation of the sele tion probability

3.14 with

αup = 0.1

and

αdown = 0.3.

µ

using Equation
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r
0
1
2
3
4
5
6

id
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2
3
4
5
6
7
8
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0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
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0.36
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0.92
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0.28
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0.78
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6
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0.40
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0.24
0.14
0.61
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TR1

TR2

TR3
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TA
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id
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52
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84
51
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97
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PENRi (ETK+)

1.3 x 30 = 39.00

1.3 x 30 = 39.00

R2

{60, 51} 1.3 x (30+15) = 58.50 1.3 x (45+7.5) = 68.25

R3

{60, 84} 1.3 x (30+30) = 78.00 1.3 x (45+30) = 97.50
(b) Computation of rewards and penalties

R1 (/1 = 0.8)
id
77
44
51
47
26
60
73

ETK

0.87
0.69
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0.47
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0.88

0.57
0.69
1.00
0.47
0.37
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0.88

ETK+

0.82
0.69
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0.37
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0.88
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id
28
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84
86
14
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36
60
45
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ETK
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0.23
0.67
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0.22
0.36
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0.60
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0.47
0.23
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0.36
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ETK+
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( ) Updates in the sele tion probabilities

Figure 3.2: Illustrative example for ETK and ETK+
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in en-

tive s heme in E-Top
This se tion dis usses the group-based ETG s heme.

3.4.1 Peer groups in ETG
We dene a

peer group as a set of MPs, whi

h

ollaborate in answering a

given top-k query. Re all that in our appli ation s enarios, a query-issuing

QI

MP

may try to nd top-k restaurants with happy hours nearby itself.

MPs that are moving nearby

QI

form

ad ho groups for answering this query.

Thus, groups are formed based on region. The universe is initially divided
into re tangular
ti ular

ell

ells of equal area, and all the MPs moving within a par-

onstitute a group. In

ase there are not su ient members in

a region at a given point of time, the region

an be enlarged based on some

minimum spatial density threshold. Conversely, group region

an be shrunk

based on a maximum density threshold. This work does not spe i ally fous on how groups are formed, but existing works [GNVTS11℄
in

an be used

onjun tion with our work for group formation purposes. Notably, ETG

stipulates that ea h MP

an belong to any one group at a given point of

time, thereby ensuring that any MP obtains its payo from not more than
one group leader for a given top-k query.
In ETG, ea h group has a group leader, whi h fa ilitates top-k query proessing within the group. A group leader should be an MP with relatively
high energy, bandwidth and pro essing
limited and it stays within the region.

apa ity.

Its mobility is typi ally

In our appli ation s enarios, some

of the restaurant managers in the vi inity of the query lo ation

an be the

group leaders. The group leader re eives a per entage of the group rewards
as a

ommission, thereby in entivizing it to parti ipate. In this work, we set

the group leader's

ommission to

5%

of the group reward.
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Query pro essing in ETG pro eeds via group members sending their individual list of top-k items to the group leader. The group leader sele ts the top-k
items to be sent to the broker based on relative frequen ies of items in these
individual top-k lists by sorting the items in des ending order of frequen y.
Then the group leader sends the

k

items with the highest frequen ies to the

broker. Ties in item frequen ies are resolved arbitrarily by the group leader.
ETG uses either ETK or ETK+ for performing the following two e onomi
fun tions in the top-k query pro essing. First, brokers assign payos to the
groups based on either ETK or ETK+. (These payos are allo ated by the
group leader among the group members, as we shall des ribe shortly.) Se ond, upon re eiving the payos, group members modify their item sele tion
probabilities as in either ETK or ETK+. Thus, ETG works in

onjun tion

with either of these s hemes. In our performan e study, we have rst shown
the performan e of ETG in

onjun tion with both ETK and ETK+, and

then presented the remaining results

orresponding to ETG in

onjun tion

with ETK+.
Re all that in ETK and ETK+, any given ranker
top-k query

Q

if it hosts at least

k

items related to

an only parti ipate for a

Q.

In

riterion is relaxed be ause even if a ranker does not host

Q,

it

ase of ETG, this

k

items related to

an still parti ipate in the top-k query pro essing as long as the group

hosts at least

k

items related to

Q.

Thus, ETG in reases the opportunities

ontribute to the top-k query pro essing, thereby providing

for rankers to

in reased opportunities for rankers to earn
ditional in entives towards ranker
Group-based

urren y and also providing ad-

ollaboration.

ollaboration provides better in entives for MPs to answer top-k

queries. When an MP

M

a ts individually in answering top-k queries, it

an

in ur signi ant penalties due to sending irrelevant items to the broker. This
may dis ourage

M

from answering queries. As we shall see shortly, when an

MP parti ipates in a group, both rewards as well as penalties are distributed
among the group members. In ee t, this en ourages MPs to provide answers
to top-k queries be ause in

ase its answer turns out to be irrelevant, it risks
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a lower amount of individual penalties due to sharing of penalties among
group members. Group-based

ollaboration also in reases the probability of

olle tive top-k answers from the members of the

obtaining rewards be ause

group are likely to be of higher quality (i.e., more relevant and a

urate)

than individual answers. As we shall see shortly, this is made possible by the
`ltering' performed by the group leader on the individual top-k lists sent
by the group members. In essen e, group-based

ollaboration leads to better

e onomy of s ale and better results than MPs a ting individually.

3.4.2 Illustrative example of peer groups in ETG
Figure 3.3 depi ts an illustrative example of an instan e of network topology
in ETG. Now we shall use Figure 3.3 to illustrate the

on ept of groups as

well as the steps involved in top-k query pro essing under the ETG s heme.

P 12

In Figure 3.3,
and

P 15)

groups

P 15

are the query-issuers,

represent the rankers, and

B1

orresponding to the queries of

{G4, G5} respe
and

and

P 22

B3

to

P 12

tively. The group leaders of

and

P1

to

P 23

(ex ept

P 12

indi ate the brokers.

The

P 15

and

are

{G1, G2, G3}

G1 to G5 are P 3, P 5, P 16, P 21

respe tively.

Query Locations: L1, L2
Query−issuing MP
P1
P2

Local Group

G2
P5

L1

B1

Remote Group
P6
P7

P12

P13

P8

111
000
000
111
000
111

P14

G5

P9

P15

B2

P11
G3

G1

P3

P4

P10

Broker
Group Leader

P16
P17

P18

P20

P21

L2

P19

P22
G4

P23

B3

Figure 3.3: Illustrative example of peer groups in ETG

In Figure 3.3, observe that multiple brokers exist. However, given a query
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Q,

only one of them a t as the broker for

on the value of

η

that is

and

In this

ase,

nearer to the query-issuer
other fa tors

B2)

ase of

P 12's

to

onstant,

B3

B1 will be sele

P 12.

Similarly, in

andidate brokers are
urren y of

B1

ted as the broker be ause it is
ase of

P 15's

P 12's

P 12

query.

andidate brokers in its vi inity.

spe tive values of the broker s ores

η,

broker for pro essing its query. Then

suppose

B1

query, holding all

in these groups

P 12

rst sends out a
Based on the re-

sele ts broker

B1

as the

sends out the query to groups

whi h are nearby the query lo ation.

P 5, P 16)

is based

P 15.

broad ast query to list

G3,

Q

will be sele ted as the broker be ause it is nearer

Now let us examine the pro essing of

to

query, the

For simpli ity, suppose the energy, bid pri e and

B2 are equal.

(than

Broker sele tion for

omputed from Equation 3.3, as dis ussed earlier in

Se tion 3.2. For example, in

B1 and B2.

Q.
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The group leaders (i.e.,

G1
P 3,

onsolidate the top-k results from their respe tive

groups and send the results ba k to the broker. Upon re eiving the results
from the group leaders,

B1

ompares with its global top-k list to generate

the nal top-k list, whi h it sends to the query-issuer

P 12.

At this stage,

B1

also assigns payos to the groups. Notably, the broker's assignment of payos to the groups is done based on either ETK or ETK+. Then

B1 sends the

top-k results to

B1

P 12

and obtains payment from

respe tive payments to the group leaders a

P 12.

Finally,

sends the

ording to its assigned payos.

3.4.3 Allo ation of payos among group members in ETG
Given a top-k query

Q,

the resulting payo for the group has to be allo ated

among the group members su h that they are in entivized towards groupbased

ollaboration.

We dene a group member as a

parti ipant in query Q if at least one of the

top-k items that it sent to the group leader is sele ted by the group leader
in the top-k list that the group leader propagates to the broker.
other hand, we dene a group member as a

On the

ontributor to Q if at least one
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urs in the nal top-k
ontributors is a subset

of the set of parti ipants for a given top-k query. Based on the notions of
ontributors and parti ipants, we propose three s hemes for payo allo ation
among group members. In all these proposed s hemes, penalties are divided
among all the parti ipants for a query
among the

ontributors.

Q,

while rewards are distributed only

Thus, the three approa hes dier in the way in

whi h group rewards are allo ated.
Let

nP

Q.

be the number of parti ipants for

for the group

orresponding to

Q.

Let

P ENG represent the penalty

The penalty

P ENj

for parti ipant

j

is

omputed as follows:

P ENj =

P ENG
nP

(3.15)

Notably, all our three proposed approa hes for payo allo ation
penalty

P ENj

in urred by parti ipant

j

ompute the

by means of Equation 3.15 above.

Observe how ETG in entivizes MP parti ipation in groups (as opposed to
MPs a ting individually) by redu ing potential penalties for group members
in two ways.

First, the `ltering' of top-k items performed by the group

leader implies that even if a group member
(to the group leader), whi h do not o
the broker,

P

P

had sent one or more items

ur in the nal top-k result sele ted by

in urs no penalty for su h irrelevant items as long as the group

leader does not send them to the broker.

In ee t, being part of a group

shields the MP from in urring penalties to a

ertain extent. Moreover, sin e

the group leader re eives top-k items from multiple group members, it has a
broader (and more

olle tive) view of the likely top-k results than individual

group members. This in reases the likelihood of the group leader's `ltering'
pro ess being more ee tive in predi ting the nal top-k results than if the
top-k predi tions were done by individual MPs.
Se ond, the sharing of penalties a ross parti ipants redu es the penalties inurred by those members, whi h sent out irrelevant items, whi h were sele ted
by the group leader and whi h did not o

ur in the nal top-k results. This
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does not in entivize group members to frivolously send out irrelevant items
to the group leader be ause the items should have at least some
o

han e of

urring in the nal top-k result for the group leader to have sele ted them.

In identally, the equal sharing of penalties a ross all parti ipants may result in in reased penalties for some of the parti ipants, espe ially for the
ontributors.

For example, even if a

ontributor had not sent out any ir-

relevant items, it still has to pay the penalty due to irrelevant items being
sent by some of the other parti ipants. However, the

ost of su h possible

additional penalties is oset by the benet obtained by the

ontributor(s)

in terms of avoiding potential penalties due to the group leader's ltering
pro ess. This explains the rationale for dividing penalties equally among all
the parti ipants for a given query

Q.

The rationale for distributing rewards only among the
fold.

ontributors is two-

First, it dis ourages free-riding within the group sin e a peer has to

ontribute to the nal top-k query result in order to qualify for obtaining
a share of the group reward. Observe that if the group reward were to be
distributed a ross all the parti ipants, it would a t as a disin entive for the
ontributors sin e they would earn lower amounts of
re ognizes the

ontribution of the

in entivizing peer

urren y.

Se ond, it

ontributors to the group revenue, thereby

ontributions to the group.

Now we shall dis uss the three approa hes that ETG deploys for allo ation
of group rewards among

ontributors for a given top-k query

Q.

Equal allo ation of payo (EQ)
In EQ, ea h
for
for

Q.

ontributor obtains an equal share of the group reward

Given that

ontributor

j

nC

is

is the number of

ontributors for

Q,

the reward

REWG
REWj

omputed as follows:

REWj =

REWG
nC

(3.16)
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Notably, a major drawba k of the EQ approa h is that the allo ation of
group reward is not based on the
sin e it does not

ontribution of individual

onsider the number of items

ontributors

ontributed by ea h of them.

Item ontribution-based allo ation of payo (ICON)
To address the drawba k of EQ, we propose ICON. In ICON, ea h
obtains a share of the group reward
it

REWG based on the number of items that

ontributed to the nal top-k query result. ICON

REWj

where

for

Cj

ontributor

j

omputes the reward

as follows:

|Cj |
REWj = PnC
× REWG
g=1 |Cg |
j

is the set of items that MP

result, and

ontributor

nC

has

(3.17)

ontributed to the nal top-k

represents the total number of

ontributors

orresponding to

Q.
ICON suers from the drawba k that the allo ation of group rewards is not
based on the a tual revenue earned from the item (i.e., the reward that is
assigned to the item). For example, suppose
three items, while

ontributor

P2

has

ontributor

P1

has

ontributed

ontributed only one item. However,

P2

ould be higher

than that of the total revenue earned from the three items

ontributed by

the revenue earned by the group from the one item sent by

P 1.

Revenue ontribution-based allo ation of payo (RCON)
To address ICON's drawba k, we propose RCON. In RCON, ea h
obtains a share of the group reward
from the items that it
reward

REWj

for

REWG

ontributor

based on the revenue earned

ontributed to the nal top-k result. RCON

ontributor

j

omputes

as follows:

REWj = PnC

P

g=1

i∈Cj

(

P

λi

i∈Cg

λi )

× REWG

(3.18)

3.4. ETG: A peer group-based e onomi in entive s heme in
E-Top
where

Cj

result,

λi

is the set of items that MP

j

has

ontributed to the nal top-k

represents the revenue earned for a given item i, and

the total number of

ontributors for
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nC

represents

Q.

Illustrative example of group reward allo ation among ontributors
Table 3.1 depi ts an illustrative example of allo ation of rewards among
tributors. Consider a top-3 query, for whi h the result set

{1, 2, 3}.
are

Suppose the relevant items sent by

{1, 3}, {2, 3}

for items

and

{1, 2, 3}

total group reward

90

are

{1}

on-

omprises items

P 1, P 2

ontributors

and

P3

respe tively. As Table 3.1 indi ates, the rewards

{60, 20, 10}

REWG

urren y units respe tively. Hen e, the

is the sum of these individual item rewards i.e.,

urren y units. (For simpli ity, we ignore the group leader's

ommission

for this example.)
Item

Item

Contri-

Relevant

ID

Reward

butor

Item Set

(i)

(λi )

(j )

(Cj )

1

60

P1

{1, 3}

2

20

P2

{2, 3}

3

10

P3

{1}

P

λi =

REWj =

P

Contributor

j 's

Reward

(REWj )
EQ

ICON

90/3

(2/5) × 90

60 + 10

RCON

(70/160) × 90

= 30

= 36

= 70

= 39.375

90/3

(2/5) × 90

20 + 10

(30/160) × 90

= 30

= 36

= 30

= 16.875

90/3

(1/5) × 90

= 30

= 18

|Cj | = 5

(60/160) × 90

60

= 33.750

N ett = 160

90
Table 3.1: Illustrative example of group reward allo ation among

ontribu-

tors in ETG

For EQ, the reward is distributed equally among the

P2

and

P3

would ea h obtain a reward of

number of relevant items sent by

P 1,

urren y units. For ICON, the

{P 1, P 2, P 3}

{2, 2, 1}

respe tively,

urren y units. In

ase of RCON, the rewards for P1's relevant (sent) items

{1, 3} are {60, 10}

is

(2/(2 + 2 + 1)) ∗ 90

are

36

Hen e, the reward for

P1

30

ontributors, hen e

i.e.,

urren y units respe tively, thereby resulting in a total of

70.

Similarly, the
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orresponding totals for

P 2 and P 3 are 30 and 60 respe

omputes the reward of

P1

earned. Hen e,

P1

obtains

tively. Thus, RCON

based on the weighted average of item revenues

(70/(70 + 30 + 60)) ∗ 90

i.e., a reward of

39.375

urren y units.

P2

Observe the dieren e in rewards obtained by
RCON. In

P3

ase of ICON,

P2

P3

and

obtains double the reward of

ontributed more revenue to the group.

under ICON and

P 3,

even though

This highlights the drawba k

of ICON. Observe how RCON alleviates this drawba k by assigning
higher amount of reward than

3.5

P3

a

P 2.

Performan e Evaluation of E-Top

This se tion reports our performan e evaluation by means of simulation in
OMNeT++ [Pon93℄. MPs move a

+
[BMJ 98℄ within a region of area

Waypoint Model

ording to the

1000

Random Waypoint Model

× 1000

metres

metres. The

Random

is appropriate for our appli ation s enarios, whi h generally

involve random movement of peers.

For example, people looking for top-

Parameter

Default Value

Variations

k

8

4, 12, 16, 20, 24

Number of MPs (NM P )

100

20, 40, 60, 80

Per entage of brokers ( PB )

20%

10%, 30%, 40%, 50%

Queries/time unit

10

Communi ation Range ( CR )

120m

40m, 80m, 160m, 200m

Per entage of MP failures ( PF )

20%

10%, 30%, 40%, 50%

Group size ( quantied by SG )

30%

10%, 20%, 40%, 50%

Bandwidth between MPs

28 Kbps to 100 Kbps

Initial energy of an MP

90000 to 100000 energy units

Memory spa e of ea h MP

8 MB to 10 MB

Speed of an MP

1 meter/s to 10 meters/s

Size of a data item

50 Kb to 350Kb

Table 3.2: Parameters of our performan e evaluation for E-Top

k

restaurants generally move randomly i.e., they do not follow any spe i

mobility pattern. Our experiments use a total of

100 MPs.

Ea h MP

ontains
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20

to

25

data items.

120

ir le of

The default

metre radius.

78

ommuni ation range of all MPs is a

Table 3.2 summarizes the parameters used in

our performan e evaluation.
Query-issuers are sele ted randomly from among all the MPs in the network.
The number of su h top-k queries issued in the network per time unit is

10,

the query deadline

ρ

Query pri e
Broker
and

is

of

ρ.

being varied randomly between

hosen randomly in the range of

ommission

1%

τQ

ρB

and relay

ommission

For ETG, group leader's

ρRL

100

3

to

500

to

5

time units.

urren y units.

are respe tively set to

ommission is set to

5%

10%

of the group

reward for a given query. Initial energy of an MP is sele ted to be randomly in

90000

the range of

1.5

require

and

1

to

100000

energy units. Sending and re eiving a message

energy units respe tively.

Re all that ea h ranker is asso iated with a risk prole
MPs with the values of
risk) are

27, 43

and

30

δ

as

0.3

(high-risk),

0.5

0.8

(low-

respe tively. For all our experiments, the e onomi

omputing the broker s ore

the values of weight

The number of

(medium-risk) and

parameters are set as follows: (a) the values of weight
for

δ.

oe ients

η

oe ients

in Equation 3.3 are ea h set to

w2

w1

0.25

w1

and

0.8

respe tively ( ) the penalty fa tor

for

Equation 3.4 are set to

0.2

and

Equation 3.8) is set to

1.3

(d) the values of

omputing the item s ore

αup

and

αdown

w4

to

ψ

(b)

γ

in

(see

for item sele tion

probability re-evaluation (see Equations 3.10 and 3.14) are set to

0.1 and 0.3

respe tively.
Performan e metri s are average response time (ART), pre ision rate (PREC),
query

ompleteness rate (QCR) and

a query as

ompleted if the broker re

rankers (or group leaders in
time

τQ .

ommuni ation tra

k

items from individual

70%

of the query deadline

eives at least

ase of ETG) within

(MSG). We dene

Notably, a broker may fail to re eive at least

k

items due to reasons

su h as ranker unavailability and network partitioning. (Queries that are not
ompleted are deemed to be query failures.) We

ompleted
time,

tf

queries.

ART =

1
NC

PNC

q=1 (tf

− t0 ),

ompute ART only for the

where

t0

is the query-issuing

is the time of the query result rea hing the query-issuer, and

NC

is
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ompleted

the total number of

queries. We

79
ompute ART in simulation

time

units (t.u.).
PREC is the average pre ision rate over all the queries. Suppose
top-k query result and
broker for a query
items in

TAq

items in

TGq .

P REC =

1
NC

q.

TGq

To obtain PREC for
ur in

TGq ;

q,

we measure the number of

then we divide by the number of

Notably, PREC is

PNC

q=1

is the

is the global top-k rank list of the respe tive

whi h also o



TAq

omputed only for
|TGq −TAq |
× 100.
|TGq |

QCR is the ratio of total number

NC

of

ompleted

queries. Thus,

ompleted queries to the total number

NQ of queries. QCR = ( NC /NQ )×100.

We dene MSG as the total number

of messages in urred for query pro essing during the ourse of the experiment.
Thus,
the

MSG =

q th

query.

P NQ

q=1 Mq , where

Mq

is the number of messages in urred for

To the best of our knowledge, none of the existing top-k query pro essing
s hemes in M-P2P environment uses in entives. Hen e, for purposes of meaningful

omparison, we adapt an existing non-in entive-based top-k pro essing

s heme for MANETs. We designate this s heme as

Top-K ),

NETK (Non-E onomi

+
proposed in [HHS 10℄. Although NETK does not provide in en-

tives to the MPs. it is

losest to our top-k query pro essing s heme.

In NETK, ea h MP that re eives a query message sends ba k a xed number,

R,

of its holding data items with the

R

highest s ores. If ea h MP nds that

the total number of data items re eived from all its su
own data items with the

k

R

essor MPs and its

highest s ores be omes larger than

data items), it only sends

k

k

(i.e., top-

data items with the highest s ores among

those data items to its prede essor. Notably, NETK suers from the serious
drawba k of not being able to en ourage peer parti ipation in top-k query
pro essing sin e it does not provide in entives.
adapted NETK to our s enario with
allowed to send towards
of

R,

To strengthen NETK, we

R = ⌈k/50⌉ (i.e., 50% of top-k values are

ontributing into top-k query) be ause at this value

NETK has above-average peer parti ipation (based on the results of
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our preliminary experimental observations), thereby making NETK a fairly
e ient approa h in itself.

Furthermore, NETK does not in orporate the

notion of item re-ranking as no feedba k has been sent ba k to the MPs, who
parti ipated into top-k query pro essing.

3.5.1 Ee t of peer groups with ETK and ETK+
Re all that ETG uses either ETK or ETK+ for performing some of the
e onomi

fun tions (e.g., assignment of payos from broker to group leader)

during top-k query pro essing. We designate these variations as ETG(K) and
ETG(K+)

orresponding to ETK and ETK+ respe tively. Figure 3.4 depi ts

the results.

ETG(K+) outperforms ETG(K) due to two reasons.

First,

ETK+'s rank-weighted payo strategy provides better in entivization than
the uniform in entivization provided by ETK. Se ond, ETK+ provides more
ee tive re-evaluation of the item sele tion probability
asso iated with rankers' items. In

µ by tying µ to payos

ontrast, ETK does not dire tly link

payos. However, ETG(K+) in urs more MSG due to group
overhead.
ETG in

µ

to

ommuni ation

For the remainder of this se tion, we show the performan e of
onjun tion with ETK+.

3.5.2 Ee t of variations in the per entage of brokers
We performed an experiment to determine the per entage
the network. Figure 3.5 depi ts the results. As

20%,

PB

PB

of brokers in

is in reased from

10%

to

ART de reases and QCR in reases for all the s hemes. This is be ause

the involvement of more brokers in reases the probability that a given query
is pro essed by at least one of the brokers.

Notably, the sum total of the

number of brokers and the number of rankers is xed. Hen e, when
in reased beyond

30%, the number of rankers redu

PB

is

es, thereby redu ing QCR

and in reasing ART (due to more hop- ounts required to rea h the rankers).
Interestingly, beyond

PB = 40%,

ETG performs slightly worse QCR than

3

75

2

50

QCR (%)

ART (t.u.)
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2
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2
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( ) PREC

8

10

(d) MSG

Figure 3.4: Ee t of peer groups with ETK and ETK+

both ETK and ETK+ due to a signi antly de reased number of rankers,
whi h make group formation di ult.
As

PB

in reases, PREC in reases due to the involvement of more brokers

for all the s hemes.

PB = 30%

However, PREC exhibits a saturation ee t beyond

due to redu ed number of rankers. As

PB

is in reased till

30%,

MSG in reases for all the s hemes due to the involvement of more brokers.
However, beyond

PB = 30%,

MSG de reases due to redu ed number of

rankers. Based on the results, we set the per entage of brokers to
we

an obtain good performan e of E-Top with reasonable

20% so that

ommuni ation

3

75

2

50

QCR (%)

ART (t.u.)
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Figure 3.5: Ee t of variations in the per entage of brokers

tra .

3.5.3 Performan e of ETK and ETK+
We

ondu ted an experiment using the default values of the parameters in

Table 3.2.

Figure 3.6 depi ts the results.

As more queries are pro essed,

performan e improves for ETK, ETK+ and ETG due to in entives and effe tive item re-ranking. However, the performan e eventually plateaus due
to network partitioning and unavailability of some of the rankers.

ETK+
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outperforms ETK be ause it provides better in entivization and more effe tive re-evaluation of the item sele tion probability, as explained for the
results in Figure 3.4. ETG outperforms both ETK and ETK+ due to better
in entives for group-based

ollaboration and ee tive payo sharing among

group members.

75

2

1

QCR (%)

ART (t.u.)

3

ETG
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4
6
3
NQ (10 )
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8
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8
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Figure 3.6: Performan e of ETK & ETK+

NETK performs worse than that of ETK in terms of ART, QCR and PREC
due to less ranker parti ipation (owing to the la k of in entives), whi h may
ause inadequate items to generate the nal top-k result. Sin e the broker
does not always re eive at least

k

items from rankers, NETK results in a
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signi ant number of in omplete query results.
MSG in reases over time for all the s hemes as more queries are being proessed sin e MSG is a

umulative metri . Interestingly, NETK in urs lower

MSG than the other s hemes due to lower levels of ranker parti ipation in
the absen e of item re-ranking. ETK+ in urs lower MSG than ETK be ause
ETK+ assigns higher amount of penalties (as

ompared to ETK) to rankers

that send irrelevant items, hen e fewer rankers reply to the broker in

ase of

ETK+. ETG in urs higher MSG than both ETK and ETK+ due to periodi
ommuni ation between group members for ex hanging their own individual
top-k lists and for sharing payos.

3.5.4 Ee t of variations in k
Figure 3.7 depi ts the ee t of variations in

k.

As

k

in reases, QCR de-

reases for all the s hemes be ause relatively fewer rankers would be

apable

of parti ipating in the top-k query pro essing. This is be ause a ranker is
allowed to send its top-k result only if it hosts at least
to the query.

k

items pertaining

ART in reases due to longer query paths as nearby rankers

are unable to provide enough relevant items. The performan e gap (in terms
of ART and QCR) between ETK, ETK+ and ETG keeps de reasing with
in rease in
As

k

k

due to de reased ranker parti ipation.

in reases, PREC in reases for all the s hemes due to in rease in the

probability of the items (sent by the rankers) being relevant to the top-k
result.

For example, if

k = 4,

an item will

ontribute to the top-k if it

mat hes one of the four items in the broker's global top-k list
if

k = 24, TG

has

24

TG .

However,

items, hen e the ranker-sent item has a better

of a `mat h' with any one of the items in
omparable PREC beyond

k = 12 be

TG .

han e

ETG and ETK+ exhibit

ause their in entives result in the same

rankers sending the top-k results at these higher values of
eventually plateaus for all the s hemes after

k = 12

k.

PREC also

due to peer mobility,

frequent network partitioning and unavailability of some of the rankers.

3

75

2

50

QCR (%)

ART (t.u.)
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Figure 3.7: Ee t of variations in

k

16

k

( ) PREC

As

12

k

in reases, MSG in reases for all the s hemes due to longer query paths

arising from less ranker parti ipation. However, MSG eventually plateaus at

k = 12

be ause the in reased number of hops required to rea h the relevant

rankers is oset by the de reased number of relevant rankers.

3.5.5 Ee t of variations in the number of MPs
We

ondu ted an experiment to examine the s alability of our proposed

s hemes.

Figure 3.8 depi ts the results.

As the number

NM P

of MPs in-
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reases, ART in reases for all the s hemes due to larger network size.

NM P

As

in reases, QCR and PREC in rease be ause larger network implies

more rankers.

Observe that the performan e of NETK is worse than that

of ETK, ETK+ and ETG due to lower levels of ranker parti ipation in the
absen e of item re-ranking, as explained for the results in Figure 3.6.
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Figure 3.8: Ee t of variations in the number of MPs

ETG outperforms ETK and ETK+ due to more pronoun ed ee t of peer
group

ollaboration when

NM P

ex eeds

40.

However, below

NM P = 40, ETG

performs slightly worse than ETK+ due to limited ee t of group
tion. MSG in reases for all the s hemes due to larger network size.

ollabora-
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3.5.6 Ee t of variations in the ommuni ation range
The results in Figure 3.9 depi t the ee t of variations in the

In rease in CR has the ee t of bringing the MPs

3
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range CR of the MPs.
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Figure 3.9: Ee t of variations in the

120

(d) MSG

ommuni ation range

`nearer' to ea h other. Hen e, performan e improves for all the s hemes due
to data items be oming `nearer' and more a

essible to query-issuers. Thus,

relatively fewer queries fail due to the maximum TTL
more MPs

ome within range to answer queries.

riteria of

6

hops as

Observe that the rate of

de rease in ART is not ne essarily uniform be ause of deviations arising from
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bandwidth dieren es at MPs. QCR and PREC exhibit a saturation ee t
for all the s hemes beyond CR =

160 metres

due to unavailability of some of

the rankers.
As CR in reases, MSG in reases for all the s hemes be ause the in reased
rea hability of the MPs in reases

ommuni ation among them. With in rease

in CR, a lower number of messages are required to rea h a given MP, thereby
de reasing MSG. However, more MPs be ome involved in the pro essing of a
given query, thereby in reasing MSG. These two opposing ee ts somewhat
oset ea h other at higher values of CR, thereby explaining the reason why
MSG eventually plateaus. Interestingly, ETG in urs lower MSG than ETK
at CR =

40

metres. This o

urs be ause at su h low values of CR, the MPs

are in ee t `far' from ea h other, thereby redu ing the ee tiveness of group
ollaboration.

Consequently, a lower number of messages are required for

group intera tions.

3.5.7 Ee t of MP failures
MPs

an fail due to reasons su h as depletion of their limited energy resour es.

Figure 3.10 depi ts the results of the ee t of MP failures. As the per entage

PF

of MP failures in reases, MP parti ipation de reases, query paths be ome

longer and fewer potential rankers remain available, thereby degrading the
performan e of all the s hemes. Interestingly, at
and ETG exhibit

PF = 50%,

ETK, ETK+

omparable performan e due to limited MP parti ipation

making the ee t of groups and item re-ranking less pronoun ed.
results in Figure 3.10d indi ate, MSG de reases with in rease in
the s hemes due to redu ed

PF

As the
for all

ommuni ation overhead among a lower number

of available MPs. Interestingly, detailed examination of the experimental logs
indi ated that beyond

PF = 35%,

ETG in urs lower MSG than ETK due to

di ulties in group formation when relatively fewer MPs are available.
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Figure 3.10: Ee t of MP failures

3.5.8 Ee t of dierent payo allo ation approa hes in
ETG
We

ondu ted an experiment to investigate the relative performan e of ETG

with the dierent payo allo ation approa hes, namely EQ, ICON and RCON.
Figure 3.11 depi ts the results. As the number of queries in reases, performan e improves for all the approa hes partly due to better ltering by the
group leader and partly be ause parti ipants lower the item sele tion probability for penalized items. (Re all that in this work, parti ipants in ETG
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de rease the item sele tion probability in the same manner as in the ETK+
s heme.) In ee t, the ltering o

urs iteratively to rene the top-k results

a ross an in reased number of queries, thereby improving both QCR and
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Figure 3.11: Ee t of dierent payo allo ation approa hes in ETG

ICON outperforms EQ be ause it provides better in entives to
Unlike EQ, it takes into a

ontributors.

ount the number of relevant items sent by

ontrib-

utors for distributing rewards. Moreover, RCON outperforms ICON sin e it
better in entivizes

ontributors by tying rewards to the revenue earned by

the items. QCR and PREC saturate for all the approa hes after

8000 queries
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have been pro essed due to network partitioning and unavailability of some
of the rankers. RCON in urs more MSG than ICON, and ICON in urs more
MSG than EQ be ause better in entives entail more parti ipation towards
top-k query pro essing.

3.5.9 Ee t of variations in the group size
We dene the size of a group as the number of MPs in it.

We

ondu ted

an experiment to investigate the ee t of variations in the group size. For
simpli ity, we divide the region of interest into square
a grid.
ell

MPs moving within any given

ell

ells of equal area in

onstitute a group, hen e ea h

orresponds to a group. Thus, we vary the group size by adjusting the

area of the

ells. Hen e, if we in rease the area of ea h

in reases and vi e versa. Notably, although the
size may vary a ross

ell, the group size

ells are of equal area, group

ells be ause MPs are not uniformly distributed a ross

the region.
We dene a parameter

SG

to quantify the side-length of an individual

ell

as a per entage of the total side-length of the region. Re all that our region
is

1000

metres

100

area of

× 1000

metres

Similarly, when

× 100

Hen e, when

SG = 10%,

metres, hen e there will be

SG = 30%, ea

hen e there will be
the last

metres.

h

11.11 ≃ 12

ell has an area of

100

ea h

ells i.e., groups.

300 metres × 300 metres,

ells. (Notably, the group

orresponding to

ell is likely to have fewer MPs than the rst eleven

how the number of
in rease in

ells (and

ell has an

ells.) Observe

onsequently, groups) de reases drasti ally with

SG .

Figure 3.12 depi ts the ee t of variations in

SG .

At low values of

SG ,

the

number of groups is high, but ea h group is relatively small in size due to
fragmentation.
obtain

k

Hen e, it be omes more di ult for the group leaders to

relevant items for sending to the broker.

Thus, group members

behave more like individual rankers, thereby not fully realizing the benets
of group-based

ollaboration. Hen e, ETG exhibits improved performan e
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as

SG

is in reased from

10%

to

30%

due to in rease in group size.

On the other hand, at high values of
relatively fewer groups exist.
performan e degrades.

SG ,

group size be omes large, hen e

However, when the group size is too large,

In the extreme

ase when the group en ompasses

the whole region, the performan e essentially redu es to that of ETK and
ETK+ be ause all the MPs a t as part of one group.
the performan e of ETG degrades and be omes
and ETK+, at
at

SG = 30%

SG = 40%

and beyond.

This explains why

omparable to that of ETK

Observe that ETG performs best

when the group sizes are neither too small nor too large.
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Interestingly, MSG is highest for ETG at

SG = 30%

intera tions in pro essing a larger number of su

3.6

due to more group

essful queries.

Summary

We have proposed the E-Top system for e iently pro essing top-k queries
in M-P2P networks. E-Top issues e onomi

rewards to the MPs, whi h send

relevant data items, and penalizes peers otherwise, thereby optimizing the
ommuni ation tra . Peers use the payos as a means of feedba k to reevaluate the s ores of their items for re-ranking purposes.
E-Top uses three e onomi

in entive s hemes, namely ETK, ETK+ and

ETG. In ETK and ETK+, MPs a t individually, the dieren e being that
ETK performs equal distribution of payos to the rankers, while ETK+
uses a weighted distribution. ETG extends ETK and ETK+ by
MP

onsidering

ollaboration in groups. Our performan e evaluation demonstrates that

E-Top is indeed ee tive in improving the performan e of top-k queries in
terms of query response times and a
tra

ura y at reasonable

ommuni ation

ost.

The proposed s hemes in E-Top require some parameters to be tuned manually. In the near future, we plan to extend E-Top by devising an online autotuning method for these parameters to enhan e the usability and novelty of
the proposed s hemes.
tion, we

Based on the appli ation and the real implementa-

an ne-tune these parameters. Moreover, we plan to extend E-Top

by in orporating game-theoreti

te hniques.

4
E-Broker: E onomi
In entive-based Brokerage
S hemes for Improving Data
Availability in Mobile-P2P
Networks
4.1

Overview

In a Mobile ad ho

Peer-to-Peer (M-P2P) network, mobile peers (MPs) inter-

a t with ea h other in a peer-to-peer (P2P) fashion [MMK09℄. Proliferation
of mobile devi es (e.g., laptops, PDAs, mobile phones)

oupled with the ever-

in reasing popularity of the P2P paradigm (e.g., Kazaa, Gnutella) strongly
motivate M-P2P network appli ations, whi h fa ilitate MPs in sharing information

on-the-y.

For example, an appli ation

ould involve an MP looking

for an available parking slot within 1 km of its

urrent lo ation. MPs in the

vi inity

an

olle t information about available parking slots and

harges,

4.1. Overview
and then they
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an inform the brokers.

The broker

an then provide the

available parking slots to the query-issuing MP in terms of pri e or distan e
(from the user's

urrent lo ation).

information has to be

urrent.

Note that the parking slot availability

In identally, although we

the nature of the networking environment is still
peers

an move and they

an

in the sense that the

hange their brokers. Hen e, the presen e of

brokers does not make our environment
In a similar vein, a user

ad ho

onsider brokers,

ompletely stru tured.

ould look for a restaurant with happy hours (or

manager's spe ial hours ) within 1 km of her

urrent lo ation. A broker

an

fa ilitate su h queries by soli iting information from the peers moving in the
vi inity of the query lo ation. Similarly, an MP may want to nd nearby
shops selling Levis jeans in a shopping mall with
during a spe i

riteria su h as (low) pri e

time duration. Observe that su h ad ho

queries are spatio-

temporal in nature (e.g., parking slot availability information), hen e they
annot be answered by the broker without obtaining information from other
MPs.

In identally, su h P2P intera tions, whi h fa ilitate

spatio-temporal

queries among MPs, are generally not freely supported by existing wireless
ommuni ation infrastru tures.

Notably, this resear h will also

+
towards CrowdDB [FKK 11℄, whi h uses human input via
to pro ess queries that

ontribute

rowdsour ing

annot be answered by database systems or sear h

engines.
Our target appli ations mainly on ern slow-moving obje ts e.g., mobile users
in a shopping mall. Notably, our appli ation s enarios

onsider toleran e to

lower data quality depending upon the requirements of the peers. We measure data quality in terms of image resolution or MP3 audio quality. Moreover, observe that the inherently ephemeral nature of M-P2P environments
ne essitates query deadlines.
Data availability in M-P2P networks is typi ally lower than in xed networks due to frequent network partitioning arising from peer movement and
also due to mobile devi es being autonomously swit hed `o '.

Rampant

free-riding further redu es data availability i.e., most peers do not provide

4.1. Overview
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any data [HA05, KSGM03a℄. (Nearly 90% of the peers in Gnutella were freeriders [AH00℄.) In identally, data availability is less than 20% even in a wired
environment [SGG01℄.

Given the generally limited resour es (e.g., band-

width, energy, memory spa e) of MPs and the fa t that relaying messages
requires energy, the relay MPs may not always be willing to forward queries
in the absen e of any in entives, let alone sear h

pro-a tively for query results

in order to ensure timeliness of data delivery. Thus, providing in entives for
relay MPs to pro-a tively sear h for query results be omes a ne essity to
improve data availability in M-P2P networks. Notably, many s hemes su h
as repli ation-based s hemes, reward-and-punish-based s hemes and trustbased s hemes

an also be used for improving data availability, but the fo us

in this work is on in entive-based s hemes. Observe that in reased MP parti ipation in providing servi e to the network would likely lead to better
data availability, better data quality, higher available bandwidth and multiple paths to answer a given query.
Existing s hemes for improving data availability in mobile ad-ho

networks

(MANETs) [HM06℄ fo us on repli ation, but they do not use e onomi

in en-

tives to en ourage peer parti ipation. On the other hand, in entive s hemes
[BH03, CN04, CGKO03, SNCR03℄ for MANETs primarily fo us on providing
in entives to relay MPs to forward messages, but they do not address the
issue of

reating pro-a tive MPs for providing value-added routing servi es.

M-P2P in entive s hemes [WXS04,XWR06℄ also do not in entivize relay MPs
to perform value-added routing and to host data.
This work proposes the E-Broker system for improving data availability in
M-P2P networks by in entivizing MPs to provide

value-added routing servi e.

Here, the term  value-added routing servi e refers to the broker MPs enabling pro-a tive sear h for the query results by maintaining an index of the
data items (and repli as) stored at other MPs (as opposed to just forwarding
queries). The main

ontributions of E-Broker are three-fold:

1. It proposes the EIB (E onomi

In entive-based Brokerage) s heme,

4.1. Overview
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whi h in entivizes relay peers to a t as information brokers for performing value-added routing and repli ation in M-P2P networks, thereby
ee tively improving data availability.

2. It proposes the EIB+ (enhan ed E onomi

In entive-based Brokerage)

s heme, whi h extends the EIB s heme by in orporating three dierent
broker s oring strategies for providing additional in entives to brokers
towards providing better servi e.

preferred brokers
kers.

Brokers with higher s ores be ome

and they earn higher

ommissions than

ommon bro-

EIB+ also fa ilitates load-sharing among the peers.

3. It experimentally determines the number of brokers, beyond whi h the
mobile peers are better o without a broker-based ar hite ture i.e.,
they

an dire tly a

ess data from the data-providing peers.

E-Broker also dis ourages free-riding in M-P2P networks.
EIB+ use e onomi

pri e

(in

in entives in that every data item is asso iated with a

virtual urren y ).

su h as a

Both EIB and

Data item pri e depends upon several fa tors

ess frequen y, data quality and estimated response time of a

ess.

The query-issuer pays the pri e of the queried item to the data-provider, and
a

ommission to the broker and the relay MPs in the su

essful query path.

Both EIB and EIB+ use a bid-based brokerage approa h, in whi h brokers
olle t bids from data-providers and then

reate a summary of re ommenda-

tions based on the query preferen es spe ied by the query-issuer
on the bids and the appli ation,

MI

MI .

Based

sele ts a single bid depending upon the

pri e that it wants to pay and its desired data quality. After a bid is a

epted,

MI

obtains the requested data item dire tly from the data-provider and pays

the

ommission to the broker. Brokers also repli ate frequently queried data

items to earn revenues as well as to redu e the tra .
We have evaluated the performan e of EIB and EIB+ w.r.t. the non-e onomi

E-DCG+

repli ation s heme [HM06℄. Notably, E-DCG+ is the

losest to

our s hemes sin e it aims at improving data availability in MANETs.

As

4.2. E onomi In entives in E-Broker
a baseline, we also do performan e
non-broker-based

NIB
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omparison w.r.t.

a non-in entive and

(Non-In entive without Brokerage) s heme to show

the performan e gain due to brokerage. We experimentally determine that
EIB and EIB+ perform best when the per entage of brokers is 20% of the
total number of MPs.

Moreover, EIB+ performs best when the per ent-

age of preferred brokers is 20% of the total number of brokers. Both EIB+
and EIB outperform E-DCG+ and NIB due to e onomi
kerage.

in entives and bro-

EIB+ performs better than EIB due to preferred brokerage and

load-sharing.

Furthermore, E-DCG+ outperforms NIB due to its superior

repli ation s heme.
Both EIB and EIB+ exhibit good s alability with in reasing number of MPs
due to in reased opportunities for repli ation. However, their performan e
degrades with in reasing per entage of MP failures essentially due to redu ed
MP parti ipation. With in reasing workload skew, EIB+ shows better performan e than the other s hemes primarily due to its load-sharing me hanism. A preliminary version of this work has appeared in [MMK07 ℄.
The remainder of this hapter is organized as follows. Se tion 4.2 dis usses arhite ture of E-Broker system. Se tion 4.3 details the EIB brokerage s heme,
while Se tion 4.4 dis usses the enhan ed brokerage s heme EIB+. Se tion 4.5
reports our performan e study.

Finally, we summarize E-Broker in Se -

tion 4.6.

4.2

E onomi In entives in E-Broker

This se tion dis usses the e onomi

in entives in E-Broker. These in entives

are used by both the EIB and EIB+ brokerage s hemes. We defer the disussion of the brokerage s hemes to Se tions 4.3 and 4.4. In identally, ea h
MP maintains re ent a

ess statisti s of data items (and repli as) hosted at

itself for the purpose of

omputing data item pri es. We assume that there

ould be one original version of any given data item

d

and multiple repli as

4.2. E onomi In entives in E-Broker
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hosted at dierent MPs. Memory spa e of MPs, bandwidth and data

item sizes may vary.

4.2.1 Querying-related in entive issues
Ea h query is a request for a data item. Queries are of the form (Qid ,

ǫ, τS , τH , maxµ , BT ype, w1 , w2 , w3 ),
DDQ represents

the query, while

MI .

To satisfy query deadlines,

where

Qid

DDQ,

is the unique identier of

the desired data quality of the query-issuer

MI

stops a

epting bids from brokers after

ǫ

time units have elapsed sin e the time of query issue. (The signi an e of

ǫ

will be ome

τS

Here,
query.

and

maxµ

BT ype

is

in

τH

are

MI 's

spe ied soft and hard deadlines for answering the

is the maximum pri e that

MI 's

i.e., 0 for a

lear when we dis uss our brokerage s heme in Se tion 4.3.)

ommon broker and 1 for a preferred broker. As we shall see later,

ase of EIB+,

BT ype

an assume either value, but for EIB,
onsider preferred brokers.

are the query-issuer's spe ied weight

0 ≤ w1 , w2 , w3 ≤ 1
weight

is willing to pay for the query.

spe ied broker type for the query and assumes two values

equals 0 sin e EIB does not

w3

MI

and

w1 + w2 + w3 = 1.

BT ype always
w1 , w2

Here,

and

oe ients for the query su h that
As we shall see in Se tion 4, these

oe ients pertain to query response time, data quality and data item

pri e respe tively, and they are used by the broker for

omputing the ranking

s ores for the data items in the query result set (See Equation 4.4).
Given that a query
within time
of

d

Q

(t0 + τS )

for a data item

MS .

However, if

[t0 + τS , t0 + τS + τH ], MI

penalizing

MS

is issued at time t0 , if

(i.e., within the soft deadline),

to the data-provider

interval

d

Q

MI

Q

is answered

pays the pri e

µ

is answered within the time

pays a redu ed pri e for

d

to

MS ,

thereby

for delayed servi e. Higher delay implies more redu tion in

pri e. Finally, if

Q

any

MS .

urren y to

is answered after the hard deadline
This is

τH , MI

does not pay

onsistent with the timeliness requirements of

M-P2P environments.
Observe that there is no in entive for a data-provider to answer a query af-
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ter the deadline.
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Hen e, data-providers estimate (based on past statisti s

on erning network history) whether their transmitted data item will rea h
the query-issuer within the deadline. Based on their estimate, they de ide
whether to send the data.
lo ks among the MPs.
timestamp,

Notably, su h estimation requires syn hronized

For example, if an MP re eives a message with a

lo k syn hronization among the MPs would be ome a ne essary

ondition for the MP to

al ulate the delay. The existing

lo k syn hroniza-

tion approa hes proposed in [SCHS07℄

an be used in

proposed approa h.

annot absolutely know in advan e

However, an MP

onjun tion with our

whether its answer will rea h the query-issuer in a timely manner be ause of
issues su h as network

ongestion, relay node failures and network partition-

ing.
In identally, if an MP is not able to pay the pri e of a

essing its requested

data item, its query fails and it would not be able to a

ess its queried data

item. This is in

onsonan e with our overall obje tive of in entivizing free-

riders to provide repli a hosting, brokerage and relay servi es. If our s heme
allowed MPs to a

ess data items without having to pay for the a

ess, the

free-riders would have little or no in entive to provide servi e.

4.2.2 Pri e of a data item
Ea h data item

d

has a

pri e µ

(in

virtual urren y )

that quantitatively

ree ts its relative importan e to the M-P2P network. When an MP issues a
query for a data item
(A query request
The pri e

µ

of

d

d,

it pays the pri e of

d

to the MP serving its request.

ould also be satised by a repli a.)
depends upon

d's

(re ent) a

response times (w.r.t. deadlines) for queries on
MP

MS

ess frequen y, average query

d

and data quality of

omputes the pri e of a data item (or repli a)

steps: (a)

MS

rst

omputes the pri e

the most re ent time period.

µrec

of

d based

An

d stored at itself in two
on a

esses to

d during

(We divide time into equal intervals

periods, the size of a period being appli

d.

ation-dependent.) (b)

MS

alled

omputes
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the moving average pri e

µ

d

of

101

based on the previous

N

time periods. The

moving average pri e is ne essary to take spurious spikes in a
into a

d's

ount to ensure that

omputes

µrec

d

of

esses to

d

MS

pri e a tually ree ts its importan e.

as follows:

´ t2 ´ δ

µrec =

t1

0

(η dt × (1/δ 2 )dδ × τ × DQ ×

(4.1)

BAMS × P AMS ) / JMS ,tj
where

[t2 − t1 ]

represents a given time period, and

between the query-issuer
query issue.

MI

δ

and the data-provider

is the number of hops

MS

during the time of

We assume that the query message maintains a

is in remented with ea h hop.
between itself and

MI

Thus,

MS

ounter that

an know the number of hops

at the time of query issue by examining the query

message. Furthermore, we assume that the number of hops between

MS

does not

MI

and

hange signi antly between the time of query issue and the

time of query retrieval.

Observe how

µrec

de reases as

δ

in reases due to

likely in reased query response times.

η

In Equation 4.1,

is the a

ess frequen y of the given data item

the most re ent time period.
to delayed servi e.

τ

d

during

ree ts the pri e redu tion (i.e., penalty) due

Given that

t0

is the time of query issue, and

time when the query results rea hed the query issuing MP,

τ

is

tq

is the

omputed as

follows.

where





µ



τ =
µ × e−(tq −τS )





0

τS

and

τH

if t0 ≥ tq ≥ (t0 + τS )
if (t0 + τS ) ≥ tq ≥ (t0 + τS + τH )

(4.2)

otherwise

are the soft and hard deadlines of a given query respe tively.

Notably, the data-provider

MS

would rea h the query-issuer

estimates the time when the query results

MI

based on the average network

onditions

and histori al information. Hen e, in Equation 4.1, the data item pri e is
rst estimated by

MS

using the value of

τ

based on the estimation of the time
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MI .
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Payments are done periodi ally,

on erning the a tual times of query results rea hing the

respe tive query-issuers is piggyba ked onto the status messages that are
sent periodi ally by the peers to the brokers. Thus, the a tual pri e, whi h

MI

is paid by

to

MS ,

is based on the a tual time when the query results

rea hed a given query-issuer.
The term

DQ

for queries on
quality
We

d. DQ is essentially appli

MS

ation-dependent. For example, data

ould be determined based on MP3 audio quality or image resolution.

ompute

DQ

as follows. Ea h MP maintains a

opy of the table

TDQ ,

ontains the following entries: (x%, high), (y%, medium), (z%, low),

whi h
where

in Equation 4.1 ree ts the quality of data provided by

x, y , z

are error-bounds, whose values are appli ation-dependent and

pre-spe ied by the system at design time.
dis rete levels of

DQ

i.e.,

high, medium

and

Essentially, we

onsider three

low, and their values are 1, 0.5

and 0.25 respe tively.

BAMS is the bandwidth allo ated by MS for d's download.
P
( Bi )/nd , where Bi is the bandwidth that MS allo ated for

In Equation 4.1,

BAMS
the

ith

equals

download of

d from itself during the most re

is the number of downloads of

d from MS .

As

ent time period, while

BAMS

µrec

in reases,

in reases

be ause higher bandwidth implies redu ed response times for queries on

P AMS

is the probability of availability of

impli ation is that other MPs
in reases with in rease in
time

MS

tj . µrec

an rely more on

P AMS . JMS ,tj

When

MS

P AMS

to provide

de reases with in rease in the job queue of

d

MS 's

MS

d.

is high, the

d,

is the job queue length at

is overloaded with too many requests,

queries on

MS .

nd

hen e

MS

µrec

during

be ause when

response time in answering

an be expe ted to in rease due to longer waiting times of

queries.
After

omputing

µrec , MS

omputes the moving average pri e

the Exponential Moving Average (EMA), whi h is
to

hanging a

re ent a

µ of d.

We use

apable of rea ting qui kly

ess patterns of data items sin e it gives higher weights to

ess patterns relative to older a

ess patterns. This is in

onsonan e
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ess patterns that are

omputes the pri e

µ

of

d

hara teristi

as follows:

µ = (µrec − EMAprev ) × 2/(N + 1) + EMAprev
where

EMAprev represents the EMA that was

period, and
average is

N

of M-

(4.3)

omputed for the previous time

represents the number of time periods over whi h the moving

omputed. Our preliminary experiments suggest that

N =5

is a

reasonably good value for our appli ation s enarios.

4.2.3 Revenue of an MP
The revenue of an MP
urren y that

M

M

earns and

is the dieren e between the amount of virtual

M

M

spends.

earns virtual urren y from a

esses

to its own data items and repli as that are hosted at itself, and through relay
and broker

ommissions. Conversely,

M

spends

urren y when it queries for

data items hosted at other MPs.
We in orporate
onstant

k.

ommissions to in entivize relay MPs. Relay

We use the pri e

µmin of the

heapest data item in the network as

a guide to determining a suitable value of
lower than that of

µmin

ommission is a

k.

The value of

k

is sele ted to be

to in entivize data sharing more than relay fun tions.

Observe that the value of

µmin

ould

hange over time be ause new items

ould be introdu ed into the network. However, based on the appli ation, it
is feasible to estimate the value of
appli ation-dependent.

µmin .

Thus, the value of

We defer the dis ussion of broker

k

is essentially

ommissions to

Se tion 4.3.
Notably, every MP joining the system is provided with a small initial amount
of

urren y for bootstrapping the system. Observe that the MPs would soon

exhaust this initial amount of
data item pri es and relay
to earn

urren y by issuing queries, and by paying the

ommissions. Hen e, after that, they would have

urren y for issuing their own requests, and they

an earn

urren y
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only by hosting items and relaying messages, thereby ee tively

ombating

free-riding. Observe how our e onomy-based paradigm en ourages MPs to
in rease their revenues, thereby ensuring that they obtain better servi e.

4.3

EIB: An E onomi In entive-based Brokerage s heme for M-P2P networks

This se tion dis usses our proposed EIB s heme.

4.3.1 Role of the brokers in EIB
EIB provides an in entive to the relay MPs to a t as brokers by pro-a tively
sear hing for the query results as opposed to just forwarding queries.
broker obtains a

ommission for ea h query pro essed su

A

essfully through

itself. Hen e, ea h MP is in entivized to maintain an index of the data items
(and repli as) stored at other MPs. This index is built by ea h MP on-they in response to queries and data that it relays. Hen e, indexes may dier
a ross MPs. Brokers also provide value-added servi e in EIB by repli ating
frequently queried data items at themselves.
Notably, the mobile peers parti ipating in the system have software installed
in their mobile devi es, and this software enables them to use the proposed
s hemes. On e they use this software, they have to follow our ar hite ture
i.e., they have to go through the brokers. Thus, when using the software, a
selsh query-issuer

annot

onta t the data provider dire tly by bypassing

the brokers. In this regard, the rationale behind our ar hite ture (i.e., every
query must pass through brokers) is that query-issuing peers would not want
to evaluate a large number of replies

oming from prospe tive data-providers.

Moreover, su h evaluation would drain their limited energy resour es. Furthermore, query-issuing peers would want to have more options (e.g., pri e,
quality) about their requested data items, and the broker is in a position to
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provide su h options.
A data-provider may allow a broker to host a repli a of some of its `hot'
data items in lieu of a royalty payment.

This is possible be ause we use

our proposed royalty-based revenue-sharing s heme [MMK09℄ in

onjun tion

with EIB. Brokers have an in entive for hosting repli as of `hot' items be ause
they

an earn revenue when those repli as are queried. Data-providers are

in entivized to repli ate their `hot' items at brokers be ause they
revenue from a

an earn

esses to the repli as without ne essitating any expenditure

of their limited energy resour es for answering queries on those items. In this
manner, even if a data-provider is dis onne ted, it

an still earn revenues.

To perform repli ation, every data-provider periodi ally broad asts a list of
items that it wants to repli ate. Brokers inter ept this broad ast and de ide
whether to repli ate these items based on their estimate about the future
a

ess frequen ies and pri es of those items. (This estimate is made based on

the queries that pass through a broker.) Sin e brokers have limited memory
spa e for hosting repli as, ea h broker tries to sele t only those items, whi h
would maximize its revenue-earning potential.

An item's revenue-earning

potential is the produ t of its pri e and its (estimated) a

ess frequen y.

Thus, EIB fa ilitates brokers in repli ating frequently queried items, thereby
redu ing the querying tra . In essen e, EIB ee tively

onverts relay MPs

into brokers.

4.3.2 Illustrative example for the network topology in
EIB
The ar hite ture of EIB
data-providers.

onsists of query-issuers, relay MPs, brokers and

Figure 4.1 depi ts an illustrative example of the M-P2P

network topology in EIB at a
query-issuer,
and

B1

to

R1

B5

to

R7

ertain point in time. In Figure 4.1,

are the relay peers,

D1

to

D4

MI

are the data-providers,

are the brokers. Using Figure 4.1, we shall now make

key observations. Observe that there

is the

ertain

an be multiple paths from a query-
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issuer to a given data-provider and these paths may pass through multiple
brokers. As a single instan e, a query issued by

MI

D4

ould pro eed through multiple paths su h as

and

{MI , B2, B3, B4, R5, D4}.

for a data item hosted by

{MI , B2, B3, B4, R4, D4}

Query−issuer: {M I}

Data−provider: {D1 To D4}

Broker: {B1 to B5}

Relay MP: {R1 to R7}
R7

R1

D1

MI

R5

R6

D3

D4
D2

B2

B4

B3

R4
R2

B1

R3
B5

Figure 4.1: Illustrative example of an instan e of network topology in EIB

Our s heme stipulates that only one MP
query path.

an a t as the broker in a given

This be omes a ne essity to avoid

oni ts among brokers.

Hen e, when multiple brokers exist in a given query path, the broker, whi h
o

urs rst in the traversal starting from the query-issuer, would a t as the

broker for the query and make the bid to the query-issuer, while the other
brokers would simply a t as relay MPs.

{MI , B2, B3, B4, R4, D4}, B2
in the traversal starting from

For example, in the query path

would a t as the broker sin e it o

MI ,

while

B3

and

B4

urs rst

would a t as relay MPs.

When an MP de ides to a t as the broker for a query, it appends a

broker tag

to the query message, thereby enabling other MPs in the same query path
to determine that a broker has already been sele ted in that query path.
Notably, even though EIB limits the number of brokers in a given query
path to only one, the existen e of multiple query paths safeguards against
the unavailability of some of the brokers.
The number of relay MPs between a query-issuer and a data-provider may
dier. For example, let us

onsider a query

Q

issued by

MI

for a data item
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hosted by

D4.

In this

ase, the query path

three relay MPs, namely

B3, B4

D2, B1, R2, B3, R3, R4, D4}
and

R4.

Thus, the total

and

R4.

{MI , B2, B3, B4, R4, D4}

On the other hand, the path {MI ,

has ve relay MPs, namely

ost of relay

paths sin e EIB in orporates a

has

D2, R2, B3, R3

ommissions may vary a ross query

onstant relay

ommission per relay MP, as

dis ussed in Se tion 4.2.
It is also possible for a given data-provider to be a one-hop neighbour of
a query-issuer e.g.,

MI

hite ture di tates that
its queried data from

and

D2

MI

annot bypass the brokers for dire tly obtaining

D2.

are one-hop neighbours.

However, our ar-

Re all that the mobile peers are able to use the

proposed s hemes by installing software in their mobile devi es, and this software enfor es that ea h query must follow our ar hite ture by going through
the brokers.
ases.

Thus, the role of the brokers would still be relevant in su h

For example, some other data-provider su h as

D1

may be able to

provide better data quality and/or lower response time than
to low bandwidth between

D2

and

MI ).

query-issuer with dierent paths for a

D2

(e.g., due

In essen e, the brokers provide the
essing its requested data item

its repli a. This allows the query-issuer to

hoose the

opy of

d,

d

or

whi h best

suits its requirements in terms of response time, data quality and pri e. Furthermore, as dis ussed earlier, there may be many prospe tive data-providers
replying to a query, and the query-issuer would not want to evaluate a large
number of replies sin e performing su h evaluation would drain its limited
energy resour es.

4.3.3 Value-added routing by relay MPs in EIB
An MP

MI

issues a query

Q using a broad

1 and waits until

ast me hanism

time units have elapsed (sin e the time of query issue) to

olle t the bids from

all the brokers. When any given MP re eives the broad ast query, it

1 After a period of time, if
would not be ne essary.

MI

knows a broker that

ǫ

he ks

an serve the query, the broad ast
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its index. If its index does not

ontain the identier of at least one MP that

hosts the requested data item or if another broker (in the same query path)

2

has already de ided to a t as the broker for that query , it simply forwards
the query.

Otherwise, it determines (from its index) the MPs, whi h

an

answer the query, and a ts as a broker by issuing a route-nding query to
lo ate these MPs.
On e a given broker obtains the route to one or more MPs that

an serve

the query, it a quires information about the pri e and data quality of the
requested data item at ea h of these MPs.

(d, MPid , µ, DQ, P ath) in a list Lbid , where d is the

information of the form

data item being requested,

d, DQ

MPid

is the data quality of

data stru ture

Thus, the broker summarizes

d

is the unique identier of the MP that hosts

and

µ

is the pri e of

d. P ath

is a linked list

ontaining the list of MPs, whi h fall in the path between the

broker and the data-provider. In
and the data-provider,

P ath

ase of multiple paths between the broker

ould be a pointer to a set of linked lists (or a

two-dimensional array).
Observe that if the broker were to in lude in its bid (to the query-issuer)
all the data items about whi h it has a quired information,
tra

ommuni ation

would in rease and the query-issuer would have to expend its limited

energy resour es to evaluate all the query results. On the other hand, if the
broker were to in lude only one data item in its bid, the query-issuer would
have limited

hoi es (in terms of query results), whi h

ould potentially not

satisfy its query requirements in terms of response time, data quality and
pri e. Hen e, the broker provides a value-added servi e by in luding in its
bid only

some

of the data items about whi h it has a quired information.

The broker determines whi h items it will in lude in its bid by using the
information in the list

Lbid .

For ea h data item in the list

2 Re all that only one MP an be the broker in a given query path.

Lbid ,

the broker
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γ:

omputes a s ore

γ = (w1 /RT ) + (w2 × DQ) + (w3 /µ)
RT

where

(4.4)

represents the query response time, whi h is estimated by the

broker based on network statisti s.

RT

is estimated by the data item size

divided by the sum of the bandwidths at the intermediate hops between the

DQ

query-serving MP and the query-issuer.

µ

and

are the data quality and

pri e of the item respe tively, and they are evaluated in the same manner as

w1 , w2

dis ussed for Equation 4.1. In Equation 4.4,

issuer's spe ied weight oe ients for the query su h that
and

w1 + w2 + w3 = 1.

into a

w3

and

are the query-

0 ≤ w1 , w2 , w3 ≤ 1

Thus, EIB takes the requirement of the query-issuer

ount.

The value of

γ

in reases with de reasing values of

RT

and

µ

be ause the

query-issuer would want the results qui kly and with lower pri e. The value
of

γ

DQ

in reases with in rease in

higher bid pri e.

the average value of

in

γi

Lbid .

ommands

The broker in ludes in its bid (to the query-issuer) only

those items, for whi h the value of

where

be ause higher data quality

γ

ex eeds the threshold

γ for all the items in Lbid .

is the value of

The values of

γ

RT

for the
and

ith

Hen e,

item and

DQ for ea

N

T hγ

T hγ , where T hγ

equals

is

(ΣN
i=1 γi /N),

is the total number of items

h item in every bid are also provided

by the broker to the query-issuer.
Corresponding to ea h data item in luded in the broker's bid, the broker also
spe ies the total

ost of relay

ommissions and broker

the query-issuer about the total

ost of querying. Sin e the broker knows the

number of relay MPs in the query path, it
ommission sin e the amount of relay

an

ompute the total

ost of relay

ommission per MP is a

onstant, as

dis ussed earlier in Se tion 4.2. The amount
given data item
pri e

µ,

d

a broker

item pri e, hen e

ommission to inform

β

of broker

ommission for a

depends upon the data item pri e. Given a data item
omputes

β

0 ≤ α ≤ 1.

as

(µ × α),

where

The value of

α

d

of

is a per entage of the data

α depends upon the urgen

y of the
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query-issuer. Thus, we
query. In rease in

τS

ompute

α as e−τS , where τS

implies de rease in

β

due to less urgen y. Observe that

dierent brokers may bid dierent amounts of
item (or its repli a).

urren y for the same data

In identally, the broker's

higher than that of the relay MPs'

is the soft deadline of the

ommission is signi antly

ommissions, whi h in entivizes relay

MPs to a t as brokers by indexing more data items.
Upon re eiving bids from possibly multiple brokers, the query-issuer

tonomously

evaluates ea h item in ea h of these bids.

au-

(Re all that ea h

broker may send multiple items in its bid to provide the query-issuer with
more options.) Then the query-issuer sele ts the item, whi h best suits its
requirements in terms of the weight

oe ients

w1 , w2

and

w3

orresponding

to (estimated) response time, data quality and pri e respe tively. In parti ular, EIB does not for e a query-issuer to perform bid sele tion based on any
spe i

algorithm. This is be ause we believe that query-issuers should be

provided the exibility to

hoose the item (in the bids) that best satises

their requirements.
An example to illustrate a possible way in whi h a query-issuer
an item from multiple bids is as follows. Suppose
ase, the query-issuer

ould sele t

w1 > w2 > w3 .

In this

ould rst sort the items in all the bids in as ending

order of estimated response time into a list

LSelect .

Then from

LSelect ,

it

ould sele t only those items, whose estimated response time is lower than
the average response time of all the items in
remaining items in

LSelect in des

LSelect.

Then it

ould sort the

ending order of data quality, and sele t only

those items, whose data quality ex eeds the average data quality of all the
(remaining) items in
it

LSelect .

LSelect,

ould sele t the item with the lowest pri e.

Upon

ompletion of the bid sele tion, the query-issuer

orresponding to the su
su

Finally, among the remaining items in

essful broker

onta ts the broker

essful bid, and requests it for the data item. The

onta ts the data-provider, whi h sends the data item to

the query-issuer. Finally, upon re eiving the query results, the query-issuer
pays the

ommission to the broker and the relay

ommissions to the MPs in
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Algorithm 4.1 EIB: Algorithm for a query-issuer
begin

Inputs: (a) Q : Query (b) d : Queried data item
(1) Broad ast its query Q for a data item d
(2) Re eive all bids that arrive within ǫ time units of query issue
(3) Examine ea h item in every bid and autonomously sele t the item,
whi h best suits query requirement
(4) Sele t the broker Sel orresponding to the su essful bid
(5) Send message to sele ted broker Sel requesting sele ted item and
provide Sel with identier of sele ted data-provider MS
(6) Obtain data item from MS
(7) Pay the pri e of the item to MS
(8) Pay the broker ommission to the sele ted broker Sel
(9) Pay relay ommissions to relay MPs in su essful query path
end

Algorithm 4.2 EIB: Algorithm for a broker and relay MPs
begin

Inputs: (a) Q : Query (b) d : Queried data item
(1) Re eive the broad ast query Q for data item d from query-issuer MI
(2) if broker_tag not atta hed to Q
/* EIB stipulates one broker per query path */
(3) Che k own index to list the identiers of all MPs
hosting d into a set SetMS
(4) if SetMS is empty
(5)
Forward Q to its one-hop neighbours
(6) else
(7)
for ea h MS M in SetMS
(8)
Issue a query to nd the route(s) to M
(9)
List all the routes from itself to M into a set Setroute
(10)
if Setroute is empty
(11)
Forward Q to its one-hop neighbours
(12)
else
(13)
Sele t the shortest route R from itself to M based on
bandwidths at the intermediate hops
(14)
Obtain pri e and data quality of d from M , and add d to
a list Lbid
(15)
Sele t from Lbid only those items, for whi h the value of
γ ex eeds T hγ and in lude these items in the bid
(16)
For ea h item in luded in the bid, ollate all the pri e, MS ,
response time and data quality information and the bid
value β
/* The bid value β for a given data item is a per entage
of the data item pri e. β is the broker ommission for a
su essful bid. */
(17)
Send the bid to MI
(18)
Wait for MI 's reply
(19)
if MI a epts bid
(20)
Obtain identier of sele ted MS from MI
(21)
Send a message to sele ted MS to send the data item to MI
(22)
Re eive broker ommission from MI
end

the su

essful query path.

Algorithm 4.1 is exe uted by a query-issuer, while Algorithm 4.2 is exe uted
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by the other MPs, whi h

4.4

an either be brokers or relay MPs.

EIB+: An Enhan ed E onomi

In entive-

based Brokerage S heme for M-P2P networks
This se tion dis usses the EIB+ s heme, whi h extends the EIB s heme by
in orporating three broker s oring strategies for further in entivizing brokers
towards providing better servi e. EIB+ distinguishes two dierent types of
brokers, namely

ommon brokers

and

preferred brokers.

s ores be ome preferred brokers and they earn higher

Brokers with higher

ommissions than

om-

mon brokers. Furthermore, only the preferred brokers are allowed to spawn
sub-brokers for load-sharing purposes, thereby further in entivizing brokers
sin e they

an earn

urren y from royalty-based revenue-sharing [MMK09℄

with the sub-brokers.
Notably, in order to be ome a preferred broker, a broker needs to serve a
minimum threshold number of users. Thus, if a broker serves an adequate
number of dierent users, the rating s ores from dierent users average out,
thereby implying that a broker

annot be ome a preferred broker by serving

only one peer well be ause broker s ores are based on averages. Even though
we understand that it is di ult to syn hronize the ratings for dierent brokers, peers
observe that

an sele t in their region their preferred brokers.

Furthermore,

omplete syn hronization of broker s ore ratings a ross dierent

users is not pra ti ally feasible due to subje tivity in human judgment.

4.4.1 Illustrative example of network topology in EIB+
Figure 4.2 depi ts an illustrative example of the M-P2P network topology in
EIB+ at a

ertain point in time.

data-providers,

R1

to

R4

MI

is the query-issuer,

are the relay peers,

CB1

to

D1

CB3

to

D4

are the

are the
ommon
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brokers, and

P B1

to

P B2

orresponding to the preferred broker
sub-brokers

sider a query
path {MI ,

P B1,

while

orresponding to the preferred broker

CB1

ommon brokers su h as

Q

issued by

MI

and

CB2

CB2

a t as relay MPs.

If

SB2
P B2.

for a data item hosted by
if

Q

and

SB3

are the

Observe that the

D4.

For the query

needs to be pro essed by a

would a t as the broker, while

Q

is the sub-broker

do not have any sub-brokers. Con-

P B1, CB2, P B2, SB3, D4},

ommon broker,

SB1

are the preferred brokers.

P B1

and

P B2

would

P B1

needs to be pro essed by a preferred broker,

would a t as the broker.

Query−issuer: {M I }

Preferred Broker: {PB1, PB2}

Data−provider: {D1 to D4}

Common Broker: {CB1, CB2, CB3}

Relay MP: {R1 to R4}

Sub−broker: {SB1, SB2, SB3}
SB1

R1

D1

MI

R4

D3

SB2

D4
PB1

D2

CB2
PB2
SB3

R2
R3
CB3

CB1

Figure 4.2: Illustrative example of an instan e of network topology in EIB+

The broker type (i.e.,

ommon or preferred) spe ied in

Q should mat

h with

at least one broker in the given query path for it to be pro essed in that query
path. This is in

onsonan e with adhering to the query-issuer's intentions.

However, this does not ne essarily result in query failures due to the possible
existen e of multiple brokers (whi h mat h the broker type spe ied in
in dierent query paths. Thus, if
the

MI

issues a query for an item in

D4

Q)

with

ondition that it should be pro essed by a preferred broker, it will not

be pro essed in the path {MI ,
path does not

D2, CB1, R2, CB2, R3, SB3, D4} sin

e this

ontain any preferred broker. However, it would be pro essed
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in other query paths e.g., {MI ,

P B1, CB2, P B2, SB2, D4} and {MI , P B1,

CB2, R3, SB3, D4}.

4.4.2 Strategies for assigning s ores to brokers
We propose three strategies for assigning performan e-based s ores to brokers
in EIB+.

4.4.2.1 Individual Ranking (IR) strategy
In IR, ea h MP assigns a s ore

λ to ea

h broker, with whom it has intera ted

within a parti ular time-period. Ea h broker returns a bid to the query-issuer

MI ,

and the bid

ontains the estimated query response time, data quality

(of query result) and the total bid pri e for pro essing the query.
bid pri e refers to the sum of data item pri e, broker
ommissions.)

MI

uses this bid information to

the broker that made the bid. The value of
and unsu

λ is

(Total

ommission and relay

ompute the value of
omputed for both su

λ

for

essful

essful bids.

If a query is answered after the hard deadline
query to the

τH , MI

assigns

λ=0

for that

orresponding broker(s) to penalize broker performan e be ause

queries answered after the deadline are not useful to

MI .

Furthermore, sin e

a broker has no in entive to bid a total pri e, whi h is higher than that of

MI 's

maximum spe ied pri e, the question of the total bid pri e ex eeding

the maximum spe ied pri e does not arise.

λ

is

omputed as follows:

λ = (w1 × λRT ) + (w2 × (1 − λDQ )) + (w3 × λµ )
where

λRT , λDQ

and

λµ

(4.5)

quantify broker performan e w.r.t. broker response

time, data quality and total (bid) pri e respe tively, and they are

omputed

in Equations 4.6, 4.7 and 4.8 respe tively. (Broker response time is the differen e between the time of query issue and the time at whi h the broker's
response arrives at

MI .)

In Equation 4.5,

w1 , w2

and

w3

are weight

oe-
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ients su h that

MI

w1 +w2 +w3 = 1.

The values of

w1 , w2 and w3 are de

ided by

for a given query depending upon its requirements. For example, if qui k

response time is

riti al to

MI , it will assign a high value to w1 .

Observe how

EIB+ provides autonomy to the MPs in assigning s ores to brokers based on
their individual querying requirements.

λRT

is

omputed below:

λRT = ( τH − RT ) / τH
where

τH

and

RT

(4.6)

are the hard deadline and the broker response time of the

query respe tively. Observe that the value of

λRT

in reases as

RT

de reases.

Thus, the obje tive of Equation 4.6 is to reward brokers for providing timely
servi e. The amount of reward is based on the dieren e between the hard
deadline of the query and the broker response time. The
follows:



(DDQ − DQ)/DDQ if DQ < DDQ

λDQ =

where

DDQ

DQ

and

omputation of


1

are

λDQ

(4.7)

otherwise

MI 's

spe ied desired data quality and the a tual

data quality for the query respe tively. The obje tive of Equation 4.7 is to

MI 's

penalize brokers, whi h provide lower quality of data than that of

de-

sired data quality. The amount of penalty is based on the dieren e between

MI 's desired data quality and the a
The value of

λDQ

in reases as queries are answered with lower data quality,

hen e we use the value of

λ.

However, when

(1 − λDQ )

in Equation 4.5 for the

omputation of

λµ

MI 's

maxµ

and

who have

expe tations of data quality.

follows:

λµ = ( maxµ − µ ) / maxµ
where

omputation of

DQ ≥ DDQ, we set λDQ = 1 to reward brokers,

performed upto (or better than)
The

tual data quality provided by the broker.

µ are the MI 's

(4.8)

spe ied maximum pri e and the total pri e

bid by the broker for the query respe tively. Observe that the value of

λµ
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in reases as the total bid pri e de reases. Thus, the obje tive of Equation
4.8 is to reward brokers, whi h

an serve the queries at lower total pri e. The

MI 's

amount of su h reward is based on the dieren e between

maximum

spe ied pri e and the total bid pri e of the given query. Thus, an MP will
have an estimate about the performan e of the brokers that it has intera ted
with. However, IR suers from the drawba k that ea h MP is likely to be
able to intera t with and assign s ores to only a few brokers that are in its
vi inity.

4.4.2.2 Neighbour-based Gossiping (NGS) strategy
To address the drawba k of IR in terms of being able to assign s ores to
only a relatively few brokers, we propose the NGS strategy. In NGS, MPs
gossip with their one-hop neighbours to share their respe tive broker s ores
(obtained by using IR). Thus, ea h MP will get to know the performan e
of brokers, with whom it may not have had any intera tion. For example,
suppose MP

M1

its one-hop neighbour
Thus,

M1

B1, B5

has intera ted with only brokers

M2

has intera ted with brokers

will obtain new information from

M2

and

B7,

B1, B6, B7

while

and

B8.

about the performan e of

and

B8, while M2

B5.

Gossiping fa ilitates neighbouring MPs to rene their information about

will obtain information from

M1

B6

about the performan e of

broker s ores. Sin e MPs are likely to obtain new information, they have an
in entive to parti ipate in gossiping.
When a given MP

M

obtains broker s ores from its one-hop neighbours, it

omputes its s ore for ea h broker
with

Bi ,

it will simply

s ores (for

Bi .
for

Bi ) that

as follows.

ompute its s ore for

Bi

If

M

has not intera ted

as the average

Avg

of all the

it re eives from its neighbours, who have intera ted with

On the other hand, if

Bi

Bi

M

has intera ted with

Bi , it will

as the average of the s ore that it assigned to

Bi

ompute its s ore

and

Avg .
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4.4.2.3 K-hop neighbour-based Gossiping (K-NGS) strategy
The K-NGS strategy extends the NGS strategy by allowing gossiping among
K-hop neighbours.

(Re all that in NGS, gossiping is limited only to one-

hop neighbours.) Thus, K-NGS fa ilitates MPs in assigning s ores to more
brokers than NGS and also uses inputs about broker s ores from more MPs
than NGS, thereby providing a broader and more rened pi ture of relative
broker performan e albeit at the

ost of in reased

Note that under the K-NGS strategy, a given MP
ea h broker

Bi

ommuni ation overhead.

M

omputes its s ore for

in the same manner as dis ussed for the NGS strategy.

4.4.3 Load-sharing by means of sub-brokers in EIB+
Preferred brokers in EIB+ are allowed to spawn sub-brokers for load-sharing
purposes. Now let us examine the
broker

PB

on ept of sub-brokers. When a preferred

be omes overloaded with too many requests, it repli ates its data

and index at MPs, whi h are willing to host its data and index. We designate
su h MPs as

sub-brokers.

Thus, preferred brokers dynami ally

brokers based on load and network performan e to ee tively

reate sub-

onvert relay

MPs into brokers. This fa ilitates load-sharing among preferred brokers and
sub-brokers, thereby making it likely to improve query response times due to
less waiting times at the job queues of these MPs.
The preferred broker is in entivized to share its data and index with the subbrokers be ause it

an earn

urren y from su h sharing. This is be ause we

use our proposed royalty-based revenue-sharing s heme [MMK09℄ in

onjun -

tion with EIB+. Thus, revenues of preferred brokers are further in reased
due to the presen e of sub-brokers. Observe how EIB+ in entivizes brokers
to perform better in order to be ome preferred brokers.
A preferred broker

PB

sele ts its sub-brokers based on three fa tors, namely

remaining energy, bandwidth and

urrent value of

urren y.

PB

prefers

MPs with higher remaining energy as sub-brokers be ause su h MPs are
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likely to be able to serve more queries, thereby fa ilitating them in earning
more

urren y and

onsequently, also enabling

PB

to earn more

be ause of the royalty-based revenue-sharing s heme [MMK09℄.

PB

urren y

Moreover,

gives preferen e to MPs with high bandwidth be ause su h MPs are

likely to serve queries relatively qui kly, thereby enabling them to earn more
urren y.

(Re all that data item pri es depend upon timeliness of query

response.) Furthermore,

PB

prefers MPs with low

urrent value of

urren y

as sub-brokers be ause su h MPs have more in entive to serve queries to earn
urren y than MPs, whose

urrent values of

urren y are high. Notably, this

also fa ilitates newly joined MPs (that have low

urren y) to seamlessly

integrate themselves into the system by a tively parti ipating in the network
as sub-brokers.
Notably,

PB

sele ts its sub-brokers from among its one-hop neighbours in

order to minimize the

ommuni ation tra

at sub-brokers. To sele t its sub-brokers,

PB

in urred for allo ating repli as
sends a message to its one-hop

neighbour MPs requesting them to send their values of remaining energy,
bandwidth and
brokers of
to

P B,

urren y. Those MPs, whi h are interested to be ome subreply to

ompute a s ore

S

PB

with the requested values.

PB

uses these values

for ea h MP as follows.

S = (w1 × En) + (w2 × BA) + (w3 /Curr)
where

En, BA and Curr

are the values of remaining energy, bandwidth and

urren y of the MP. In Equation 4.9,
su h that (

(4.9)

w1 + w2 + w3 = 1

w1 , w2

and

w3

are weight

). The values of these weight

oe ients

oe ients are

autonomously sele ted by a given preferred broker, hen e they may dier
a ross preferred brokers. MPs with relatively higher values of
by

PB

S

are sele ted

as its sub-brokers. We leave the determination of the optimal number

of sub-brokers per preferred broker to future work.
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Performan e Evaluation of E-Broker

This se tion reports our performan e evaluation by means of simulation in
OMNeT++ [Pon93℄. MPs move a

ording to the

+
[BMJ 98℄ within a region of area 4 km

× 4 km.

Random Waypoint Model

We believe that the Random

Waypoint Model is appropriate for our appli ation s enarios.

Default

Parameter

Variations

Value

Number of MPs (NM P )

1000

200, 400, 600, 800

% of brokers ( PB )

20%

10%, 30%, 40%, 50%

% of preferred brokers ( ψ )

20%

10%, 30%, 40%, 50%

Communi ation Range ( CR )

120m

40m, 80m, 160m, 200m

Per entage of MP failures ( PF )

20%

10%, 30%, 40%, 50%

Workload skewness ( ZFW )

0.5

0.1, 0.3, 0.7, 0.9

Queries/time unit

10

Bandwidth between MPs

1 Mbps to 2 Mbps (Bluetooth)

Initial energy of an MP

90000 to 100000 energy units

MP servi e apa ity

1 to 5 units

Time-to-expire of a data item

3 mins to 7 mins

Memory spa e of ea h MP

120 MB to 150 MB

Speed of an MP

1 meter/s to 10 meters/s

Size of a data item

0.5 MB to 10 MB

Table 4.1: Parameters of our performan e evaluation for E-Broker

Table 4.1 summarizes our performan e study parameters.
data items is uniformly distributed among

1000

A total of

8000

MPs i.e., ea h MP owns 8

data items. For ea h MP, the available memory spa e for hosting repli as is
its remaining memory spa e, after memory for storing its 8 data items has
been allo ated. Query-issuers are sele ted randomly from among all the MPs.
Ea h query is a request for a single data item. The number of su h queries
issued in the network per time unit is
varied randomly between
is

90%

of

τH .

10%

and

to

Query pri e is

urren y units. Broker
to

25

1%

30

10,

the query's hard deadline

τH

being

time units. The query's soft deadline

hosen randomly in the range of

ommission and relay

100

to

τS

500

ommission are respe tively set

of the query pri e. For query routing purposes, we use the

AODV proto ol until a query is inter epted by a broker.

Initial energy of
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90000

an MP is sele ted randomly between
and re eiving a message require
In Table 4.1,
every

TP

TP

1.5

and

1

to

120

100000

energy units. Sending

energy units respe tively.

stands for `repli a allo ation Time Period'.

Periodi ally,

se onds, MPs broad ast a list of items that they want to repli ate.

Similar to existing works [HM06℄, we assume that network topology does

not

hange signi antly during repli a allo ation sin e it requires only a few

se onds. The default

ommuni ation range of all MPs is a

ir le of

120 metre

radius.
For all our experiments, the weight
values of

0.25

and

w1 , w2
0.25

and

w3

for

w3

and

γ

omputing

for

0.5, 0.25

omputing

S

and

0.5,

in Equation 4.4 are set to

respe tively, (b) the values of

in Equation 4.5 are set to

w1 , w2

oe ients are set as follows: (a) the

w1 , w2

0.25

and

w3

for

omputing

λ

respe tively, ( ) the values of

in Equation 4.9 are set to

0.4, 0.3

and

0.3

respe tively.

average response time (ART) of queries,
data availability (DA), query hop- ount (HC) and ommuni ation
P
tra (MSG). ART = (1/NQ) Ni=1(Tf − Ti ), where Ti is the time of query
Our performan e metri s are

Q

issue,

Tf

is time of the query result rea hing the query-issuer, and

NQ

the total number of queries. ART in ludes the download time, and is
puted only for the su

essful queries.

DA = (NS /NQ ) × 100,

the number of queries that were answered su
the per entage of su

where

is

om-

NS

is

essfully. Thus, DA measures

essful queries. Queries may fail due to network par-

titioning or due to energy-depletion or unavailability of MPs that host the
queried data items, or due to queries ex eeding the TTL (`hops-to-live').
Preliminary experiments suggested that TTL=8 is a reasonable value for
our appli ation s enarios. Hen e, we
and EIB+ s hemes.

We dene the query hop- ount

in urred by the query in the su
only for su

onsider TTL=8 for our proposed EIB
as the hop- ount

essful query path. Thus, HC is measured

essful queries. We dene MSG as the total number of messages

in urred for query pro essing during the

MSG =

HC

PNQ

q=1

Mq ,

where

Mq

ourse of the experiment.

Thus,

is the number of messages in urred for the

q th
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query.
We

ompare the performan e of our proposed broker-based

in entive s hemes with the non-in entive
adapted the

E-DCG+

E-DCG+

EIB and EIB+

s heme [HM06℄.

s heme [HM06℄ to our s enario.

Se tion 2, E-DCG+ is a non-in entive and non-e onomi

We

As dis ussed in

repli ation s heme,

and it does not provide in entives for repli a hosting. E-DCG+ is exe uted
at every repli a allo ation period. E-DCG+ is the
it addresses repli ation in mobile ad-ho

losest to our s heme sin e

networks. Furthermore, we believe

that E-DCG+ is among the best approa hes for meaningful performan e
omparison with our proposed s hemes be ause it is the most re ent approa h
and it has already been

ompared to other non-in entive s hemes.

As a baseline, we also do performan e
non-broker-based

NIB

omparison w.r.t. a non-in entive and

(Non-In entive without Brokerage) s heme to show

the performan e gain due to brokerage. Notably, querying in NIB is simply
AODV-based and broker

ommissions do not arise.

Furthermore, in

ase

of NIB, we set the TTL to be 12 i.e., 50% higher than the TTL for our
proposed EIB and EIB+ s hemes. NIB does not provide any in entive to a
peer to forward messages. In NIB, a peer forwards a message in the multi-hop
network with a probability of 0.3.
Re all that EIB+ uses three dierent strategies for assigning broker s ores.
Here, we present the performan e of EIB+ in

onjun tion with the K-NGS

strategy. We have also performed an experiment to indi ate the performan e
of EIB+ with ea h of the three broker s oring strategies.

4.5.1 Determining the per entage of brokers
We performed an experiment to determine the per entage
the network.
to

20%,

Figure 4.3 depi ts the results.

DA improves (albeit at the

As

PB

PB

of brokers in

is in reased from

10%

ost of higher MSG) for both EIB and

EIB+ be ause the involvement of more brokers in reases the probability that
a given query is pro essed by at least one of them. However, as

PB is in

reased
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beyond

20%,
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performan e keeps degrading due to redu tion in the number

of data-providers. This is be ause the sum total of the number of brokers
and the number of data-providers is xed.

Notably, EIB+ exhibits better

performan e than EIB due to the presen e of preferred brokers.
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DA (%)

ART (t.u.)
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40
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Figure 4.3: Determining the per entage of brokers

The results in Figure 4.3 suggest that there is a trade-o between the performan e (in terms of ART, DA and HC) and the

ommuni ation tra .

Based on our experimental results, we set the per entage of brokers to
so that we

20%

an obtain good performan e of EIB and EIB+ with reasonable

ommuni ation tra . Observe that both EIB and EIB+ perform slightly
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worse than NIB when

PB

=

50%.

A

123

loser look at the results in Figure 4.3

suggests that performan e gain of EIB over NIB o
than

48%.

PB

This is be ause when

ex eeds

urs only when

48%,

PB

is less

the benets from broker-

age are oset by the additional overhead of intera tions among the relatively
larger number of brokers. Hen e, when

PB

ex eeds

o without a broker-based ar hite ture i.e., they

48%, the peers

are better

an dire tly obtain the data

from the data-providers.

4.5.2 Determining the per entage of preferred brokers
in EIB+
We

ondu ted an experiment to determine the per entage

brokers.

Here,

ψ = ((NP ref /NT otal ) ∗ 100),

preferred brokers, while
if

NT otal = 20

would be

4

and

and

NT otal

ψ = 20%,

16

NP ref

of preferred

is the number of

is the total number of brokers. For example,

the number of preferred and

respe tively.

number SB of sub-brokers

where

ψ

ommon brokers

For this experiment, we also varied the

orresponding to ea h preferred broker. Figure 4.4

depi ts the results. We use the notations SB-0, SB-2 and SB-4 to represent
the s enarios for EIB+

orresponding to

0, 2

and

4

sub-brokers respe tively

per preferred broker.
The results in Figure 4.4 indi ate that as

ψ

is in reased from

the performan e of EIB+ improves slightly in the

10%

to

20%,

ases of SB-0, SB-2 and

SB-4 due to the in entivizing ee t of preferred brokerage be oming more
pronoun ed. However, as

ψ is in

of EIB+ degrades. This o

reased to

30% and beyond, the performan

urs be ause at higher values of

ψ,

e

more brokers

are allowed to be ome preferred brokers, thereby impli itly redu ing the level
of servi e required to be ome a preferred broker. This redu es the in entive
for preferred brokerage.
EIB+ performs better in the
as

ase of SB-2 (albeit at the

ost of higher MSG)

ompared to that of SB-0 due to load-sharing among the preferred brokers

and their respe tive sub-brokers. However, in

ase of SB-4, EIB+ performs
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Figure 4.4: Determining the per entage of preferred brokers in EIB+

worse than for SB-2 be ause the relatively high overhead of data allo ation
among a larger number of sub-brokers redu es the performan e. The results
in Figure 4.4 suggest that EIB+ performs best at reasonable
tion overhead when
determine

ψ

to be

ψ

20%

= 20% (in

ase of SB-2).

and SB to be two.

ommuni a-

Thus, we experimentally
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4.5.3 Performan e of EIB and EIB+
Figure 4.5 depi ts the results using the default values of the parameters in
Table 4.1. The results in Figure 4.5a indi ate that after the rst
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Figure 4.5: Performan e of EIB & EIB+

have been pro essed, EIB, EIB+ and E-DCG+ exhibit

omparable perfor-

man e be ause the ee t of repli ation is not pronoun ed at the initial stages.
However, over time as more queries are pro essed, performan e improves in
terms of ART, DA and HC for all the s hemes essentially due to the ee t of
repli ation be oming more prominent. Both ART and HC eventually plateau
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ompetition among repli as for

memory spa e and unavailability of some of the MPs.
The results in Figure 4.5d indi ate that EIB and EIB+ in ur higher MSG
than E-DCG+ and NIB primarily due to the additional ommuni ation overhead introdu ed by brokers (and sub-brokers in

ase of EIB+). However, we

believe that the additional number of messages in urred by EIB and EIB+
is a small pri e to pay for the performan e benets of these s hemes. EIB+
in urs higher MSG than EIB be ause it in orporates gossiping among neighbouring MPs for

omputing broker s ores. E-DCG+ in urs higher MSG than

NIB be ause in E-DCG+, every MP needs to periodi ally send messages to
other MPs to

onvey repli ation-related information.

EIB+ outperforms EIB be ause it provides additional in entives to brokers
for performing value-added routing by in orporating the notion of preferred
brokers. Moreover, EIB+ also performs ee tive load-sharing between preferred brokers and sub-brokers, thereby redu ing query waiting times in the
job queues of the brokers.
e onomi

EIB performs better than E-DCG+ due to its

in entives, whi h en ourage MP parti ipation. In reased MP par-

ti ipation implies more opportunities for repli ation, more memory spa e for
hosting repli as and multiple paths for lo ating a data item/repli a.

Fur-

thermore, unlike E-DCG+, EIB maintains indexes at the brokers (whi h
fa ilitate value-added routing) and it repli ates `hot' data items at the brokers. E-DCG+ exhibits better performan e than NIB be ause of its superior
repli ation me hanism.

4.5.4 Ee t of variations in the number of MPs
We varied the total number
proportional to

NM P .

NM P

of MPs, keeping the number of queries

Figure 4.6 depi ts the results.

As

NM P

in reases,

ART and MSG in rease for all the s hemes due to in rease in network size.
However, the rate of in rease in ART is lower for EIB and EIB+ than for
E-DCG+ and NIB due to their better in entivization of repli ation by means
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of e onomi

in entives and brokerage. As

NM P
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in reases, DA in reases for

all the s hemes due to in reased opportunities for repli ation.
a pattern similar to that of ART, the slight deviations o
bandwidth dieren es. Observe that when

NM P

=

HC follows

urring due to

20, EIB+ exhibits slightly

worse DA than that of EIB be ause the benets provided by preferred brokers
are not realized due to the existen e of fewer preferred brokers.
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4.5.5 Ee t of variations in the ommuni ation range
The results in Figure 4.7 depi t the ee t of variations in the
range CR of the MPs.

In rease in CR has the ee t of bringing the MPs
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Figure 4.7: Ee t of variations in the
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ommuni ation range

`nearer' to ea h other. Hen e, performan e improves with in rease in CR for
all the s hemes due to data items be oming `nearer' and more a
query-issuers. However, performan e gains o

essible to

ur only until CR=120 metres.

Beyond CR=120 metres, ART and DA degrade for all the s hemes be ause
the MPs be ome too ` lose' to ea h other, hen e a relatively larger number
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of MPs and brokers be ome involved in the pro essing of any given query.
This results in a relatively larger number of queries waiting in the job queues
of the data-providers, hen e some of the query deadlines are missed. Beyond
CR=120 metres, the performan e gap between EIB and EIB+ keeps de reasing be ause the benets of preferred brokerage be ome less pronoun ed when
the MPs are already too `near' to ea h other. In essen e, all the s hemes perform best when CR=120 metres.
As CR in reases, MSG in reases for all the s hemes be ause the in reased
rea hability

auses more MPs to be ome involved in the pro essing of a given

query. On the other hand, with in rease in CR, a lower number of messages
are required to rea h a given MP. These two opposing ee ts somewhat oset
ea h other at higher values of CR, thereby explaining the reason why MSG
eventually plateaus for all the s hemes.

4.5.6 Ee t of MP failures
MPs

an fail due to reasons su h as depletion of their limited energy resour es.

Figure 4.8 depi ts the results of the ee t of MP failures. As the per entage

PF

of MP failures in reases, MP parti ipation de reases, query paths be ome

longer and fewer data-hosting MPs remain available, thereby degrading the
performan e of all the s hemes. Interestingly, at
exhibit

PF = 50%,

omparable ART due to limited MP parti ipation making the ee t

of e onomi

in entives and brokerage less pronoun ed.

As the results in

PF

for all the s hemes

Figure 4.8d indi ate, MSG de reases with in rease in
due to redu ed
MPs.

all the s hemes

ommuni ation overhead among a lower number of available

Interestingly, at

PF = 50%,

EIB in urs lower MSG than E-DCG+

due to s ar ity of brokers when the total number of available MPs be ome
relatively low. However, EIB+ still in urs higher MSG than E-DCG+ due
to gossiping-related

ommuni ation overheads.
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Figure 4.8: Ee t of MP failures

4.5.7 Ee t of dierent strategies for assigning performan ebased s ores to brokers in EIB+
We

ondu ted an experiment to investigate the relative performan e of EIB+

with the dierent strategies, namely IR, NGS and K-NGS, for assigning
performan e-based s ores to brokers.

Figure 4.9 depi ts the results.

NGS outperforms NGS be ause its gossiping among

K-

k -hop neighbours better

in entivizes preferred brokerage by in orporating broker s ores from a larger
number of MPs albeit at the

ost of higher MSG. Similarly, NGS performs
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better than IR sin e its gossiping among one-hop neighbours provides better
in entives for preferred brokerage than IR. The performan e of all the three
strategies improve over time as more queries are pro essed due to the reasons
dis ussed for the results in Figure 4.5.
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Ee t of dierent strategies for assigning performan e-based

s ores to brokers in EIB+

Figure 4.10 depi ts the snapshots of broker s ores at the time-points of 40000
and 100000 queries respe tively under IR, NGS and K-NGS. The X-axis
represents the unique identiers of the brokers, while the Y-axis depi ts the
s ore of ea h broker.

Periodi ally, after every

20000

queries, the s ores of
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brokers are re orded. The s ores are on a s ale of

1

to

10,

where a higher

s ore indi ates better performan e. Ea h MP assigns an initial s ore of
all the brokers at the start of every

20000-query

resetting of s ores is ne essary to ree t

5

to

time-period. (This periodi

urrent performan e of brokers.)

Fa tors su h as a broker's lo ation, mobility pattern and

urrent network

onditions result in variation of s ores a ross brokers.
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(a) Snapshot of the broker s ores at the 40000-query time-period
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(b) Snapshot of the broker s ores at the 100000-query time-period

Figure 4.10:

Snapshots of broker s ores at the time-points of 40000 and

100000

Now let us examine the results in Figure 4.10a. We will denote the broker
with ID of
spe i

i

as

Bi.

Observe that there is no

lear pattern regarding any

s oring strategy assigning higher or lower s ores than the others. For
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example, K-NGS assigned the lowest s ore to
s ore to

B2.

Observe that

B8 is assigned

B4,
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but it assigned the highest

a mu h higher s ore by IR than by

NGS and K-NGS. Broker s ores vary a ross s oring strategies be ause they
onsider varying amounts of intera tion with other MPs.
may also assign

These strategies

omparable s ores to any given broker e.g.,

the results in Figure 4.10a. This o

B1

and

B11

in

urs when a broker's performan e remains

omparable in providing servi es to MPs at dierent lo ations. A broker's
s ore may fall below 5 (e.g.,

B1

in Figure 4.10a) due to reasons su h as

onne tivity to limited resour es in its mobility path and limited energy.
Even though broker s ores may vary a ross s oring strategies, the results in
Figures 4.10a serve as a guide for evaluating broker performan e, thereby
fa ilitating in distinguishing between
example, in Figure 4.10a,

B5, B10
would be

and

B13

ommon and preferred brokers.

B5, B12, B13

and

B19

and in Figure 4.10b,

For

B4,

would be the preferred brokers, while the other brokers

ommon brokers.

4.5.8 Ee t of variations in the workload skew
Figure 4.11 depi ts the results when the zipf fa tor

ZFW

is varied.

No-

tably, among all the s hemes, only EIB+ supports load-sharing, whi h o urs between preferred brokers and sub-brokers.

As

ZFW

in reases (i.e.,

in reasing skew in the workload), performan e degrades for all the s hemes.
This o

urs due to in reased waiting times at the job queues of overloaded

data-providers, thereby

ausing some of the queries to miss the deadlines.

Observe how EIB+'s load-sharing me hanism fa ilitates it in outperforming
the other s hemes.

However, the performan e gap between EIB+ and the

referen e s hemes de reases with de reasing skew due to the ee t of loadsharing be oming less pronoun ed. As

ZFW

in reases, the number of query

failures in rease (due to queries missing their deadlines), thereby redu ing
MSG. However, for EIB+, MSG in reases beyond

ZFW

=

0.5

intera tions between the preferred brokers and their sub-brokers.

due to the
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Figure 4.11: Ee t of variations in the workload skew

4.6

Summary

In M-P2P networks, data availability is typi ally low due to rampant freeriding, frequent network partitioning and mobile resour e

onstraints.

We

have proposed the E-Broker system for improving data availability in MP2P networks.
E-Broker in orporates two e onomi in entive-based brokerage s hemes, namely
EIB and EIB+. EIB in entivizes relay peers to a t as information brokers for
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performing value-added routing and repli ation in M-P2P networks, thereby
ee tively improving data availability. The EIB+ s heme extends the EIB
s heme by in orporating three dierent broker s oring strategies for providing
additional in entives to brokers.

EIB+ also fa ilitates load-sharing among

the peers.
We have also evaluated the number of brokers, beyond whi h the peers are
better o without a broker-based ar hite ture. Our performan e study indi ates that the proposed s hemes are indeed ee tive in improving query
response times, data availability and query hop- ounts at reasonable
muni ation tra

om-

ost in M-P2P networks. In the future, we plan to extend

this work by using game-theoreti

approa hes for data item pri ing.

5
E-VeT: E onomi
Reward/Penalty-based System
for Vehi ular Tra
Management
5.1

Overview

The proliferation of mobile devi es with embedded GPS sensors

oupled with

the growth in the popularity of infotainment servi es for vehi les have
new avenues for improving vehi ular tra

reated

management in road networks.

Thus, s hemes for improving transportation system e ien y are be oming

+
in reasingly popular [AWX 12, SWYX11℄.
Given that vehi les generally tend to autonomously sele t shorter routes with
lower tra

ongestion, a relatively large number of vehi les often

same `popular' (i.e., relatively shorter and
ausing

ongestion. Su h tra

hi ular fuel

hoose the

ongestion-free) routes, thereby

ongestion typi ally results in in reased ve-

onsumption and delayed arrival at destinations. Thus,

oordi-
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nation among the routes allo ated to dierent vehi les be omes a ne essity
to redu e tra

ongestion.

However, vehi les trying to

oordinate their

routes among themselves in a vehi le-to-vehi le (V2V) manner in vehi ular
ad ho

networks (VANETs) would

ause priva y

tra

ongestion and selsh behaviors.

In entives have been proposed for stimulating

on erns,

ommuni ation

ontent sharing in mobile-P2P

+
networks [PMG 11, WXS04, XWR06℄. However, these works do not address
tra

management and vehi ular routing issues su h as

over, a P2P tra

information system for dynami

ongestion. More-

route guidan e has been

dis ussed in [RSKM09℄. However, these works do not in entivize vehi les in
following system-assigned tra

routes.

This work proposes the E-VeT system for e iently managing the vehi ular
tra

in road networks using e onomy-based reward/penalty s hemes.

this work, the

ost of traversing a path in the road network

In

orresponds to

the time required for the path traversal, unless otherwise spe ied. Hen e,
we shall use the terms 

path ost and  path time- ost inter

Observe that dening path

hangeably.

ost in terms of time en ompasses fa tors su h

as path distan e, the speed limit relevant to the path and the path's tra
ongestion.
In E-VeT, base stations

ollaboratively fa ilitate dynami

assignments for mitigating the tra
time of arrivals and fuel

vehi ular route

ongestion, thus redu ing the average

onsumption. However, vehi les may not follow the

paths assigned by the base stations e.g., when they

an nd lesser- ost paths.

To in entivize vehi les towards following the system-assigned paths, E-VeT
uses

rewards/penalties (payos),

Hen e, these payos

whi h are in terms of

an be used towards paying road taxes,

real urren y.
ar registration,

and li ense/toll fees.
This work assumes that all the vehi les fall under the purview of the EVeT reward/penalty framework, whi h

ould be implemented as part of a

government-mandated program for fa ilitating tra

management.

Note
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that the proposed s heme is a government-mandated system, it is always operational, but only the pri e

hanges dynami ally based on the

Thus users, will not know the pri ing s heme and

ongestion.

ongestion information

well ahead of time. Though the system suggests and oers options to users,
they still have a

hoi e of paying the penalty and taking the higher-pri ed

paths; the obje tive is not to for e users for expli it load-balan ing. Sin e
we have a reward/penalty system, it is using in entives for load-balan ing.
It is also dierent and better than randomization where users
of the options, whi h they have to follow, and they have no

an get one

hoi e to alter

the option they re eived. Thus, in our s heme, we preserve the notion that
a user is the nal entity to de ide the path taken.
This work

an be seen as a further extension to the initial proposal for routing

+
of the VS-s heme for parking introdu ed in [AWX 12℄. In the VS-s heme,
a

entral authority (CA) makes an optimal assignment, and penalizes ve-

hi les severely for deviating from it.
CA guarantees that ea h vehi le
higher than

v 's

v

Furthermore, in the VS-s heme, the

will pay a travel- ost to slots that is not

ost in equilibrium.

Sin e in an optimal assignment some

vehi les may travel longer than in equilibrium, the CA
dollars so that the total
in equilibrium.

ost that

The CA also

v

ompensates them in

pays is not higher than

v 's

travel-time

harges vehi les that travel less in the opti-

mum assignment than in the equilibrium assignment. This dollar- harge is
equivalent to the saving in travel-time.
Our work here is mainly fo used on routing in V2V dierent from parking

+
of vehi les in [AWX 12℄ in terms of poli ies for route allo ation of vehi les
based on revenues, modeling the pri ing problem for revenue generation and
nding a suitable reward/penalty s heme that adapts to

hanging behavior

of drivers over period of time. In addition, the performan e metri s dire tly
fo us on the impa t of dierent revenue allo ation s hemes on the average
fuel saving, average time of arrival and the number of messages ex hanged
among others.
In summary, our proposed s hemes dier from existing proposals [Bra96,
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Mor10, Xu06, Yan12, Iss11℄ in mainly two ways.
ward/penalty framework for

ontrolling the tra

good behavior (i.e., following the system advi e) is
tion

First, we introdu e a reongestion. Se ond, users'
onsidered in the

onges-

ontrol de ision-making in the sense that the system remembers past

behavior and rewards/penalty earned in the past. Thus, our s heme is userentri

and it inspires users to earn rewards so that they

an get preferred

assignment of paths when needed by redeeming rewards.
The

ontributions of E-VeT are three-fold:

2
1. It proposes an R A (Revenue-based Route Allo ation) s heme, whi h
rewards vehi les for following system-assigned longer-time paths, and
harges a fee for following system-assigned shorter-time paths. Furthermore, it penalizes ( harges mu h higher fee) vehi les for any deviations
from the system-assigned paths.

2 +
2
2. It presents the R A (extended R A) s heme by in orporating the notion of

revenue-s ales

for further in entivizing vehi les based on their

past system usage.

3. It dis usses a route allo ation algorithm, whi h gives lesser-time paths
as a preferen e to vehi les that have earned higher revenue based on

2
2 +
the s heme used i.e., either R A or R A .

2
2 +
Note that both R A and R A s hemes are designed to ensure fairness in
the sense that vehi les pay when they travel faster, and they earn

urren y

when they travel slower. Both s hemes penalize vehi les, whi h deviate from
system-assigned paths, thereby in entivizing them to adhere to the systemassigned paths. Furthermore, when vehi les follow the system-assigned paths,
they are rewarded either in terms of time-savings (i.e., lower time- ost routes
being allo ated) or in terms of real

urren y (i.e., payments for following

longer time- ost routes).

2
2 +
2
R A and R A
dier in that while R A assigns payos to vehi les based
2 +
on every individual journey, R A
performs the payo assignment based
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onsisten y of a given vehi

le in following the system-assigned paths

multiple journeys. To a hieve this, R2 A+ uses a set of pre-dened
revenue-s ales and provides better payos to the vehi les that are asso iated

a ross

with higher revenue-s ales.
system-assigned routes.

This enti es vehi les to

onsistently follow the

Our performan e study shows that the proposed

s hemes are indeed ee tive in managing vehi ular tra
by redu ing the average time of arrival and fuel
The remainder of this

in road networks

onsumption.

hapter is organized as follows. Se tion 5.2 presents

2
the ar hite ture of E-VeT, while Se tion 5.3 dis usses the proposed R A
2 +
and R A e onomi

reward/penalty-based s hemes and the route allo ation

algorithm. Se tion 5.4 provides the proof of
the performan e study. Finally, we

5.2

orre tness. Se tion 5.5 reports

on lude in Se tion 5.6.

Ar hite ture of E-VeT

This se tion dis usses the ar hite ture of E-VeT. The ar hite ture of E-VeT
onsists of the road network,

he kpoints, base stations and vehi les. E-VeT

envisages the road network as an overlay graph, where ea h vertex represents
a

he kpoint, and ea h edge represents a route

onne ting these

he kpoints.

Here, a he kpoint is a landmark su h as a major road interse tion, a hospital
or a well-known tourist spot. Thus, the journey of ea h vehi le
traversal of a set of su h
two

he kpoints as a

omprises a

he kpoints, and we designate the route between

path.

We dene the

given vehi le's journey as the

sour e

and

destination

he kpoints that are nearest to the starting

point and the desired end-point of the journey respe tively. A
is a powerful, reliable and stati

of a

base station

node. For simpli ity, we assume that ea h

he kpoint is asso iated with a single base station and vi e versa.
When a given vehi le

V

approa hes a

about its destination to the base station

he kpoint C, it sends information

B

orresponding to C. Upon re eiv-

ing this information from multiple vehi les in its vi inity,

B

exe utes a route
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allo ation algorithm (dis ussed later in Se tion 5.3) and assigns a path to
ea h vehi le for travelling to the next

he kpoint. We shall hen eforth refer

to the path assigned to a given vehi le by a base station as the

assigned path.

system-

Notably, the route allo ation algorithm is exe uted by the

orresponding base station at every

he kpoint (that falls along a given ve-

hi le's route) until it is routed to its destination

he kpoint.

In E-Vet, base stations assign rewards/penalties (i.e., payos) to the vehi les.
As we shall see in Se tion 5.3, E-VeT performs route allo ation by providing
preferen e to vehi les, whi h have earned more payos, thereby in entivizing
vehi les to follow system-assigned paths.
is performed on a

he kpoint-to- he kpoint basis.

verses the path from
base stations

B2

he kpoint C1 to

V,

B

at the

B1

after

and

neighboring base stations of
Observe how base stations

B =B1,

V

tra-

Let us refer to the

B2

respe tively. Here,

ommuni ating with the base

he kpoint that was previously traversed by

followed the system-assigned path,

based dynami

Suppose vehi le

he kpoint C2.

orresponding to C1 and C2 as

performs the payo allo ation to

station

Payo allo ation to the vehi les

otherwise

B

V.

If

V

had

ould be any of the

B2.
ollaborate with ea h other to fa ilitate revenue-

vehi ular routing for redu ing tra

laboration be omes a ne essity for

ongestion.

oordinating smooth tra

Su h

ol-

ow among

vehi les, whi h do not dire tly intera t with ea h other to preserve their
priva y.

In identally, traversal of a path between two given

asso iated with a

he kpoints is

ost, whi h we shall dis uss now.

5.2.1 Computation of path ost
Re all that in E-VeT, the path
traversing the path. The

ost

tj

ost

orresponds to the time required for

of traversing path

base station in two steps (a) Compute the path
time-period (b) Compute

tj

j

is

ost

omputed by a given

trecj

for the

urrent

as the exponential moving average of the path

osts over the most re ent time-periods to a

ount for u tuations in path
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usage.

trecj

depends upon fa tors su h as path distan e, speed limit of the

path and path
upon path
rst
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ongestion. Thus, path

ongestion. Sin e path

Fj,t

ompute the path ow

ost

an

hange temporally depending

ongestion is related to path ow, let us

j

for path

as follows:

Fj,t = NLj,t /NEj,t
where

NEj,t

or left path

j

and

NLj,t

(5.1)

are respe tively the number of vehi les that entered

during time-period t. We assume that

NEj,t and NLj,t are both

non-zero i.e., there are always vehi les on the road. Let us hen eforth refer
to the path ow as

ow.

Consistent with real-world s enarios, we

onsider

that bi-dire tional ow values may dier e.g., the ow value from a given
he kpoint X to a

he kpoint Y may dier from that of the ow value from

Y to X. However, su h dieren es in ow values do not impa t our proposed
s hemes.

trecj

is

omputed as follows:

trecj =

where

Dj

and

Smax



( Dj /Smax )

if


( Dj /Smax ) / Fj,t

Fj,t = 1

otherwise

are the distan e and speed limit of path

Observe that the term (Dj /Smax ) in Equation 5.2
free path

ost (i.e.,

be ause more

Fj.t=1).

Moreover,

trecj

trecj ,

the

omputation of

j

respe tively.

on erns the

ongestion-

in reases with de rease in

ongested paths typi ally entail higher path

Using the value of

(5.2)

tj

a

Fj,t

osts.

ording to the exponential

moving average (EMA) formula follows:

tj = ( (trecj − EMAprev ) × 2/(T + 1) ) + EMAprev
where
and

T

EMAprev

is the EMA that was

(5.3)

omputed for the previous time-period

is the number of time-periods onsidered in the moving average

tation. Results of our preliminary experiments suggest that

T =5

ompu-

is suitable
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for tra
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management appli ation s enarios.

Notably, EMA gives higher

weights to re ent time-periods, hen e it is appropriate for dynami ally hanging path

osts that may o

ur in tra

management appli ation s enarios.

5.2.2 Illustrative example for road network topology in
E-VeT
Figure 5.1 depi ts an illustrative example of the road network topology in
E-VeT at a
are

ertain point in time. In Figure 5.1, the

he kpoints C1 to C6

onne ted by weighted paths P1 to P8, whose respe tive path

osts are

shown in parentheses. Here, path osts are indi ated in ase of ongestion-free

C1 to C6 : Checkpoints

V1 to V5 : Vehicles
Pj(p)

Source checkpoint
Destination checkpoint

Path j with cost p
Least−cost route

C2
Destination for
{V1,V2,V3}

{V1 to V5}
(2)

C5

P4(

P1

C1

1)
2)

P2(8
)

P8(2)

(2)

P3

(
P7

P5(3)

C4

P6(9)
C6

Destination for
{V4,V5}

C3

Figure 5.1: Example for E-VeT road network topology

paths. Observe that path
as path

osts are essentially

ongestion in reases.

dynami

in that they in rease

For simpli ity, all the vehi les V1 to V5 are

asso iated with the same sour e

he kpoint C1. The destination

he kpoints

for {V1, V2, V3} and {V4, V5} are C5 and C6 respe tively. For simpli ity,
this example assumes that bi-dire tional path

osts are equal.
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Assume that ea h vehi le prefers to take the least- ost path to its respe tive
destination. Observe that all the vehi les V1 to V5 would have to traverse
C4 on their way to their respe tive destinations. From C1 to C4, three paths
are possible, namely {P1, P4}, {P2} and {P3, P5} with path

osts of 3 (i.e.,

2+1), 8 and 5 (i.e., 2+3) respe tively. Thus, all the vehi les would want to
take the least- ost path {P1, P4} to C4.
path P1 would in rease tra
the path

However, all ve vehi les taking

ongestion there, thus ee tively in reasing

ost.

For redu ing path

ongestion,

oordination among vehi ular routes be omes

a ne essity for ensuring smooth tra
se tion, su h

ow.

As we shall see in the next

oordination in E-VeT is performed by the base stations, whi h

in entivize vehi les towards following system-assigned paths.

Revenue-based route allo ation in E-VeT

5.3

2
2 +
This se tion dis usses our proposed R A and R A e onomi reward/penalty2
2 +
based s hemes. Based on the s heme used (i.e., either R A or R A ), E-VeT
assigns payos to the vehi les. These payos are used as inputs for E-VeT's
in entive-based route allo ation algorithm, whi h is also presented in this
se tion.

5.3.1 The R2A s heme
Re all that we dene path

osts in terms of time. For

2
penalties in R A, we dene the notions of

paths

omputing rewards and

lower- ost paths

and

higher- ost

as follows. Consider the existen e of multiple possible paths between

two given

he kpoints. Ea h path, whose

ost is below the median path- ost

of all these paths, is dened to be in the set of
ea h path, whose

Conversely,

ost equals or ex eeds the median path- ost of all the paths

between the two given

ost paths.

lower- ost paths.

he kpoints, is dened to be in the set of

higher-

2
R A rewards vehi les, whi h follow system-assigned higher- ost
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paths, and
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harges a fee for following system-assigned lower- ost paths. Fur-

thermore, it penalizes vehi les for any deviations from the system-assigned
paths, thereby in entivizing them to adhere to the system-assigned paths.
Thus, vehi les pay (in the form of fees) when they travel faster, while they
get paid (in terms of rewards) when they travel slower, thereby a hieving
fairness.
Given that a path is the route between two given

V

has to traverse

destination.

multiple

paths during its journey from its sour e to its

revenue

Thus, its

he kpoints, a given vehi le

from a given journey equals the dieren e

between the rewards and the fees/penalties over all these paths. During a
given journey, suppose

r2

V

follows (a)

r1 system-assigned higher-

system-assigned lower- ost paths and ( )

by the system. Then

V 's

as follows:

REV =

revenue

r1
X

REV

REWl

lowed by

is the reward for the

V . F eem

V,

pth

journey is

REVp ,

V.

n=1

LYn

tion

LYn

assigned
omputed

!

(5.4)

mth

system-assigned

is the penalty for the

nth

non-

V

from

Thus, given that the revenue of

its total revenue equals

V.

PP

Now let us see how the rewards and penalties are
The reward depends upon the

assigned path and the

r3
X

harged for the

total number of journeys performed by

path.

not

system-assigned higher- ost path fol-

while

system-assigned path followed by
its

lth

is the fee that is

lower- ost path followed by

F eem +

m=1

l=1

where

paths that are

from the given journey is

r2
X

REWl −

r3

ost paths (b)

p=1 REVp , where

omputed for

V

P

for a given

ost dieren e between the system-

orresponding median- ost path. Thus, the base sta-

omputes the reward

REWR2 A

earned by

V

for a given path as follows:

REWR2 A = ( tj − tmedian ) × λ
where

tmedian

tj

is the path

is the

ost of the path

j

that the system assigned to

is the median- ost path between the two

(5.5)

V,

and

he kpoints asso iated with
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path

j. λ

is a parameter for

the value of

REWR2 A

λ

is a
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onverting time- ost to dollar- ost. Notably,

onstant, whi h is xed by the system.

in reases with in rease in the dieren e between

Observe that

tj

and

tmedian

be ause higher rewards should be provided to vehi les for in entivizing them
to follow relatively higher- ost system-assigned paths.

tj

In Equation 5.5, both
5.3.

tj

Thus, both

urrent

and

and

onditions of

tmedian

tmedian

are

omputed using Equations 5.2 and

are system-estimated time- osts based on

ongestion as opposed to being a tual times. Observe

that if a tual times had been used, vehi le users would have an in entive to
spend signi antly large amounts of time on the system-assigned path for
obtaining in reased amount of rewards. Furthermore, observe that if there
is only one path between two

he kpoints, the reward would be zero be ause

both the median- ost path and the system-assigned path would be the same
in this

ase.

To better understand the

tj

omputations of

and

tmedian ,

let us refer to Fig-

ure 5.1. For simpli ity, assume that in Figure 5.1, all paths are
free. Suppose a vehi le needs to nd a path
C1 and C4.

j

between the two

ongestionhe kpoints

Here, the median- ost path is {P3, P5} with path

hen e

tmedian =5.

path

ost of P2 equals 8. On the other hand, if the system had assigned the

If the system assigned the path P2 to

path {P1, P4} to
The fee

F eeR2 A

ost path

j.

V , tj

is

V , tj =8

ost of 5,

would have been 3.

harged to

V

for following a given system-assigned lower-

It depends upon the dieren e between the

median path and the

be ause the

ost of taking path

j.

Notably, we

ost of taking the
onsider the

ost

of the median path to ee tively handle s enarios involving outliers. Thus,
given that tj is the
is the

ost of taking the median path between the two

sponding to

and

tmedian

he kpoints

orre-

ost of the system-assigned lower- ost path

j , F eeR2 A

is

j

omputed as follows:

F eeR2 A = ( tmedian − tj ) × λ

(5.6)
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Both

tj

and

tmedian

to Figure 5.1,

are

omputed using Equations 5.2 and 5.3.

Referring

onsider the paths between C1 and C4. Suppose the system

has assigned the path {P1, P4} to
it
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orresponds to the

V,

hen e

tj =3.

Here,

tmedian =5

ost of taking the path with the median

P5} between C1 and C4. Notably, the signi an e of

λ

be ause
ost {P3,

in Equation 5.6 is

essentially the same as in Equation 5.5.
A penalty is in urred by

V

when it deviates from the system-assigned path.

E-Vet assigns dierent values of

LY

depending upon whether the opted path

is in the set of lower- ost paths or in the set of higher- ost paths. When the
opted path is in the set of higher- ost paths, the system shall levy no penalty,
hen e

LY =0.

Conversely, when the opted path is in the set of lower- ost

paths, the system shall levy a penalty proportional to the dieren e between

tmedian

and

tj ′ ,

where

tmedian

is the median- ost path and

tj ′

is the

ost of

the opted path, as shown in Equation 5.4.

LY R2 A =

where

tmedian



(tmedian − tj ′ ) × λ

0

is the median- ost path, and

taken by the user. Here,

λ

tj ′

if

tj ′ < tmedian

(5.7)

otherwise

is the path

ost of the path

j′

is the dollar- ost for penalty, and it is system-

dened.

2
Observe that R A assigns payos without taking into a

ount the past system

usage of a given vehi le in following the system-assigned paths a ross its
multiple journeys. Thus, it suers from the drawba k of not being
in entivizing

onsistent

apable of

behavior by the vehi les in adhering to the system-

assigned paths.

5.3.2 Illustrative example for R2A
Figure 5.2 depi ts an illustrative example for the

2
penalties in R A for a given vehi le

V.

omputation of rewards and

The values of the reward

REWR2 A
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REWR2 A F eeR2 A LYR2 A REVR2 A

Cnext

tj

C1

1.15

C2

1.07

C3

1.03

λ

10.00

tmedian

0

0

0.00

0.00

1.00

0

0.00

1.00

0

0

0.00

0.00

0.97

C4

0.90

0

0

0.70

-0.70

C5

0.34

0

0

6.30

-6.30

C6

0.17

0

0

8.00

-8.00

(a) Path

osts to next

he kpoints

(b) System-assigned path C2

REWR2 A F eeR2 A LYR2 A REVR2 A
0

0

0.00

0.00

0

0

0.00

0.00

0

0

0.00

0.00

0

0.70

0.00

-0.70

0

0

6.30

-6.30

0

0

8.00

-8.00

( ) System-assigned path C4

Figure 5.2: Illustrative example for the
2
R A

and the penalties
and 5.7.

F eeR2 A

Suppose

Ccurr

and

LY R2 A

is the

omputation of rewards/penalties in

are

omputed using Equations 5.5, 5.6

he kpoint at whi h

V

is

urrently lo ated,

while C1 to C6 are the possible next- he kpoints for its journey towards its
destination, as indi ated in the
olumn

Ccurr

to

tj

olumn

Cnext

in the same gure refers to the

of Figure 5.2a.

The se ond

ost of traversing the path from

Cnext .

Observe that C6 is the
path from

Ccurr

the values of

λ

he kpoint that is asso iated with the minimum- ost

to any of the next- he k-points. Figure 5.2a also indi ates

and

tmedian

that will be used for

omputing the rewards and

penalties. For simpli ity, in this example, we show the
(see Equation 5.7) using only the
the values over the past
Figures 5.2b and 5.2

T

V

LYR2 A

urrent time-period instead of averaging

time-periods.

depi t the rewards and penalties when the system-

assigned next- he kpoints for
observe that

omputation of

V

are C2 and C4 respe tively. In Figure 5.2,

earns rewards only when it follows the system-assigned path

to C2, whi h is in the set of higher- ost paths, hen e its revenue

REVR2 A

is
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positive only in this

ase. The reward for

Equation 5.5. Thus,

V

in this

REWR2 A =((1.07 − 0.97) × 10)

observe that in Figure 5.2, the value of
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F eeR2 A

ase is

omputed using

i.e., 1.00. Furthermore,

is 0 for all the

ases be ause

the system-assigned path to C2 is in the set of higher- ost paths, thereby
making the penalty

F eeR2 A

inappli able.

Observe that here the appli able penalty for deviating from the systemassigned path and opting for a lower- ost path are
tion 5.7. For example, the value of

LYR2 A

omputed using Equa-

when the next- he kpoint is C1 is

zero be ause C1 is asso iated with a higher- ost path, whereas the value of

LYR2 A

is -6.30 in the

path.

The values of

ase of C5, where C5 is asso iated with the lower- ost

REVR2 A

are

omputed using Equation 5.4, whi h are

also indi ated in Figure 5.2.

5.3.3 The R2A+ s heme
2 +
2
The R A s heme extends the R A s heme by in orporating the notion of

revenue-s ales for taking into a

ount a given vehi le's

onsisten y in ad-

2 +
hering to the system-assigned paths a ross multiple journeys. R A denes

M

revenue-s ales, ea h of whi h is asso iated with a range of revenues. Then

it asso iates a given vehi le with a revenue-s ale based on the vehi le's revenue. Suppose

M =4, where revenue-s

ales {1, 2, 3, 4}

orrespond to revenue

ranges {0-1000, 1001-2000, 2001-3000, 3001-4000} respe tively.

Here, the

vehi le with revenue of 2500 units is asso iated with revenue-s ale 3.

2 +
R A uses these revenue-s ales for distributing the payos. Vehi les, whi h
are asso iated with higher revenue-s ales, earn better payos. This provides
an additional in entive to the vehi les to
assigned paths so that they

onsistently follow the system-

an earn adequate

urren y to qualify for higher

revenue-s ales, at whi h their payos would improve. Given
with a given vehi le being asso iated with revenue-s ale

M

m,

revenue-s ales

2 +
R A

omputes
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the payos as follows:

REWR2 A+ = ( m/M ) × REWR2 A
F eeR2 A+ = ( m/M ) × REWR2 A

(5.8)

LY R2 A+ = ( m/M ) × LY R2 A
where

REWR2 A , F eeR2 A

and

LYR2 A

are

omputed using Equations 5.5, 5.6

2
2 +
and 5.7 respe tively. Similar to R A, R A

omputes a given vehi le's rev-

enue using Equation 5.4.

5.3.4 Route allo ation algorithm
A given base station performs the route allo ation to all the vehi les that are
moving towards its
he kpoint, it

orresponding

ommuni ates to the

he kpoint. When a vehi le approa hes a
orresponding base station the following

information: its destination, its previous

he kpoint, the

he kpoint assigned

to it at the previous he kpoint and its revenue. Notably, this

ommuni ation

is done by the tamper-resistant software module in the vehi le to the base
station, thereby ensuring that a vehi le
the base station

annot provide false information to

on erning its system-assigned

he kpoint.

Upon re eiving the information from all the vehi les during a system-dened
time-period, the base station

omputes the payos of the vehi les based on ei-

2
2 +
ther R A or R A . Moreover, it uses the route allo ation algorithm to assign
paths to the vehi les. Then it performs the following a tions for ea h vehile: (a) updates their revenues based on whether they followed the systemassigned paths, (b) sets its value as the last visited base station, and ( ) sets
the

ost of the assigned path in the vehi le's system.

Notably, the route allo ation algorithm uses a
we designate as

P Fth .

The impli ation of

P Fth

path ow threshold,

is that the route allo ation

algorithm would assign vehi les to a given path only upto the value of
thereby not allowing a path to go beyond a given level of tra
On e the threshold

P Fth

whi h

P Fth ,

ongestion.

is rea hed for a given path (when path ow keeps
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de reasing due to tra

ongestion), the path is
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onsidered to be full, hen e

the algorithm would not assign any more vehi les to that path for that time
interval.
The value of the

P Fth

threshold

of travel between two

eptable time

he kpoints C1 and C2 during dierent time intervals.

Re all that ow in a given path

P

an be de ided based on the a

P

is the ratio of the number of vehi les exiting

to the number of vehi les entering

for example, the ow threshold

P

during a given time interval. Thus,

an be set to 0.6 and 0.8 during peak hours

and non-peak hours respe tively for maintaining smooth tra
a

eptable threshold

two given

ow.

The

an be determined based on the distan e between the

he kpoints and the average possible speed (i.e., (maximum speed

limit + minimum speed limit) / 2), whi h
between the two

he kpoints.

This

an provide the ideal time of travel

an then be

al ulated for peak hours

and o-peak hours based on the threshold sele ted and the time determined
should be within the a
ow of tra

eptable limit set by the travel authority for smooth

at dierent times.

Algorithm 5.1 dis usses how a base station identies the top-k preferred
he kpoints for a given vehi le, given the overlay graph G(V, E) of the road
network, and the respe tive destination of ea h vehi le as input.
determines the least- ost
the path

k

k

paths to the destination of the vehi le based on

ost using the approa h in [Epp98℄. Then, for ea h of these least- ost

paths, it identies the next

he kpoint that the vehi le needs to traverse

for following that path to its destination, and stores these
list

P L.

First, it

Now, for ea h

it sorts the
the sorted

he kpoint in

he kpoints in

PL

P L,

omputes the path

ost. Finally,

in as ending order of the path

osts. Thus,

P L list essentially ree

route assignment in terms of path

it

he kpoints in a

ts the preferen e of the vehi le towards its
ost minimization.

Algorithm 5.2 presents the e onomy-based route allo ation algorithm in EVeT using the preferen e list for ea h vehi le, as generated by the Algorithm 5.1. In identally, vehi les with relatively higher revenues are likely to
be those that have either adhered more frequently to their system-assigned

5.4. Proof of orre tness of E-VeT
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Algorithm 5.1 Greedy algorithm for identifying the preferen

e list of next-

he kpoints for a given vehi le
begin

Input: (a) G(V,E): Overlay graph of the road network
(b) dest: Destination of the vehi le
Output: P L: Sorted list of top-k preferred next- he kpoints for the vehi le
(1) Determine least- ost k paths to dest based on path ost
(2) for ea h least- ost k path
(3)
Identify orresponding next- he kpoint and add it to list P L
(4) for ea h he kpoint in P L
(5)
Compute the path ost
(6) Sort the he kpoints in P L in as ending order of the path osts
end

Algorithm 5.2 Algorithm for route allo

ation in E-VeT

begin

Input: (a) Destination, previous he kpoint and the he kpoint assigned
by the previous he kpoint's base station for ea h vehi le i
(b) Preferen e list P Li for ea h vehi le i
( ) Revenue of ea h vehi le
Output: Assignment of next- he kpoint to ea h vehi le
(1) Sort the vehi les in des ending order of revenue into a list LV
(2) for ea h vehi le i in LV
(3)
for ea h he kpoint Cj in P Li
/* The path from the base station to he kpoint j is designated as path j
(4)
if (path ow>P Fth )
(5)
Assign vehi le i to path j
(6)
Re ompute the path ow
(7)
break
end

paths or taken longer-time paths more often. Thus, observe how the route
allo ation Algorithm 5.2 in entivizes vehi les with higher revenues by providing them with preferen e in route allo ation. Furthermore, from Line 4
of Algorithm 5.2, noti e how the algorithm assigns vehi les to a given path
depending upon the

5.4

P Fth

Proof of

threshold

riterion.

orre tness of E-VeT

The proof aims to show that the me hanism is designed in a way that the
dominant strategy for all the vehi les is to follow the system assigned path.

Denition.

For a given vehi le

V,

we dene two possible de isions, namely

(a) follow the system-assigned path and (b) not follow the system-assigned
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f

path. We denote the former and latter as
the

and

f¯ respe

tively. Let us denote

orresponding payos for the former and the latter

Pf

ases as

and

Pf¯

respe tively.
To prove the

orre tness of the me hanism, we shall prove that

(Pf Pf¯ > 0) for all possible

The following two

ase, observe that the fee

REWR2 A − λtj ,

where

resents the path

V

LY R2 A
is

j

is among the higher- ost paths.( tj >

)

In this

when

ondition.)

ases arise:

Case 1: The system-assigned path
tmedian

i.e.,

ases. (We shall also derive the minimum value

of penalty that should be levied to hold the above

Proof:

Pf >Pf¯

REWR2 A

ost as

F eeR2 A

is

is not appli able.

omputed using Equation 5.5 and

Pf =
tj

rep-

omputed using Equations 5.2 and 5.3. Moreover,

follows a non-system-assigned path
is

Hen e,

omputed using Equation 5.7, and

j ′ , Pf¯ = −LY R2 A − λtj ′ ,

where

j ′,

whi h

tj ′

is the

ost of path

omputed using Equations 5.2 and 5.3.

Now, let us nd the minimal value

LY R2 A

of penalty for whi h

Pf > Pf¯:

(Equating it to get minimal value)

Pf > Pf¯

=⇒ (tj − tmedian )λ − λtj > −LY R2 A − λtj ′
=⇒ λ(tj ′ − tmedian ) > −LY R2 A
=⇒ LY R2 A > λ(tmedian − tj ′ )

The penalty algebrai ally be omes negative when the vehi le deviates from
the system by opting for a path higher than the median

ost path. In su h

a s enario, the system levies no penalty on the vehi le keeping

LY

to be zero.

Case 2: The system-assigned path j is among the lower- ost paths. ( tj

<

tmedian )
In this

ase, observe that the fee

not appli able. Hen e,

F eeR2 A

be omes appli able and

Pf = −F eeR2 A −λtj , where F eeR2 A is

Equation 5.6 and tj represents the path

ost as

REWR2 A

is

omputed using

omputed using Equations 5.2
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Moreover, when

−LY R2 A − λtj ′ ,
ost of path

j ′,

where
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V

LY R2 A

whi h is

follows a non-system-assigned path

j ′ , Pf¯ =

is

tj ′

omputed using Equation 5.7, and

is the

omputed using Equations 5.2 and 5.3.

Now, let us nd the minimal value

LY R2 A

of penalty for whi h

Pf > Pf¯:

(Equating it to get minimal value)

Pf > Pf¯

=⇒ −(tmedian − tj )λ − λtj > −LY R2 A − λtj ′
=⇒ λ(tj ′ − tmedian ) > −LY R2 A
=⇒ LY R2 A > λ(tmedian − tj ′ )

The penalty algebrai ally be omes negative when the vehi le deviates from
the system by opting for a path higher than the median

ost path. In su h a

s enario, the system levies no penalty on the vehi le keeping

5.5

LY

to be zero.

Performan e Study

2
This se tion reports the performan e evaluation of our proposed R A and
2 +
R A s hemes by means of simulation. We

onsider a universe of 30 km by

30 km, whi h is divided into 10 regions of equal area. Table 5.1 summarizes
the parameters used in the performan e study.
We

onsider a total of 200

he kpoints. The number of

he kpoints in ea h

region is determined using a Zipf distribution with a zipf fa tor
(i.e., high skew) over 10 bu kets, where ea h bu ket

ZFC

of 0.5

orresponds to one of

the 10 regions. Then for ea h region, the required number of

he kpoints is

randomly sele ted from the points within that region. Moreover, we

onsider

a total of 25000 vehi les, whi h are homogeneous in terms of gas mileage
and speed.

The number of journeys for ea h vehi le during the

our experiment is randomly
sour e

hosen to be between 2 and 6. Furthermore, the

he kpoint for a given vehi le for ea h journey is

from the 200

ourse of

hosen randomly

he kpoints.

For sele ting the destination

he kpoint for a given journey for a vehi le, we

make the observation that in real-world s enarios, destinations for journeys
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Parameter

4
Number of journeys (NJ ) (10 )
3

Number of vehi les (NV ) (10 )
Number of

he kpoints (NC )

he kpoint distribution (ZFC )

Default

Variations

10

2, 4, 6, 8

25

5, 10, 15, 20

200

40, 80, 120, 160

0.5

0.1, 0.3, 0.7, 0.9

Skew in destination (ZFD )

0.5

0.1, 0.3, 0.7, 0.9

Per entage of users who are not

40

20, 60, 80, 100

Skew in

revenue- ons ious (PU )

Table 5.1: Parameters of the performan e study
are typi ally skewed a ross regions. In other words, some of the `popular'
regions would

ontain destinations for a disproportionately large number of

journeys, while other regions would

ontain destinations for only a relatively

smaller number of journeys. Thus, given the total of 100000 journeys (performed by dierent vehi les) in our experiments, we rst sele t the destination
region for ea h journey using a Zipf distribution with zipf fa tor
(i.e., high skew) over 10 bu kets

ZFD =0.5

orresponding to the 10 regions. Then given

a destination region, we randomly sele t any

one of the

he kpoints

ontained

in that region as the destination for a given journey.

average fuel savings (AFS), average time savings (ATS), su ess rate (SR) and ommuni ation ost in terms of the
total number of messages (MSG). AFS and ATS are both omputed
Performan e metri s are

based on the dieren es in fuel

onsumption and journey time respe tively

between the minimum- ost route and the system-assigned route.

AFS is

omputed as follows:

NJ
1 X
AF S =
(F CminPi − F CSAi )
NJ i=1
where

F CminPi

and

F CSAi

are the fuel

onsumption

(5.9)

orresponding to the

minimum- ost route and the system-assigned route respe tively for the
journey. Observe that AFS is
a ross the total number

NJ

ith

omputed as the average value of fuel savings

of journeys.
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omputed as follows:

NJ
1 X
AT S =
(T CminPi − T CSAi )
NJ i=1
where

T CminPi

and

T CSAi

are the time

onsumption for the minimum- ost

route and the system-assigned route respe tively for the
omputed as the average value of time savings a ross
The su
within

(5.10)

NJ

ith

journey. ATS is

journeys.

ess rate SR depends upon the number of journeys that

x% of the time required when following the minimum-

ompleted

ost route. Here,

required time when using the minimum- ost route is estimated by the route's
ost divided by vehi le speed. Our experiments use

x=20%.

For example,

suppose the time required when using the minimum- ost route for a given
journey is 20 minutes. Then, only the journeys, whi h were
24 (i.e., 20×1.2) minutes are deemed to be
as the ratio between the number of su

su essful.

ompleted within

Thus, SR is omputed

essful journeys and the total number

of journeys.

PNJ

Finally, MSG=

ith

i=1

MSGi ,

journey. Thus, MSG is a

where

MSGi

is the number of messages for the

umulative metri

over the total of

NJ

journeys.

Notably, the intera tion between a vehi le and the base station at any given
he kpoint in urs two messages. The rst message is from the approa hing
vehi le to the base station, while the se ond message is sent by the base
station to the vehi le for informing it about the system-assigned path.
Re all that in Se tion 5.3.1, we dened the notion of a lower- ost path between two given

he kpoints as a path, whose

ost of all the paths

onne ting the two

ost is below the median path-

he kpoints. As referen e, we use

a s heme in whi h only the lower- ost routes

arry a fee (akin to toll-road

fees), while other paths do not entail any fees.
paths is

omputed using Equation 5.6.

s heme as the

The fee for the lower- ost

We shall hen eforth designate this

Congestion-Pri ing (CP) s

heme. CP does not provide any

rewards to vehi les for taking longer time- ost routes. Moreover, in CP, the
base stations do not

oordinate vehi ular tra

routing, hen e they do not

5.5. Performan e Study
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in entives to the vehi les towards following the system.

Furthermore, CP does not ne essitate any intera tions between base stations
and vehi les. In essen e, CP

harges fees to vehi les when they travel faster,

but it does not reward vehi les when they travel slower, and CP does not
in orporate the reward/penalty me hanism of E-Vet.

2
2 +
ase of R A, R A and CP, the impli it assumption is that every

Notably, in

vehi le is trying to maximize its revenue. However, in pra ti e, there
be a per entage of vehi le users, who do not

ould

are about maximizing their

revenue i.e., these users are not revenue- ons ious. Hen e, we also examine
the performan e when 40% of the users are not revenue- ons ious, while
the other 60% are trying to maximize their revenue.

In the experimental

2
2 +
results, we designate the performan e of R A, R A and CP under the above
ondition as

R2A+U , R2AU

and

CPU

respe tively.

5.5.1 Performan e of E-VeT
We

ondu ted an experiment using the default values of the parameters in

Table 5.1.

Figure 5.3 depi ts the results.

As the number

in reases, performan e in terms of AFS (measured in
ATS (measured in

time units (t.u.))

2 +
R A due to their ee tive e onomi
whi h redu es tra

of journeys

fuel units (f.u.)),

2
and SR improves for both R A and

reward/penalty-based route allo ation,

ongestion, thereby resulting in both fuel and time

savings as well as higher su

ess rates.

CP essentially due to their e onomi
approa h. In

NJ

ontrast, in

2
2 +
Both R A and R A
outperform

reward/penalty-based route allo ation

ase of CP, the vehi les a ting selshly in trying

to follow the least- ost routes to their respe tive destinations
ongestion. This further in reases both fuel

ause tra

onsumption and average time

of journey.

2 +
2
R A performs better than R A be ause it provides additional in entives for
the vehi les to

onsistently follow the system-assigned paths a

ross multiple

2
2
2 +
2 +
journeys. Moreover, R A outperforms R AU , and R A outperforms R AU .
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4

12

2 +

R2A+
2
RA
CP

RAU
2
R AU
CPU

2

2

8
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CPU
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2 +
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2
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4
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Figure 5.3: Performan e of E-VeT

This is be ause in

2
2 +
ase of R AU and R AU , 40% of users are not revenue-

ons ious, thereby redu ing the ee tiveness of these s hemes. Furthermore,

2 +
2
R AU outperforms R A (in terms of AFS, ATS, SR) upto a

ertain number of

2 +
journeys primarily be ause R AU better in entivizes vehi les in
following the system-assigned paths.

However, as the number of journeys

2
2 +
ex eeds 80,000, R A performs better than R AU . This o
number of journeys in reases beyond a

onsistently

urs be ause as the

ertain point, the impli ation is that a

larger absolute number of users are not revenue- ons ious, thereby redu ing

2 +
the ee tiveness of R AU .
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Observe that MSG equals zero for CP in all

ases be ause in CP, the vehi les

do not need to intera t with the base stations.

On the other hand, MSG

in reases over the number of journeys in our proposed s hemes sin e it is a
umulative metri .

MSG is

2
2 +
2
ase of R A, R A , R AU and

omparable in

2 +
R AU as these s hemes involve similar intera tions between the vehi les and
the base stations at the

orresponding

he kpoints. These intera tions o

ur

through the software in ea h vehi le, regardless of whether the users are
revenue- ons ious.

5.5.2 Ee t of varying the number of vehi les
We

ondu ted an experiment to examine the s alability of E-VeT w.r.t. the

number of vehi les. Figure 5.4 depi ts the results of varying the number
of vehi les.

As

NV

NV

in reases, performan e in terms of AFS, ATS and SR

2
2 +
degrades for both R A and R A due to in reased tra

ongestion arising

from a larger number of vehi les. Observe that the performan e degradation
is only slight essentially due to the ee tive in entive-based route allo ation

2
2 +
performed by both R A and R A . As

NV

in reases, MSG in reases for both

2
2 +
R A and R A be ause the number of intera tions between the base stations
and the vehi les in reases, given the in rease in the number of vehi les. Fur-

2 +
2
thermore, the explanation for the relative performan e of R AU and R A is
essentially the same as in

ase of Figure 5.3.

5.5.3 Ee t of varying the number of he kpoints
We

NC

ondu ted an experiment to investigate the ee t of varying the number
of

he kpoints.

Figure 5.5 depi ts the results.

As

NC

in reases, the

route assignments are performed at a relatively larger number of he kpoints,
thereby implying more opportunities for ne-tuning the route assignments.
Hen e, performan e (in terms of AFS, ATS and SR) improves for all our
proposed s hemes. This performan e gain

omes at the

ost of higher MSG

be ause vehi les and base stations ex hange messages at a larger number of
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Figure 5.4: Ee t of variations in the number of vehi les

he kpoints. However, we believe that the in rease in MSG is a small pri e
to pay for the performan e gain in redu ing the overall tra

ongestion.

2
2 +
Furthermore, the results indi ate that R A performs better than R AU . This
o

urs be ause 40% of the users are not revenue- ons ious in

whi h redu es its ee tiveness in redu ing tra

ongestion.

2 +
ase of R AU ,
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Figure 5.5: Ee t of variations in the number of

he kpoints

5.5.4 Ee t of variations in skew in he kpoint distribution
Re all that
bution of

ZFC

is the zipf fa tor, whi h quanties the skew in the distri-

he kpoints a ross the 10 regions

Figure 5.6 depi ts the results of varying

onsidered in our experiments.

ZFC .

As

ZFC

pli ation is that a disproportionately large number of
only a few of the regions, while other regions
numbers.

in reases, the im-

he kpoints o

ur in

ontain only a relatively small

Hen e, in most of the regions, there are fewer opportunities for
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Figure 5.6: Ee t of variations in skew in the distribution of

he kpoints

ne-tuning the route assignments. Thus, given that vehi ular journeys

ut

a ross dierent regions, the performan e (in terms of AFS, ATS and SR) of
our proposed s hemes degrades as the
skewed.

However, MSG remains

omparable for our proposed s hemes be-

ause it depends upon the number of
the distribution of

he kpoints.

he kpoint distribution be omes more

he kpoints, regardless of the skew in
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5.5.5 Ee t of variations in the per entage of users who
are not revenue- ons ious
2
2 +
Re all that the R AU , R AU and CPU s hemes were dened to take into
ount that a

they do not

ertain per entage of the users are not revenue- ons ious i.e.,

are about maximizing their revenue. Let us designate this per-

8
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Figure 5.7: Ee t of variations in the per entage of users who are not revenueons ious

entage as

PU .

In Figure 5.7 as

PU

in reases, the performan e of our proposed

s hemes degrade be ause an in reasing number of users be ome indierent
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to the revenue-maximization obje tive, whi h is used by our s hemes to inentivize vehi les to follow the system-assigned paths, thereby redu ing the
overall ee tiveness of our s hemes. Interestingly, when
man e of our proposed s hemes be omes

PU =100% the perfor-

omparable to that of CP be ause

at that point, 100% of the users are not revenue- ons ious, thereby implying
that the users are not in entivized by our proposed s hemes. However, MSG
remains

omparable a ross variations in

the vehi les and the base stations o

PU

be ause the intera tions between

ur through the software in ea h vehi le,

regardless of whether the users are revenue- ons ious.

5.6

Summary

We have proposed the E-VeT system for e iently managing vehi ular tra
in road networks using e onomy-based reward/penalty s hemes. E-VeT aims
at redu ing tra
fa ilitate dynami

ongestion by enabling base stations to
vehi ular route assignment.

ollaboratively

2
Our proposed R A s heme

rewards vehi les for following system-assigned longer-time paths, and harges

2 +
2
a fee for following system-assigned shorter-time paths. R A extends R A
by in orporating the notion of

revenue-s ales for

additionally

onsidering a

given vehi le's past history in following system-assigned paths a ross multiple

2
journeys. Thus, in E-VeT, vehi les earn revenues based on either the R A
2 +
s heme or the R A s heme. The route allo ation algorithm used by E-VeT
provides preferen e to vehi les earning higher revenues by assigning them to
shorter-time paths, thereby in entivizing them to follow the system-assigned
paths. Our performan e study shows that the proposed s hemes are indeed
apable of ee tive tra

management in road networks by redu ing the

average time of arrival and fuel

onsumption.

In the near future, we will validate the results of spatio-temporal variations
of vehi ular tra

in VANETs [BK09℄ within our framework of e onomi

reward/penalty s hemes.

6
E-Rare: E onomi In entive
S hemes for Improving
Availability of Rare Data in
Mobile-P2P Networks
6.1

Overview

In a Mobile ad ho

Peer-to-Peer (M-P2P) network, mobile peers (MPs) inter-

a t with ea h other in a peer-to-peer (P2P) fashion. Proliferation of mobile
devi es (e.g., laptops, PDAs, mobile phones)

oupled with the ever-in reasing

popularity of the P2P paradigm (e.g., KaZaa) strongly motivate M-P2P appli ations.

Mobile devi es wirelessly

ommuni ating in a P2P fashion (as

Mi rosoft's Zune [Zun06℄) fa ilitate M-P2P appli ations by sharing information on-the-y.
This work fo usses on handling

Rare

rare

data items in an M-P2P environment.

data items are those, whi h get sudden bursts in a

events

as they are only hosted by only a few peers in

esses based on

omparison to the
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network size.

Thus, they may not be available within few hops of query-

issuing peers.

The sudden burst in a

esses to rare items generally o

urs

within a given time-frame (asso iated with the event), before and after whi h
su h items are rarely a

essed.

Some appli ation s enarios are as follows. Suppose a group of
dents in the

ourse of an expedition in a remote forest, where

ollege stu-

ommuni ation

infrastru tures (e.g., base stations) do not exist. When there is a sudden derease in temperature and gusty winds, they need to look for information
about shops selling sweaters and wind- heaters in a nearby town, photos of
su h

lothing and so on.

tourists

unexpe tedly

In a similar vein, suppose a group of adventure

en ounters a

ave during their journey.

They would

like to nd information about where to buy gas-masks and asso iated safety
equipment along with instru tional tutorials on how to use this equipment
and so on. Similarly, when a motorist driving in a mountainous region, sees a
rare animal, she may wish to nd additional information about living habits.
Additionally, due to the sudden onset of a heat wave, a group of botanists on
an expedition in a forest may want to nd information su h as non-drinking
water sour es and pi tures of the lo ations of su h water sour es. In these
appli ation s enarios, M-P2P intera tions

an fa ilitate the MPs in nding

the required information.
Su h M-P2P intera tions for ee tive sharing of rare data are
freely supported by existing wireless

urrently not

ommuni ation infrastru tures. Observe

how the sudden urgent demand of several MPs for information
rare items (e.g., prote tive
of

events

on erning

lothing or gas-masks) arises due to the o

su h as the sudden onset of harsh weather

unexpe tedly en ountering a

urren e

onditions or the users

ave.

In this work, we assume an environment, where all the MPs

ollaborate on

information sharing and are trusted. Notably, any distributed trust management s hemes [QMK10, RSB11, SL03℄

an be used in

onjun tion with our

proposed work for managing trust. Furthermore, we assume that there is no
onne tion between the seller of the rare items and the MPs who own/host
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information about them. Thus, these MPs are not agents of any sellers of
the rare items. They provide the information that they have

olle ted from

their own use or based on their general interest in some types of rare items.
Thus, the s ope of our proposed model is restri ted to information ex hange
about rare items among the MPs within the M-P2P network (su h as in
rowdsour ing) as opposed to the buying/selling of the

a tual

rare items.

Similar to the works in [HM06, XP03℄, our target appli ations mainly

on-

ern slow-moving obje ts e.g., adventure tourists in a forest. Our appli ation s enarios assume data a

esses to o

ur within soft real-time deadlines

and as su h, we do not address s enarios where real-time a
Additionally, given our assumption

ess is required.

on erning slow-moving obje ts, a query-

issuing MP may still be wandering in the region for say, the next 2-3 minutes.
In our work, a user spe ies a TTL (hen e a soft real-time) for her query,
and if the answer is not found within the TTL, the query fails.
Data availability in M-P2P networks is typi ally lower than in xed networks
due to frequent network partitioning arising from peer movement, mobile
resour e

onstraints (e.g., bandwidth, energy, memory spa e) and mobile

devi es being autonomously swit hed `o '.

(In identally, data availability

is less than 20% even in a wired environment [SGG01℄.)

Rampant free-

riding further redu es data availability sin e a large per entage of MPs are
typi ally free-riders [HA05, KSGM03a℄ i.e., they do not provide any data.
Availability of rare data is further exa erbated sin e they are generally stored
at relatively few MPs, whi h may be several hops away from query-issuers.
Thus, e onomi

models be ome a ne essity to

ombat free-riding and to

in entivize MPs to host repli as for improving rare data availability in MP2P networks.
Existing repli ation s hemes for improving data availability in mobile ad
ho

networks (MANETs) [HM06, KMSA08℄ do not

onsider e onomi

in en-

tives for data hosting, li ensing me hanisms, M-P2P ar hite ture and data
item rarity issues. In entive s hemes for MANETs [BH03, CN04, CGKO03,
SNCR03℄ primarily fo us on en ouraging message forwarding, but they do
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not address repli ation. M-P2P in entive s hemes [WXS04, XWR06℄ do not
address the repli ation of rare data items.
This work proposes

E-Rare, a novel e onomi in entive model for improving

rare data availability by means of li ensing-based repli ation in M-P2P networks. E-Rare

omprises two repli ation s hemes, namely ECR and ECR+,

both of whi h use its in entive model for improving rare data availability.
The key dieren e between these s hemes is that in ECR, the MPs a t individually towards repli ation, while for ECR+, the MPs perform repli ation
in groups. In both these s hemes, a given MP issues queries spe ifying its
desired data item, its lo ation and query deadline.
In E-Rare, ea h data item

d

is asso iated with four types of pri es, whi h

provide dierent rights to the query-issuing MP
of

d.

The rst two pri e types entitle

MI

MI

on erning the usage

to obtain information about

d

at dierent levels of detail (e.g., information about a few shops selling gasmasks versus

omplete

do not provide
In

MI

atalogues of more shops selling gas-masks), but they

the right (or li ense) to enable downloads of

ontrast, the third and fourth pri e types

d from itself.

on ern li ensing for partial

and full use downloads, and are aimed towards enabling and in entivizing
repli ation by means of data li ensing. Notably, all four pri e types depend
upon fa tors su h as item rarity s ore and timeliness of query response. In
ECR, the item rarity s ore depends upon the variability in the a
of

d

during re ent periods of time.

ounts

Here, we assume that time is divided

into equal intervals, ea h of whi h is designated as a
our proposed approa h requires syn hronized
the existing

ess

time-period.

Notably,

lo ks among the MPs, and

lo k syn hronization approa hes proposed in [CW04, SCHS07℄

an be used. In ECR+, the item rarity s ore additionally depends upon the
number of MPs whi h host

d.

one

E-Rare requires a query-issuing MP

MI

to pay any

for its requested data item to the MP

MS

serving its request, depending upon

of these four pri es

the pri e type asso iated with its query. Furthermore, it requires
a

onstant

ommission

to ea h relay MP in the su

MI

to pay

essful query path from
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whi h it eventually downloads the data, thereby enti ing them to forward
queries qui kly. Note that even though the

MI

has to pay a

onstant relay

ommission to ea h relay MP, it does not ne essarily imply that a shortest
path should be applied be ause the total payment made by the
both the item pri e and the relay
est path would result in the
but it

MI

MI

in ludes

ommissions. For example, using the short-

paying a lower amount for relay

ould end up paying a higher total

ommissions,

ost be ause the item pri e may

be higher at the mobile peer (in that path) from whi h

MI

would need to

eventually download the item.
Observe how E-Rare ee tively
have to earn

ombats free-riding be ause free-riders would

urren y for issuing their own requests, and they

an earn

ur-

ren y only by means of hosting items and relaying messages. Notably, given
that E-Rare asso iates rare data items with pri es, it is possible for an
avoid a

essing the items be ause of their pri es or if the

MI

MI

to

has not earned

adequate revenue by hosting items or by relaying messages. Furthermore, in
E-Rare, item pri es in rease with rarity, thereby providing free-riders with
higher in entive [GA04, RFJY03, SH04℄ to host rare items for maximizing
their revenues. By enti ing free-riders to pool in their energy and bandwidth
resour es to host rare items, E-Rare improves rare data availability due to
repli ation.
In ECR+, a

peer group is dened as a set of MPs working together su

as an adventure tour expedition group. MPs provide

dis ounts

h

only to the

MPs within their group, thereby in entivizing MP parti ipation in the group.
These dis ounts are appli able to all the four pri e types dis ussed earlier.
Notably, group members need not ne essarily be one-hop neighbors i.e., they
may be s attered a ross the network due to peer movements.
The main

ontributions of E-Rare are three-fold:

1. It provides in entives for repli ation of rare data items by means of a
novel li ensing me hanism, thereby improving rare data availability.

2. It provides additional in entives for MPs to

ollaborate in groups,
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thereby further improving rare data availability.

3. A detailed performan e evaluation has been done to show the improvement in query response times and availability of rare data items in
M-P2P networks.

In identally, virtual

urren y in entives are suitable for P2P environments

due to the high transa tion

osts of real- urren y mi ro-payments [TR04℄.

The works in [DPGB03,ET04,ZCY03℄ dis uss how to ensure se ure payments
using a virtual

urren y. Notably, these se ure payment s hemes are

plementary to our proposal, but they

an be used in

om-

onjun tion with our

proposal.
We have performed a detailed performan e evaluation of both ECR and
ECR+. As a baseline referen e, we have also
non-in entive and non-e onomi
proposed in [HM06℄, whi h is

ompared against an existing

repli ation E-DCG+ s heme for MANETs,
losure to our s enario. We have used aver-

age response times of queries, query su

ess rates, query hop- ounts and the

number of messages as performan e metri s. ECR+ outperforms ECR due
to its group-based in entives (su h as dis ounts), whi h fa ilitate

ollabo-

rative repli ation among MPs. ECR outperforms E-DCG+ essentially due
to its e onomi

li ensing s heme, whi h in entivizes MP parti ipation in the

reation of multiple

opies of rare items. Both ECR and ECR+ in ur more

messages than E-DCG+ be ause in
unsu
the

ase of E-DCG+, a large per entage of

essful queries result in de reased amount of data transfer, albeit at
ost of redu ed query su

ess rates.

The results also indi ate that both ECR and ECR+ exhibit good s alability
with in reasing number of MPs due to in reased opportunities for repli ation.
Moreover, ECR+'s performan e improves with in reasing group size due to
in reased repli ation opportunities. However, beyond a

ertain point, further

in rease in group size does not signi antly improve performan e due to saturation. Both ECR and ECR+ perform best when the
is neither too high nor too low.

ommuni ation range

This is be ause when the

ommuni ation
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range is large (i.e., in ee t, the MPs are `nearer' to ea h other), the ee t
of gains in query response times is oset by the overheads of higher number
of in oming queries at MPs that host data items and in reased relay propagation laten ies. Conversely, when the

ommuni ation range is too small,

query response times in rease be ause more hops are required for answering
queries.
ECR+ performs best when the dis ount is neither too high nor too low. This
is be ause when the dis ount is too high, MPs hosting rare items have redu ed
in entives to join the group due to redu tion in their earnings from li ense
pri es. On the other hand, when the dis ount is too low, MPs trying to obtain
li enses for repli ating rare items have redu ed in entive to parti ipate in
the group. The results also demonstrate that both ECR and ECR+ perform
best when repli ation is performed neither too early nor too late. Finally, the
performan e of both ECR and ECR+ degrades with in reasing per entage
of MP failures due to redu ed opportunities for repli ation.
The remainder of this
the e onomi

hapter is organized as follows.

Se tion 6.2 details

in entive model of E-Rare for rare data items.

Se tion 6.3

dis usses the ECR and ECR+ repli ation s hemes. Se tion 3.5 reports our
performan e evaluation. Finally, we summarize E-Rare in Se tion 6.5 with
dire tions for future work.

6.2

Ar hite ture of E-Rare

This se tion dis usses our proposed e onomi

in entive model E-Rare for

improving the availability of rare data items in M-P2P networks.
In E-Rare, a given query-issuing MP

(d, L, τQ ),

where

d

issues a query

is the queried data item. Data item

ombination of keywords.
has the

MI

d

Q

of the form

is des ribed as a

We assume that ea h devi e in M-P2P network

apability to mat h keywords to data items stored in their devi es

represents the query lo ation, and is of the form

{(x, y), rad}.

Here,

L

(x, y)
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oordinates asso iated with a given query

represents the radius. For example,
km of its

L. τQ

urrent lo ation

MI

Q, while rad

may query for an item

is the deadline time of

Q.

d

within

1

The ephemeral-

ity of M-P2P environments ne essitates timely responses, and

onsequently

query deadlines. Notably, the query-issuer does not spe ify an expli it rarity
s ore for its queried item be ause rarity s ores of any given item
dynami ally depending upon a

an

hange

esses, and these s ores vary a ross the MPs.

Hen e, the query-issuer does not ne essarily know the rarity s ores of data
items that are hosted at other MPs. In essen e, we want the rarity s ores to
be kept transparent from the query-issuers.
This work assumes that the only way that a MP
by pur hasing it. Thus, a given MP
it for other MPs.

an obtain a data item is

annot obtain a data item while relaying

This assumption is justiable in pra ti e be ause ea h

data item is prote ted through

opyright prote tion, en ryption and se urity

me hanisms [DCRS14℄. Several existing

ontent authoring te hniques

an be

used for li ense prote tion and restri ted distribution [Jok03℄.

6.2.1 Computation of the rarity s ore λd
Now let us dis uss how the rarity s ore
E-Rare.
past

N

λd

λd

of a data item

depends upon the variability in the a

ess

periods of time. Observe that the value of

the variability in a

ess

ount of

d

over the last

is

ount of

λd

N

d

omputed in

d

during the

should in rease with

periods in

onsonan e

with our denition of rarity, whi h in orporates sudden bursts in a

esses for

rare items. For example, information about gas-masks and asso iated safety
equipment is heavily a

essed only during a spe i

time-frame asso iated

with a rare event, while at other times, su h information may not be a
at all. The

omputation of

λd = [ { ( ηc − ( N1

PN

λd

i=1

essed

follows:

ηi ) ) / max ( ηc ,

1
N

PN

i=1

ηi ) } + 1 ] / 2

(6.1)
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where

ηc

N

λd

is the number of time-periods over whi h

refers to the a

represents the a

ess
ess

ount of data item

d

d

ith

ount of

experiments revealed that
Notably, the term
ing the last

N

( N1

PN

N =5

i=1

ηi )

1
N

urrent a

for the

for the

PN

i=1

ess

ηi ) }

is

Here,

ηi

Our preliminary

is suitable for our appli ation s enarios.

represents the average a

ess

omputed.

urrent period, while

time-period.

time-periods. Thus, when the

ex eeds the past average a

max ( ηc ,
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ess

urrent period's a

ount, the term

d

ount of

{ ( ηc − ( N1

ess

PN

i=1

durount

ηi ) ) /

lies between 0 and 1. On the other hand, when the

ount falls below the past average a

ess

ount, this term lies

between -1 and 0. Hen e, in Equation 6.1, we add 1 to this term and divide
by 2, thereby making the value of
of

λd

λd between 0 and 1.

Observe that the value

may dier among the MPs for the same data item sin e it is asso iated

with sudden bursts at ea h MP.
Based on the value of
ing three

lasses:

with a range of

≤ λd <

λd , a given data item is

rare, medium-rare

λd .

and

lassied into one of the follow-

non-rare.

Ea h

lass is asso iated

rare items, 0.7 ≤ λd ≤ 1; for medium-rare items, 0.5
non-rare items, 0 < λd < 0.5. These rare data lasses

For

0.7; and for

are determined based on our experimental results. The ranges for ea h
are pre-spe ied system

lass

onstants that are known to all the MPs.

6.2.2 Types of item pri es in E-Rare
Ea h query

Q

for any given item

d

is asso iated with

any one

of four types

MI

of pri es, whi h provide dierent rights to the query-issuing MP

on-

partial_use_pri e Pd,Q,
full_use_pri e Fd,Q , partial_use_li ense_pri e P ULd,Q and full_use_li ense_pri e
erning the usage of

F ULd,Q . MI

d.

We designate these pri es as

pays one of these four pri es to the query-serving MP

MS ,

de-

pending upon the type of pri e asso iated with its query.
Paying the

partial_use_pri e Pd,Q entitles MI to obtain some basi

information about its queried data item
entitles

MI

d,

while paying

to obtain more detailed information about

or partial

full_use_pri e Fd,Q
d.

For example, in
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ase of our appli ation s enario

on erning a sudden spike in the demand

Pd,Q

for gas-masks and asso iated safety equipment, paying

MI

would entitle

only to information about a few shops selling su h equipment and their

respe tive pri es at these shops.

However, paying

more detailed information su h as
these items,

omplete

Fd,Q

provides

MI

with

atalogues of more shops selling

onta t addresses and telephone numbers of these shops, how to

order these items (e.g., by phone) and instru tional materials demonstrating
how to use these items.

MI 's

sole use

of

d

i.e.,

Notably, the payments of

MI

MI

For obtaining the right to earn

d

at itself,

MI

or

Fd,Q

does not obtain the right to host

downloads by other MPs. Thus,

loads of

Pd,Q

annot earn

d

pertain to

at itself for

urren y by hosting

urren y by hosting

d

d.

and allowing down-

needs to pay either of the two li ense pri es for

d.

In E-Rare, an MP may pur hase two types of li enses, whi h we designate
as partial use li ense (PUL) and full use li ense (FUL) respe tively. When
an MP

M

pur hases a single PUL for a data item

it obtains the right to provide
a

partial_use_pri e

MI

to earn

query for

urren y from

nP

being

nF

downloads of

d

to any

d.

one

nF

d's

original owner,

nP

PULs for

d

enables

d pertaining to partial_use_pri

FULs for

pertaining to

from

query-issuing MP, whi h issues

Thus, pur hasing

downloads of

queries. Similarly, pur hasing
from

d

d

d

enables

full_use_pri e

MI

to earn

e

urren y

queries. Observe that

ollaborative and trusted, MPs in possession of an item would not ex-

eed the number of pre-spe ied downloads. Furthermore, we assume that
ea h data item is prote ted through
me hanism. Several existing

opyright prote tion and li ense se urity

ontent authoring te hniques

li ense prote tion and restri ted distribution. They

an be used for

an be en rypted using

traditional publi -private key en ryption te hnqiues [DCRS14℄. Notably, observe that in E-Rare, when an MP pays a one-time li ense pri e to get a given
item, it is not allowed to fulll as many queries as it wants, although allowing
an MP to do so would improve data availability. The rationale behind this is
to prote t the original owner's benet i.e., to in entivize the original owner
to

reate and maintain information about rare items.
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Observe how the data li ensing me hanism of E-Rare provides an e onomi
means of in entivizing data repli ation be ause the data owners

an earn

urren y from the li ense pri es. We assume that the initial number of lienses is xed by the owner of data items, and that de ides the number of
li ensees. We also assume that there are enough peers interested to ask for
li enses of a given item from li ensor. In general, the number of li ensees

an

be updated by the owner on the regular feedba k re eived from other peers
within the group (in

ase of ECR+) based on the query response time, and

their availability. Furthermore, if the owner of an item
out

harging a li ense pri e,

d

repli ates

d

with-

ompetition with the MPs hosting repli as of

would be likely to redu e its earnings from hosting

d.

d

The li ensing me ha-

nism also improves rare data availability by guarding against the possibility
of unavailability of the rare item owner.
For the sake of

onvenien e, Table 6.1 summarizes the notations used in E-

Rare. Notably, ea h data item

d is asso

iated with a s ore

λd , whi

h quanties

its rarity, and therefore inuen es item pri es. The remainder of this se tion
dis usses the

omputation of the four pri e types and the

omputation of

MP revenues in E-Rare.

Symbol

Signi an e

d

A data item

λd

Rarity s ore of d

MI

Query-issuing MP

MS

Query-serving MP

partial_use_pri e of d
full_use_pri e of d
The partial_use_li ense_pri e of d
The full_use_li ense_pri e of d
The

Pd,Q

The

Fd,Q
P U Ld,Q
F U Ld,Q

Table 6.1: Summary of notations in E-Rare

Computation of the partial_use_pri
The

partial_use_pri e Pd,Q

on the rarity s ore

λd

of

d

e

of a data item

Pd,Q
d

for a given query

and the response time of the query

Q

Q

depends

w.r.t. the
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query deadline.

Notably,

rare items should
servi e,

Pd,Q

Pd,Q
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should in rease with in rease in

should be higher for queries answered

τQ

and

time respe tively,

Pd,Q

is

be ause

ommand higher pri es. Furthermore, for rewarding faster

the query deadline than for queries answered very
given that

λd

RQ
Pd,Q

onsiderably earlier than

lose to the deadline. Thus,

represent the query deadline and the query response
should in rease with in rease in the ratio (τQ /

RQ ).

omputed as follows:



 ( λd × eτQ /RQ ) if RQ ≤ τQ

Pd,Q =


0

(6.2)

otherwise

When making the pur hase, the buyer is provided with a list of pri ing options e.g., if 3 minutes delay, $10; if 7 minutes delay, $2 et . Thus, the buyer
has some expe tation about the total pri e whi h he will be paying for the
pur hase. Observe that for queries answered after the deadline,

Pd,Q

is set to

zero be ause the query results may no longer be useful to the query-issuer.
Observe how

Pd,Q de

reases with de reasing the rarity s ore

for the very rst query on
Hen e, in this spe ial

d,

ase,

RQ =τQ

we assume

λd .

Furthermore,

for bootstrapping purposes.

Pd,Q =λd × e.

Computation of the full_use_pri

e

Intuitively, we

full_use_pri e Fd,Q of a data item d

an understand that the

for a given query

Q should always

Fd,Q

ex eed its

partial_use_pri e Pd,Q be

it provides more information to the query-issuer. We

ompute

Fd,Q = Pd,Q × Υ
In Equation 6.3, the value of

Pd,Q

always ex eeds 1 to ensure that

is

Fd,Q

ause

Fd,Q as follows:
(6.3)

omputed from Equation 6.2. Here,
always ex eeds

Pd,Q .

The value of

Υ
Υ

depends on the dieren e between the value proposition to the user provided
by partial and full a

ess to the information, and hen e, it is appli ation-
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dependent. In this work, based on the results of our preliminary experiments,
we set

Υ = 1.3.

Computation of li
The li ense pri es,
tively are

P ULd,Q

and

F ULd,Q ,

and F ULd,Q

for a single PUL and FUL respe -

omputed as follows:

P ULd,Q = µPd,Q + ( µPd,Q + µFd,Q ) / µPd,Q

(6.4)

F ULd,Q = µFd,Q + ( µPd,Q + µFd,Q ) / µPd,Q

(6.5)

In Equations 6.4 and 6.5,

Fd,Q

P ULd,Q

ense_pri es

µPd,Q

µFd,Q

and

are the

respe tively at the original owner of

a ross queries. Thus, the owner of
the individual values of
orresponding to the

Pd,Q

d

d

average

sin e both

omputes

µPd,Q

partial_use_pri e

and the

Pd,Q

and

a ross all the queries (for

values of
and

µFd,Q

d)

Pd,Q

Fd,Q

and
vary

by averaging

that it answered

full_use_pri e

respe tively

during re ent time-periods.
Intuitively,
to earn

P ULd,Q

should ex eed

urren y from hosting item

always ex eeds

µPd,Q

µPd,Q
d.

In Equation 6.4, observe that

P ULd,Q

be ause the se ond term is always a positive number

that is greater than 1. This is be ause
Similarly, in Equation 6.5,
For the sake of

be ause it enables the query-issuer

F ULd,Q

µFd,Q > µPd,Q ,

always ex eeds

as dis ussed earlier.

µFd,Q .

onvenien e, we have summarized the four pri e types in

E-Rare in Table 6.2.

Use
Li ense

Partial (Information)

Full (Information)

Pd,Q =
(
τQ /RQ
(λd × e
) if RQ ≤ τQ
0
otherwise
P ULd,Q =
µPd,Q + ( µPd,Q + µFd,Q )/µPd,Q

Fd,Q = Pd,Q × Υ

F ULd,Q =
µFd,Q + ( µPd,Q + µFd,Q )/µPd,Q

Table 6.2: Summary of item pri e types in E-Rare
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6.2.3 Revenue of an MP
Revenue of an MP M

is the dieren e between the amount of virtual

M

ren y that it earns and the amount that it spends.
a

earns

esses to data items that it hosts and by relaying messages.

ren y by a

M

M

is the sum of the

ur-

ommissions

net earnings

orresponding to ea h of these four pri e types and the

to message relay

spends

orresponding to its queries. Given that E-Rare has four

types of item pri es, the revenue of
MP

urren y from

essing items hosted at other MPs, and by paying

to the relay MPs

ur-

of an

net earnings

due

ommissions.

In E-Rare, message relay

ommission is a

onstant

partial_use_pri e µPd,Q .

entage of the average

K,

whi h is a small per-

This is in

onsonan e with

E-Rare's obje tive of providing greater in entives to MPs for hosting items
than for relaying messages. In this work, we set
value of

Pd,Q .

Note that the value of

pri es of items in the appli ation
approximate average value of

Pd,Q

K

to be 5% of the average

varies a ross queries, however the

an be used as a guideline to estimate an

Pd,Q .

In this work, relay MPs have to relay as

this is a part of the proto ol i.e., they do not de ide whether they want to
relay the data.
Suppose
of the

M

ith

hosts

item

p data items.

orresponding to the

tial_use_li ense_pri e
a

and

nsF U Li

respe tively.

esses be

Pi , Fi , P ULi

and

relays

m messages.
EM =

For queries served by

Pp

full_use_li ense_pri e

Moreover, let the
and

F ULi

ess

ounts

partial_use_pri e, full_use_pri e, parbe

nsPi , nsFi , nsP U Li

orresponding pri es for these

respe tively. Furthermore, suppose

Thus, the total earnings

i=1

M , let the a

EM

of

M

is

M

omputed as follows:

[ ( nsPi × Pi ) + ( nsFi × Fi ) +
( nsP U Li × P ULi ) + ( nsF U Li × F ULi ) ]

(6.6)

+(m×K )
In the above equation, the rst and se ond terms represent
orresponding to

partial_use_pri e

and

full_use_pri e

M 's

earnings

respe tively, while
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earnings from li ensing. Note that

an earn li ense pri es ( orresponding to PUL and FUL) only for the items

that it owns. The fth term represents
Let the number of queries issued

M 's earnings from relay

su essfully 1 by M

ommissions.

orresponding to the

par-

tial_use_pri e, full_use_pri e, partial_use_li ense_pri e (PUL) and full_use_li ense_pri
(FUL) be

nqP , nqF , nqP U L

item's pri e paid by
pri e type be

M

M

and

ommissions for

n

F ULi

[

PnqP

i=1

Pi ] + [

PnqP U L

SM

PnqF

i=1

P ULi ] + [

i=1

Moreover, let the

respe tively.

of

M

is

Fi ] +
PnqF U L
i=1

Furthermore, suppose

ourse of issuing dierent

omputed as follows:

(6.7)

F ULi ] + ( n × K )

In Equation 6.7, the rst and se ond terms represent
queries that it issued
respe tively.

orresponding to

M 's

spending on the

partial_use_pri e and full_use_pri e

The third and fourth terms relate to

M 's

spending due to

pur hases of li enses (i.e., PUL and FUL). The fth term represents
spending due to relay

M 's

ommissions.

Hen e, using Equations 6.6 and 6.7, the revenue

ω

of

M

is

omputed below:

ω = EM − SM

6.3

ith

orresponding to its desired

messages in the

queries. Thus, the total spending

SM = [

respe tively.

to obtain the query result

Pi , Fi , P ULi

paid relay

nqF U L

and

(6.8)

E onomy-based Repli ation s hemes for ERare

This se tion dis usses two e onomy-based repli ation s hemes, namely
and

ECR+,

for improving rare data availability.

ECR

They are based on the

in entive-model dis ussed in the previous se tion.

1 A su
For unsu

essful query is one for whi h
essful queries,

M

M

re eives the query results before the deadline.

does not spend any

urren y.
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6.3.1 ECR: Individual-based repli ation s heme
In ECR, ea h MP
periodi

M

autonomously de ides the items to host at itself on a

basis. These items

ould be either the items that

items for whi h it sees high demand (as in
messages that it relays.
neighbors.

M

M

owns or the

ase of rare items) based on the

tries to obtain su h high-demand items from its

Thus, this method helps in

ombating free-riders by attra ting

them to host items and earn in entives. Initially, when the system starts, for
uniformity, redu ed repli ation-related overhead and later for performan e
omparison purposes, we initialize the repli ation period, whi h is the same
for all the MPs. Thus, the repli ation period is independent of data items.

Algorithm 6.1 ECR: Algorithm for an MP M
begin

/* M EM is an M 's memory spa e */
/* T H is a rarity s ore threshold for M */
/* λi is a rarity s ore for data item i */
(1) Re eive broad asted list BR of the data items from M 's neighbours
(2) Merge BR with M 's own list of available data items in AR
(3) Sort AR in des ending order of data items' rarity s ores
(4) for ea h item i in AR
(5)
if M EM > 0 and λi > T H
(6)
Store i in M EM
(7)
M EM = M EM - sizeof[i℄
(8)
Add i to pur hased list PR
(9)
else
(10)
break
(11) for ea h item i in PR
(12)
Pay partial/full use pri e of i to its sender-MP
end

For determining whi h data items to host at itself,
rarity threshold s ore

T HR

T HR .

(Thus,

T HR

M

autonomously sets a

an vary a ross MPs.)

as an average rarity s ore of the rare items that it

M

omputes

urrently hosts.

M

pro eeds to ll up its available memory spa e by rst sorting its own items
in des ending order of their rarity s ores and hosting only those items, whose
rarity s ores ex eed

T HR .

Then, if

M

has available memory spa e,

M

reates

a list of items, for whi h it has seen high demand (based on its inter epted
relay messages).

M

sends a message to its neighbors to enquire whether
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they have some of these items and the asso iated item rarity s ores. Upon
re eiving replies from its neighbors,
items, whose rarity s ores ex eed
types to the

M

T HR ,

tries to repli ate at itself only those
by paying either of the li ense pri e

orresponding neighbor(s).

M 's

remaining memory spa e (if

any) is then progressively lled up one-by-one with its own items based on
des ending order of their rarity s ores.

Dis ussion on ECR
Note that resour e

onstraints in lude memory spa e and energy of the mo-

bile devi es, and ECR uses an in entive-based repli ation me hanism, where
peers earn

urren y from items that are downloaded from them. This fa ili-

tates e ient allo ation of limited available memory spa e for repli as among
the MPs be ause the peers are in entivized to host items (or repli as) that
are more likely to maximize their revenues.
Furthermore, our proposed model requires a query-issuing peer to pay a
onstant

ommission to ea h relay MP in the su

essful query path from

whi h it eventually downloads the data, thereby enti ing them to forward
queries qui kly. Sin e sending and re eiving messages tax the limited energy
resour es of the mobile peers, this addresses the energy

onstraint by ensuring

that the peers preserve their energy by forwarding the important messages
that are asso iated with a higher possibility of downloads.
As su h, we do not handle node mobility expli itly. However, in our simulations, we model node-mobility in terms of the Random Waypoint (RWP)
Model appropriate for our appli ation s enarios su h as adventure tourists
(or ar haeologists) moving randomly.
Note that the deletion of items (or repli as) at a peer is autonomous. A peer
does not ne essarily have to delete items, whose a

ess

ount falls below a

ertain threshold. For example, if the item is rare and thus higher-pri ed, a
peer may still de ide to

ontinue hosting it in the expe tation of earning high

amount of revenues when the rare item gets a

essed due to the o

urren e
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of some rare event. Observe that the hosting of rare items is important to
the network as a whole for maintaining the data availability when a sudden
burst of queries

omes in for the rare items.

6.3.2 ECR+: Group-based repli ation s heme
Now we shall dis uss ECR+, whi h extends the ECR s heme by in orporating
the notion of peer groups for improving the availability of rare data items in
E-Rare.

peer group as a set of MPs working together su

We dene a

ture tour expedition group.

h as an adven-

Notably, group members need not ne essarily

be one-hop neighbors i.e., they may be s attered a ross the network due to
peer mobility. For the sake of
group as a

group.

onvenien e, we shall hen eforth refer to a peer

As we shall see shortly, MPs provide

dis ounts

only to

other MPs within their group to in entivize MP parti ipation in the group.
As su h, group formation s hemes are outside of the s ope of this work. Notably, existing group formation s hemes su h as MobilisGroups [LSS11℄ and
Team-Formation [AMP98, HL05℄ s hemes

an be used in

onjun tion with

our proposal.
Group members periodi ally broad ast their list of items to members within
their group. We assume that these broad ast messages are re eived by all the
MPs within the group. Ea h MP
whi h
where

broad ast message

onstitutes a list,

MP_id, data_id, λd , pri e, a _ ount },

ontains entries of the form {

MP_id

data item
and

M 's

d

that it hosts,

a _ ount

periods.

is the unique identier of

λd

M,

data_id

is the rarity s ore of

is the average a

ess

ount of

Notably, as we shall see shortly,

d

at

d,
M

MP_id

is the identier of the

pri e

is the pri e of

over the last

and

data_id

N

d,

time-

fa ilitates

MPs in determining the number of group members that host a given item

d.

Furthermore, the rarity s ore guides the MPs in repli ating rare items.

Additionally, the pri e and a

ess

ount information for ea h item fa ilitates

repli ation by guiding the MPs in evaluating the revenue-earning potential
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of ea h item.
Given that nodes in a group are s attered a ross the network, messages
between group members will often pass through non-group members too.
Thus, when the message pa kets hop through the network, the intermediate
non-group nodes
the pa kets.

an also see the data items and the asso iated hosts from

This fa ilitates the dis overy of members of the groups (and

the rare items that they host) by peers, whi h are outside of these groups.
However, we do not assume that ea h peer has, at any point of time,

omplete

information about all the data items when they send out queries.
In identally, the periodi

message ex hanges among the MPs to share infor-

mation about the items that they host do not matter in the

al ulation of

revenue. These messages are sent periodi ally as status messages, as required
by our proposed ECR+ s heme for keeping the peers informed about the information hosted at other peers. Sin e every peer in urs this
these messages and every peer sends a
it basi ally neutralizes (i.e.,
ee t in the

ost of sending

omparable number of su h messages,

an els out) and it does not have any relative

al ulation of peer revenues.

Computation of the rarity s ore λd in ECR+
For

omputing the rarity s ore

Equation 6.1 by additionally
bers) that host

d.

λd

of a data item

d

onsidering the number

A given MP is able to

it knows how many other MPs host

d

in ECR+, we extend

ξ

of MPs (group mem-

ompute the value of

ξ

be ause

within its group due to the periodi

broad ast messages, in whi h ea h MP in ludes the list of data items that it

2

hosts . This is in

ontrast with the

ompute the value of

ξ

ase of ECR, where a given MP

annot

due to the la k of su h broad ast messages. Thus,

2 Re all our assumption that the broad ast messages are re eived by all the MPs within
the group.
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ECR+

omputes

λd

based on more information than ECR. However, sin e it

is also possible for members outside the group to host

approximate quanti
of

ξ
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ation of how many MPs host

represents an inevitable

d.

d, ξ

is essentially an

Thus, our

omputation

ompromise for dening rarity in the absen e of

omplete information in de entralized settings. In ECR+, ea h MP
the rarity s ore

λd

for ea h data item

ηc

N

(that it hosts) as follows:

PN

λd = [ { ( ηc − ( N1
where

d

i=1 ηi ) ) / ( max ( ηc ,

1
N

PN

i=1

is the number of time-periods over whi h

refers to the a

represents the a

ess
ess

of ECR, the value of

ount of data item
ount of

λd

d

for the

omputes

d

ith

for the

ηi ) × ξ ) } + 1 ] / 2
(6.9)

λd

is

omputed.

Here,

urrent period, while

time-period. Similar to the

ηi

ase

may dier among the MPs for the same data item

sin e it is asso iated with sudden bursts at ea h MP. Thus, the value of

λd

for a given item may dier a ross group members in ECR+. Furthermore,
as in Equation 6.1, observe that the range of

λd

in Equation 6.9 is between

0 and 1.

6.3.3 Illustrative example of peer groups in E-Rare
Figure 6.1 depi ts an illustrative example of an instan e of network topology
in ECR+.

Now we shall use Figure 6.1 to illustrate how groups fa ilitate

the improvement of rare data availability.

In Figure 6.1, the groups {P1,

P4, P8, P10, P11, P15, P18}, {P2, P6, P12, P14}, {P3, P9, P13, P20} and
{P5, P7, P16, P17, P19} are shown in dierent

olors. Observe that group

members need not be one-hop neighbours e.g., P1 and P10 are not one-hop
neighbours.
Suppose peer P18 sees high a

ess

own or host. Additionally, suppose

ount for an item

d,

whi h it does not

d is owned and hosted by one of its group

members, say P1. For simpli ity, assume that no repli a of

d

exists at any
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Figure 6.1: Peer groups in E-Rare

3

other peer in the M-P2P network . In this s enario, queries on

d

initiated

nearby P18 may fail due to ex eeding the TTL (in terms of the maximum
number of hops allowed for a query) be ause of the distan e from P1, whi h
hosts the queried item

d.

Furthermore, queries may also ex eed the query

deadline time due to in urring high query response times. Observe that this
is likely to de rease M-P2P data availability.
Now suppose P18 li enses
knows that

d

d

from P1 and hosts

d

at itself.

(Notably, P18

is owned by P1 be ause group members periodi ally ex hange

messages to share information about the items that they own and/or host.)
Thus, subsequent queries on

lo ally

d,

whi h are initiated nearby P18,

an either be

served by P18 if response time is an issue or served by P1 if pri e is

an issue. Notably, P1 has an in entive to li ense

d to P18 be

ause it

an earn

urren y from the li ense pri e. Furthermore, P18 has an in entive to li ense

d

from P1 be ause it

an earn

urren y by serving queries on

d,

whi h it

obtains at a dis ounted pri e. Herein lies the motivation for li ensing among
group members.

3 For rare items, relatively few repli as exist in the network.
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6.3.4 Dis ounts for group members in ECR+
For ee tive in entivization within a group, ECR+ in orporates the notion
of

dis ounts, whi

h pertains to all the four pri e types that were previously

dis ussed in Se tion 6.2. MPs provide dis ounts only to other MPs within
their group, hen e the notion of dis ounts a ts as an in entive towards MP
parti ipation in a group. A group member that sees relatively high a
ount for a data item

d

at a

d,

dis ounted pri e

whi h is not hosted at itself,

ess

an obtain li enses for

from any of its group members owning

d.

Given that

group members may be s attered a ross the network, su h li ensing among
group members brings the data

loser to the sour e of the queries, thereby

resulting in faster query response times, improved rare data availability and
redu ed query-related

ommuni ation overhead.

In ECR+, the in entive for MPs to join a group is quantied by the dis ount

δ.

If the value of

δ

is too high, MPs hosting rare items would be relu tant

to join the group. This is be ause their revenue-earning potential would derease due to redu ed earnings be ause of relatively high dis ounts. However,
MPs querying for the rare items would be in entivized to join the group beause they

an obtain their desired items at lower pri es due to dis ounts.

On the other hand, if the value of

δ

is too low, MPs hosting rare items would

have better in entive to join the group be ause of in reased revenue-earning
potential from li ense pri es.

However, MPs querying for the rare items

would have lower in entive to join the group due to lower dis ounts. Observe
that when

δ = 0,

the ee t of dis ounts is nullied.

In ee t, when the value of

δ

is too high or too low, rare data availability

is not maximized due to redu tion in the in entivization ee t of groups.
Hen e, we shall experimentally determine suitable values of

δ

for maximizing

rare data availability in Se tion 3.5.
Re all that

δ

applies to all the four item pri e types. We designate the

dis-

ounted partial_use_pri e Pd,Q, full_use_pri e Fd,Q , partial_use_li ense_pri e
P ULd,Q

and

full_use_li ense_pri e F ULd,Q

as

DPd,Q , DFd,Q , DP ULd,Q
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respe tively. Hen e, to in orporate the ee t of dis ounts, we

extend Equations 6.2, 6.3, 6.4 and 6.5 (see Se tion 6.2) as follows:

where

DPd,Q = Pd,Q × (1 − δ)

(6.10)

DFd,Q = Fd,Q × (1 − δ)

(6.11)

DP ULd,Q = P ULd,Q × (1 − δ)

(6.12)

DF ULd,Q = F ULd,Q × (1 − δ)

(6.13)

0 6 δ < 1.

6.3.5 Group-based data li ensing in ECR+
In ECR+, group-based data li ensing

an be fa ilitated in two ways. MPs

with adequate resour es (e.g., energy, bandwidth, memory spa e)
for rare items from group members so that they

an earn

an request

urren y by hosting

and serving queries on those items. This type of li ensing provides in entives
to free-riders towards hosting repli as of rare items.
riders need to earn

This is be ause free-

urren y, without whi h they would not be able to issue

any requests of their own.
In

ontrast, MPs owning rare items

an also o-load their items to group

members in the network for li ensing purposes. An MP may use this me hanism for li ensing when its resour es, su h as energy or bandwidth, are not
adequate to serve queries on its owned items.

Moreover, an MP may use

this when it is about to leave the network. In this manner, an MP

an earn

urren y from its items by means of li ensing even if it be omes oine. This
type of li ensing also provides in entives to MPs towards repli ating their
items.
Interestingly, both these me hanism of li ensing fa ilitate repli ation of rare
data from owners to free-riders, thereby improving rare data availability. In
the absen e of a li ensing me hanism, rare items would be ome ina

essible
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on e their owners run out of energy (or leave the network), thereby redu ing
rare data availability.

Algorithm 6.2 ECR+:

Algorithm for

Li ensor_MP M

begin

/* φ is an item's revenue-earning potential */
(1) Sort all its items in des ending order of φ
(2) Compute the average value φavg of all its items
(3) Sele t items for whi h φ ex eeds φavg into a list Lic
/* Lic is the set of items for li ensing */
(4) for ea h item i in Lic
(5)
De ide A[i]P U L and A[i]F U L for i
/* A[i]P U L and A[i]F U L are number of available
PUL and FUL li enses of i*/
(6) Broad ast the list Lic upto its n-hop neighbours
(7) for ea h item i in Lic
(8)
Wait for replies from potential li ensees
(9)
Re eive replies from potential li ensees
(10)
(11)

for ea h potential li ensee j
Cal ulate the value of Ω for j

(12)

Sort the li ensees in des ending order of Ω into a list PL

(13)
(14)
(15)
(16)
(17)
(18)
(19)
(20)

for ea h li ensee j in PL
if ( A[i]P U L = 0 ) break
if ( A[i]P U L − N [j]P U L > 0 )
Send N [j]P U L li enses of i to j

(21)
(22)
(23)
(24)
(25)
(26)
(27)
(28)

for ea h li ensee j in PL
if ( A[i]F U L = 0 ) break
if ( A[i]F U L − N [j]F U L > 0 )
Send N [j]F U L li enses of i to j

A[i]P U L = A[i]P U L − N [j]P U L

else
Send A[i]P U L li enses of i to j
A[i]P U L = 0

A[i]F U L = A[i]F U L − N [j]F U L

else
Send A[i]F U L li enses of i to j
A[i]F U L = 0

end

Figure 6.2 depi ts the algorithm for a li ensor MP
how

M

M.

In Lines 1-3, observe

sele ts the items with higher revenue-earning potential

φ

for li ens-

ing. This is be ause su h items better in entivize potential li ensees towards
item hosting be ause they
these items. Here,

4

item pri e .

φ

is

an earn higher amount of revenue by hosting

omputed as the produ t of item a

ess

ount and

Note that rare items will have higher revenue-earning poten-

4 Sin e E-Rare

onsiders four types of item pri es, the respe tive produ ts of a

ess
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Li ensee_MP ME

begin

(1) Re eive broad ast message from potential li ensor M
/* Broad ast message ontains the item set Lic for li ensing */
(2) Sort all items in Lic in des ending order of φ
/* φ is an item's revenue-earning potential */
(3) for ea h item i in Lic
/* Spc is the peer's available memory spa e */
(4)
while Spc > 0
/* sizei is the size of i */
(5)
if ( sizei ≤ Spc )
(6)
Add i to a set Acq
(7)
Spc = Spc - sizei
(8) for ea h item i in Acq
(9)
De ide NP U L and NF U L for i
/* NP U L and NF U L are required number of
PUL and FUL li enses of i */
(10) for ea h item i in Acq
(11)
Send bid to M with details of energy, hop-distan e,
NP U L and NF U L to M
(12)
Wait for reply from M
(13)
if (bid is su essful)
(14)
Obtain item i from M (with orresponding li ensing rights)
(15)
Send payment to M
end

tial be ause their pri es are higher than that of non-rare items. Moreover,
rare items have high a
that we

onsider a

ess

ounts during periods of sudden burst.

Re all

ooperative environment where all the mobile peers are

trusted entities. In su h

ooperative and trusted environments, peers would

be truthful about revealing their a
As indi ated in Lines 4-5,

M

ess

ounts on every data item.

autonomously de ides the number of PUL

and FUL li enses that are to be made available for ea h item.
onsiders peer autonomy in determining the values of

AP U L

and

This work

AF U L , hen

e

MPs are allowed to autonomously de ide the number of li enses that they
want to make available. In Line 6, the broad ast message also
values of

AP U L , AF U L

ontains the

and the (dis ounted) pri es for ea h item in

Lic.

This

information fa ilitates potential li ensees in determining whether to obtain
li ense(s) for a given item.

ounts and ea h pri e type are summed up to obtain the value of

φ.
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As Lines 10-12 indi ate, ECR+ prefers potential li ensees with higher value
of

Ω.

Here,

Ω quanties

the quality-of-servi e potential of li ensees (that bid

Ω

for hosting the items). Thus, MPs with higher values of

would be likely

to provide better servi e in terms of improving rare data availability.

Ω

is

omputed as below:

Ω = [ w1 × energy ] + [ w2 × nhop ]
where

energy

tan e from

and

M

nhop

(6.14)

are the potential li ensee's energy level and its dis-

(in terms of hop- ounts).

As

energy

in reases,

Ω

in reases

be ause higher-energy MPs are more likely to provide better data availabil-

Ω also in

ity.

reases with in rease in

nhop be

ause li ensing a given item to an

MP, whi h is lo ated at a farther distan e from

M,

is likely to better spread

the item a ross the region, thereby improving data availability. Furthermore,

M

prefers to li ense its items to MPs that are farther way to redu e

tition. In other words, if

M

li enses its items to nearby MPs, the a

those items would get divided between
in redu ed revenues for
are weight

M

due to

oe ients su h that

for simpli ity, we set

M

ompe-

esses for

and those MPs, thereby resulting

ompetition. In Equation 6.14,

w1 , w2 > 0

and

w1 + w2 = 1.

w1

and

w2

In this work,

w1 = w2 = 0.5.

As Lines 13-28 indi ate,

M

distributes PUL and FUL li enses for ea h item

to potential li ensees, starting from those with higher values of

Ω

until its

number of available PUL and FUL li enses be omes zero.
Figure 6.3 depi ts the algorithm for a li ensee MP
re eiving the broad ast message from li ensor

ME .

M , ME

In Lines 1-2, upon

sorts the items in the

broad ast message in des ending order of their revenue-earning potential
As Lines 2-7 suggest,

φ

be ause it

ME

φ.

prefers items with higher revenue-earning potential

an earn more revenue by hosting su h items per unit of its

memory spa e sin e its memory spa e is limited. Thus as Lines 3-7 indi ate,

ME

greedily

value of

φ.

simulates the lling up of its memory spa

e by items with higher
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autonomously de ides the number of PUL and

FUL li enses that it wants to a quire for ea h item.

NP U L

peer autonomy in determining the values of

This work

and

NF U L ,

onsiders

hen e MPs

are allowed to autonomously de ide the number of li enses that they want
to a quire.

Furthermore, in

ase

ME

does not have adequate

urren y to

make the payment, it is allowed to make the payment after it has earned
urren y by hosting these items. Observe that allowing deferred payments
an be justied by the fa t that potential li ensors and li ensees are members
of the same group. Hen e, if a li ensee fails to make the payment within a
reasonable time-frame, it would risk getting removed from the group. This
poli y of allowing deferred payments allows free-riders, whi h may initially
not have enough

urren y to a quire li enses for items, to seamlessly integrate

into parti ipating in the network.

ME

In Lines 10-15,

sends its bid to the

orresponding li ensor

M

for ea h of

its desired items along with details of its energy, distan e (hop- ounts) from

M , NP U L

and

NF U L

su

ME

obtains the items with

essful,

to

M.

For those items,

on erning whi h

bid is

orresponding li ensing rights from

and pays the (dis ounted) li ense pri es of these items to
does not have adequate

ME 's

urren y to pay

M,

it informs

M

M.

In

ase

M

ME

about a deadline

time by whi h it would make its payment.

6.3.6 Illustrative example of li ensing in ECR+
Figure 6.2 depi ts an illustrative example of li ensing in ECR+. From Figure
6.2a, observe how the items are sorted in order of revenue-earning potential

φ

and only the items above the average value of

by li ensor MP

M.

φ

are sele ted to be li ensed

Figure 6.2b depi ts the li ense set

Lic

omprising items

{36, 92, 53} along with the number of available PUL and FUL li enses for
ea h item in

Lic.

Figure 6.2

indi ates the number of PUL and FUL li enses

demanded by ea h of the MPs

orresponding to ea h item. For simpli ity,

suppose the list of potential li ensees in des ending order of

Ω

is as follows:
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Figure 6.2: Illustrative example of li ensing in E-Rare

{P1, P2, P3}.
Figure 6.2d shows the number of supplied li enses to ea h MP. Observe that
P1 does not demand any PUL li enses for item 36, hen e
MP with the next highest value of
15 PUL li enses for item 36 and

M

Ω

i.e., the MP P2.

M

iterates to the

Sin e P2 demands

has 15 available PUL li enses for this

item, M sends all 15 li enses to P2. Now sin e

M

has no more available PUL

li enses for item 36, the MP P3 with the next highest value of

Ω

re eives no

PUL li enses, although it demanded 15 PUL li enses.
For item 92, the total number of available PUL li enses is 20, and P1 demands
15 PUL li enses. Thus, M gives 15 PUL li enses to P1. Now observe that
P2's demand is for 8 PUL li enses, while the

urrent number of available

PUL li enses is now only 5 (be ause the other 15 li enses have already been
assigned to P1). Hen e, P2 a quires only 5 PUL li enses for item 92, although
it originally demanded 8 PUL li enses for this item. Furthermore, sin e there
are now no more remaining available PUL li enses for item 92, P3 is not able
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to a quire any li enses for this item.
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Notably, although we explained this

illustrative example using PUL li enses, the explanation for FUL li enses is
essentially similar.
Notably, our proposed algorithms in ECR+ do not have a notion of optimum
sele tion be ause we are basi ally using heuristi s. We have provided possible
algorithms for a hieving our purpose, but as su h, we do not make any

laims

on erning optimality.

6.4

Performan e Evaluation of E-Rare

This se tion reports the performan e of our in entive-based repli ation s hemes
by means of simulation using OMNET++ [Pon93℄.
move a

ording to the

area 1000 metres

×

Random Waypoint Model

1000 metres. The

We assume that MPs

+
[BMJ 98℄ within a region of

Random Waypoint Model

is appropri-

ate for our appli ation s enarios, whi h generally involve random movement
of users su h as adventure tourists looking for information about gas-masks
and asso iated safety equipment in an unfamiliar forest.
use a total of 150 MPs. The default

Our experiments

ommuni ation range of all MPs is a

ir le of 120 metre radius. Table 6.3 summarizes the parameters used in our
performan e evaluation.
Re all that E-Rare
and

onsiders three

non-rare ) based on item rarity s

with a range of rarity s ores. For
items, 0.5

≤ λd <

0.7; and for

of items in ea h of these
zipf fa tor
rarity

ZFD

lasses.

rare, medium-rare

lasses of items (i.e.,
ore

rare

λd , and ea

items, 0.7

non-rare

h item

≤ λd ≤

items, 0

lass is asso iated

1; for

< λd <

medium-rare

0.5. The number

lasses is determined using a Zipf distribution with

over three bu kets, ea h bu ket

orresponding to one of the

Notably, we set the default value of

ZFD

to 0.7 (i.e., high

skew) to ensure that the majority of the items in the network are rare in
that they will be assigned relatively high rarity s ores. Thus, for ea h item

d,

we randomly assign its value of

λd

based on the lower and upper bounds
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Parameter

Default value

Variations

No. of MPs ( NM P )

150

30, 60, 90, 120

Zipf fa tor for distribution of rare data ( ZFD )

0.7

0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.9

0.7

0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.9

0.5

0.1, 0.3, 0.7, 0.9

Communi ation Range ( CR )

120 m

40 m, 80 m, 160 m, 200 m

Dis ount (D )

30%

10%, 20%, 40%, 50%

0.5

0.1, 0.3, 0.7, 0.9

Per entage of MP failures ( PF )

20%

10%, 30%, 40%, 50%

Queries/se ond

10

Zipf fa tor for distribution of queries a ross rarity
lasses ( ZFQ )
Zipf fa tor for distribution of MPs a ross interest
groups ( ZFG )

A ess ount threshold for determining timing of
initiating repli ation ( fT H )

28 Kbps to 100

Bandwidth between MPs

Kbps
250 Kb to 1.75

Size of a data item

Mb

Memory spa e of ea h MP

5 MB to 25 MB
1 metre/s to 10

Speed of an MP

metres/s

Size of message headers

220 bytes

Table 6.3: Parameters of our performan e evaluation for E-Rare

of its item

Rare

lass.

items are assigned to 1-2 MPs,

MPs, and

medium-rare

non-rare items are assigned to 5-6 MPs.

we rst examine its

items are assigned to 3-4
Thus, given a data item

lass to determine the number of MPs to whi h

be assigned. For example, if an item is

d,

d should

medium-rare, it will get assigned to N

MPs (Here, N is either 5 or 6, as determined by a random number generator.)
Now a set of N MPs will be randomly sele ted from among those MPs that
have adequate memory spa e for repli ation, and
MPs.

d

will be assigned to these

Observe that sin e item sizes vary, the available memory spa e for

repli ation will vary a ross MPs over time.
Ea h query is a request for a single data item.
issued in the network.

10 queries per se ond are

Items to be queried are randomly sele ted from all

the items in the entire network. The query-issuing MP is sele ted randomly
from among all the MPs in the network, the

onstraint being that an MP
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annot issue a query for an item already hosted at itself.
queries dire ted to ea h

lass of items (i.e.,

rare, medium-rare

is determined by a Zipf distribution with a zipf fa tor
default value of

ZFQ

The number of
and

ZFQ .

non-rare )

We set the

to 0.7 to ensure that a relatively high per entage of

queries are dire ted towards rare items.

This is

onsistent with our ap-

pli ation s enarios, whi h involve sudden bursts in a

esses to rare items.

Furthermore, re all that queries in E-Rare are asso iated with one of the
following pri es, namely

partial_use_pri e Pd,Q, full_use_pri e Fd,Q , par-

tial_use_li ense_pri e P ULd,Q
per entage of queries

and

full_use_li ense_pri e F ULd,Q .

orresponding to

Pd,Q , Fd,Q , P ULd,Q

and

The

F ULd,Q

are

30%, 30%, 20% and 20% respe tively. Thus, ea h query is randomly asso iated with one of the pri e types.
For our proposed peer group-based e onomi s heme ECR+, we use 10 groups
for our experiments.

We determine the number of MPs in ea h group by

using a Zipf distribution with a zipf fa tor
number of MPs vary a ross groups.
varied the value of

ZFG

ZFG

over 10 bu kets. Thus, the

Hen e, in our experiments, we have

to study the impa t of variations in group sizes on

the performan e of ECR+. The MPs are randomly assigned to the groups.
Furthermore, an MP is assigned to only one peer group to ensure that all
groups are mutually disjoint.
The timing of initiation of repli ation

an have signi ant impa t on the per-

forman e of our proposed approa hes. If repli ation is initiated early based
on a relatively small number of queries for an item, it may result in relatively
non-rare items getting repli ated. Consequently, data availability would degrade be ause the rare items would not have a
to memory spa e

han e to get repli ated due

onstraints at the MPs. On the other hand, if repli ation

is initiated late after looking at a relatively large number of queries for an
item, data availability may suer be ause the delay in initiating repli ation
ould make the overall impa t of repli ation mu h less pronoun ed. This is
be ause a signi ant number of query failures

ould already have o

before repli ation had been initiated. Hen e, we introdu e the a

ess

urred
ount
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We dene

fT H
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whi h quanties the time when repli ation is initiated.
as follows:

fT H = Rq /Tq ,

where

Rq

is the number of issued

queries after whi h repli ation had been initiated and

Tq

is the total number

of queries. The total number of issued queries in our experiments is 10,000.
If repli ation had been initiated after the rst 1000 queries had been issued
in the system, the value of

fT H

would be

(1000/10000) = 0.1.

average response time (ART) of a query,
query su
ess rate (SR), hop- ount (HC) of a query and ommuniation ost in terms of total number of messages (MSG). ART equals

Our performan e metri s are

( (1/NQ )

PNQ

i=1 (Tf

− Ti ) ), where Ti

is the query issuing time,

Tf

is the time

of the query result rea hing the query issuing MP, and

NQ is the total number

of queries. ART in ludes data download time, and is

omputed only for su -

essful queries. Notably, unsu

essful queries die after TTL (`hops-to-live')

of 6 hops. (Preliminary experiments suggested that TTL = 6 is a reasonable
value for our appli ation s enarios.)

Sin e a relatively high per entage of

queries are dire ted towards rare items (whi h are hosted at relatively few
MPs), queries

an fail due to the TTL

riterion. Queries

an also fail due to

MPs running out of energy or due to network partitioning.
The query su

ess rate SR equals

( (NS /NQ ) × 100 ).

We dene the query

hop- ount HC as the average hop- ount in urred by the query in the su -

PNQ
( (1/NQ )
i=1 HCi ) and is measured
PNQ
equals (
i=1 MSGi ), where MSGi is the

essful query path. Thus, HC equals
only for su

essful queries. MSG

total number of messages during the

ourse of the experiment.

In identally, none of the existing proposals for M-P2P networks address e onomi

in entives towards repli ation of rare data items. We

ompared our

proposed in entive-based E-Rare s hemes with an existing non-in entive EDCG+ s heme for MANETs, proposed in [HM06℄, to our s enario. E-DCG+
is a non-in entive and non-e onomi

repli ation s heme, and it does not pro-

vide in entives for repli a hosting. E-DCG+ is exe uted at every repli a alloation period. E-DCG+ is the

losest to our s heme sin e it addresses repli-
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networks. Furthermore, we believe that E-DCG+ is

among the best approa hes for meaningful performan e

omparison with our

proposed s hemes be ause it is the most re ent approa h and it has already
been

ompared to other non-in entive s hemes. Moreover, E-DCG+ does not

in orporate the notion of li ensing me hanism to distribute rare data items
in mobile environment.
We have implemented E-DCG+ in E-Rare as follows. E-DCG+ performs the
periodi

broad ast to perform repli ation. MP obtains the data items list

with their respe tive rarity s ores. Based on rarity s ores of data items and
MP's available memory spa e, ea h MP hosts data items in their de ending
order of rarity s ores till memory spa e be omes full.

Here, MP does not

obtain any in entives to host repli as, hen e E-DCG+ provides freedom to
MPs, whether they want to host new data items or to revise hosted data
items. For the sake of experiments, we have set the MP's de ision probability
to host the data items to 0.7 with relo ation period of 200 se onds.
Notably, in

ase of ECR+, group members ex hange messages

every 200 se onds to inform ea h other

periodi ally

on erning the items that they host.

For all the approa hes, querying pro eeds by means of broad ast using AODV
proto ol.

6.4.1 Performan e of E-Rare
Figure 6.3 depi ts the results of our experiments using default values of the
parameters in Table 6.3. For all the approa hes, ART and HC in rease over
time, while SR de reases over time.

This o

urs be ause as more queries

are answered, the energy of MPs keeps on de reasing, thereby resulting in
an in reasing number of MPs running out of energy. This results in longer
query paths to data items, or data items be oming ina

essible. Furthermore,

a relatively high per entage of queries are dire ted towards rare items (due
to the zipf fa tor

ZFQ

being set to 0.7), and ea h of these rare items are

initially hosted only by 1-2 MPs. This

auses the MPs hosting the rare items
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Figure 6.3: Performan e of E-Rare: Data availability and

ommuni ation

overhead

to be ome overloaded, thereby resulting in in reased query waiting times in
their job queues, and this further

ontributes to in rease in ART.

ECR outperforms E-DCG+ in terms of ART, SR and HC essentially due
to its e onomi

li ensing s heme, whi h in entivizes MP parti ipation in the

reation of multiple

opies of rare items.

In reased MP parti ipation also

implies more opportunities for repli ation, more memory spa e for hosting
repli as and multiple paths for lo ating a data item/repli a. In
E-DCG+

onsiders neither any e onomi

ontrast, sin e

s heme nor any li ensing me ha-
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nism, it does not fa ilitate repli ation. Thus, rare items be ome ina

essible

when their host MPs run out of energy, thereby explaining the reason for SR
being signi antly lower for E-DCG+ as

ompared to that of ECR.

ECR+ outperforms ECR due to its group-based in entives (su h as

ounts ),

whi h fa ilitate

ollaborative repli ation among MPs.

laborative repli ation enables better spreading of the

Su h

disol-

opies of frequently

requested rare items throughout the network, thereby improving the probability of obtaining queried rare items within relatively fewer hops. Interestingly, the results in Figure 6.3

suggest that although HC follows a pattern

similar to ART, some deviations o

ur. These deviations o

ur essentially

due to bandwidth dieren es at MPs.
As the results in Figure 6.3d indi ate, MSG in reases over time for all the
approa hes due to more queries being answered.
total number of messages during the

(Re all that MSG is the

ourse of the experiment.)

Observe

that after the rst 6000 queries have been pro essed, MSG does not keep
in reasing linearly for ECR and ECR+.

This is be ause depletion of the

energy of some of the MPs implies that in ee t, queries get forwarded to a
redu ed number of MPs. Moreover, ECR+ exhibits higher MSG than ECR
due to additional messages for group intera tions.E-DCG+ in urs least MSG
due to a large per entage of unsu

essful queries (as suggested by the results

in Figure 6.3b), whi h result in de reased amount of data transfer, albeit at
the

ost of redu ed SR.

6.4.2 Ee t of variations in the number of MPs
To test E-Rare's s alability, we varied the total number
the number of queries proportional to
As

NM P

NM P .

NM P

of MPs, keeping

Figure 6.4 depi ts the results.

in reases, ART in reases for all three approa hes due to in rease in

network size. As

NM P

to in reased number of

in reases, SR in reases for both ECR and ECR+ due
opies of rare data items be ause of more repli ation

opportunities provided by a larger number of MPs. With in reasing value of
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Figure 6.4: Ee t of variations in the number of MPs

NM P ,

HC follows similar pattern as that of ART for all the three approa hes

essentially due to in rease in network size.

The pattern of HC deviates

slightly from that of ART due to bandwidth dieren es at MPs.

For all

NM P

be ause

the three approa hes, MSG in reases with in reasing value of
larger network sizes in ur higher number of messages.

ECR+ performs better than ECR due to the reasons explained for Figure 6.3.
Furthermore, observe that as

NM P

in reases, the performan e gap between

ECR+ and ECR in terms of SR also in reases.

NM P

This o

urs be ause as

in reases, group sizes also in rease, thereby making the ee t of group-
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ollaborative repli ation performed by ECR+ more pronoun ed. The

eventual plateau in SR for ECR+ o
the number of

urs be ause SR is upperlimited by

opies of rare data items in a group due to memory spa e

onstraints of group members.

6.4.3 Ee t of variations in the data distribution a ross
rare item lasses
Figure 6.5 shows the results of the ee t of variations in the data distribution
a ross rare item

lasses. Re all that

ZFD

tion of data items in three dierent data
and

rare.

Higher values of

data distribution.
rarity issues.

ZFD

ZFD

is a zipf fa tor for the Zipf distribulasses i.e.,

non-rare, medium-rare

imply that there are more rare items in the

does not ae t E-DCG+ sin e it does not

Hen e, E-DCG+ exhibits

onsider

omparable performan e a ross all

the results in Figure 6.5. ART follows a pattern similar to HC for ea h of
the three approa hes.
Observe that as

ZFD

in reases, ART in reases for both ECR and ECR+

be ause of the in rease in the number of rare items.

Sin e rare items are

available at relatively lower number of MPs, queries in ur more hops, thereby
resulting in in reased ART.
As the results in Figures 6.5a and 6.5

indi ate, ECR+ performs slightly

worse than ECR in terms of ART and HC for values of
than 0.3.

This o

ZFD

that are lower

urs be ause lowly skewed data distributions do not ne-

essitate repli ation.

However, as the value of

ECR+ exhibits improved ART and HC as

ZFD

in reases beyond 0.3,

ompared to ECR be ause the

ee t of ECR+'s group-based repli ation be omes more pronoun ed. Thus,
in

ase of ECR+, more MPs are able to repli ate more number of rare data

items. This also results in better SR for ECR+ be ause it

an satisfy more

queries. ECR+ exhibits higher MSG than ECR due to the additional messages arising for group intera tion as well as from in reased tra
more su

essful queries.

owing to
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Figure 6.5: Ee t of variations in the data distribution a ross rarity

lasses

6.4.4 Ee t of variations in the query distribution a ross
rare item lasses
Re all that

ZFQ

the dierent
and

lasses of data items (in terms of rarity) i.e.,

non-rare.

dire ted to

Higher values of

rare

variations in

is used to determine how the queries are distributed over

data items.

ZFQ

rare, medium-rare

imply that more number of queries are

The results in Figure 6.6 depi t the ee t of

ZFQ .

The results in Figure 6.6 indi ate that as

ZFQ

in reases, ART and HC both
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Figure 6.6: Ee t of variations in the query distribution for rare items

de rease for ECR and ECR+ be ause of the more pronoun ed ee t of rare
data repli ation in response to query workloads with higher skew. However,
beyond

ZFQ = 0.7,

a saturation ee t o

urs be ause of the number of

rare item repli as be oming stable beyond this value. This o
due to

urs primarily

ompetition among the MPs for limited available memory spa e for

storing repli as.

Moreover, ECR+ exhibits lower ART and HC than that

of ECR be ause of group-based in entives and dis ounts. E-DCG+ exhibits
omparable performan e for dierent values of
rarity issues.

As

ZFQ

ZFQ sin

e it does not

onsider

in reases, SR in reases for both ECR and ECR+
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due to more repli ation in response to more highly skewed workloads. This
results in more rare data item requests being satised. Furthermore, ECR+
outperforms ECR in terms of SR due to group-based in entives.

ECR+

in urs more messages than ECR due to the reasons explained for Figure
6.3d.

6.4.5 Ee t of variations in group sizes
We

onsider 10 dierent groups. The number of MPs may vary a ross groups.

We

ondu ted an experiment to examine variations in the group sizes (in

terms of the number of MPs in dierent groups).

Re all that

ZFG

is the

zipf fa tor, whi h determines the number of MPs assigned to ea h of the 10
groups. When

ZFG = 0.1,

higher values of

ea h group has a

ZFG , some groups

of MPs, while other groups
the results of variations in
As

ZFG

omparable number of MPs. At

ontain a disproportionately large number

ontain relatively few MPs. Figure 6.7 depi ts

ZFG .

in reases, ART, HC and SR improve for ECR+ due to some of the

groups be oming larger, thereby

reating more opportunities for repli ation

within the group. However, this performan e improvement o

ZFG = 0.5.
not

At values of

ZFG

beyond

0.5,

urs only upto

the in rease in group size does

reate any additional opportunities for repli ation. Moreover, at these

higher values of

ZFG ,

some of the groups be ome too small in size, thereby

hindering repli ation. This explains why the performan e of ECR+ degrades
beyond

ZFG = 0.5.

Overall, the results indi ate that ECR+ performs best

(in terms of ART, SR and HC) when
MSG is

ZFG = 0.5.

omparable a ross dierent of values of

ZFG

be ause the in rease

in the sizes of some of the groups is oset by the de reased sizes of other
groups, thereby implying
that

ZFG

omparable overall

ommuni ation

ost. Observe

has no ee t on the performan e of ECR and E-DCG+ sin e these

approa hes do not

onsider groups.
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Figure 6.7: Ee t of variations in the interest group sizes

6.4.6 Ee t of variations in the ommuni ation range
The results in Figure 6.8 depi t the ee t of variations in the
tion range CR of MPs.

ommuni a-

Overall, in rease in CR has the ee t of bringing

the MPs `nearer' to ea h other.

As CR in reases, both ART and HC de-

rease for all the approa hes due to the redu tion in the number of hops
between MPs. Interestingly, the results in Figure 6.8

suggest that although

ART roughly follows a pattern similar to HC, some deviations o
deviations o

ur. These

ur be ause at higher values of CR, an MP needs to pro ess
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Figure 6.8: Ee t of variations in the

ommuni ation range

more in oming queries, thereby resulting in higher waiting times for queries
at the job queues of MPs. Consequently, the relay propagation laten y also
in reases slightly with an in rease in CR. Furthermore, deviations o

ur due

to bandwidth dieren es at MPs. Beyond CR = 160 metres, ART plateaus
for ECR+ be ause the gains in ART are oset by the overheads of higher
number of in oming queries at MPs that host data items and in reased relay
propagation laten ies.
As CR in reases, SR in reases for all the approa hes upto a
and then saturates. The in rease in SR o

ertain point

urs essentially due to MPs being
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`nearer' in ee t with in rease in CR, thereby making data items more a essible to query-issuing MPs. A relatively lower number of queries fail due
to the maximum TTL

riteria of 6 hops be ause more MPs

range to answer a given query. However, beyond a

ome within the

ertain point (e.g., CR =

120 for ECR+), any additional in rease in CR does not

ontribute to signi-

ant improvement in SR be ause there is an upperlimit on the repli ation of
rare items due to memory spa e

onstraints of the MPs.

As CR in reases, MSG in reases for all the approa hes be ause the in reased
rea hability of the MPs in reases

ommuni ation among them. With in reas-

ing value of CR, there are two opposing ee ts for MSG. First, in rease in CR
implies a lower number of messages to rea h a given MP. Se ond, in rease in
CR also implies that more MPs be ome involved in the pro essing of a given
query, thereby in reasing the

ommuni ation overhead. These two opposing

ee ts somewhat oset ea h other at higher values of CR, thereby explaining
the reason why MSG eventually plateaus.

6.4.7 Ee t of variations in the dis ount δ
The results in Figure 6.9 depi t the ee t of variations in the dis ount
ase of ECR+. Observe that

δ

δ

in

has no ee t on the performan e of ECR and

E-DCG+ sin e these approa hes do not

onsider dis ounts. As

δ

in reases,

the performan e of ECR+ also improves in terms of ART, SR and HC. This is
be ause the ee t of group-based in entives be omes more pronoun ed with
in rease in dis ounts. Higher dis ounts better in entivize MPs querying for
the rare items as they

an obtain their desired items at lower pri es due to

dis ounts, thereby in reasing the level of parti ipation and
the group. However, at values of

δ

beyond

30%,

ollaboration in

ECR+'s performan e starts

degrading slightly. This is be ause MPs hosting rare items be ome relu tant
to join the group when the value of

δ is high.

Their revenue-earning potential

would de rease due to redu ed earnings be ause of relatively high dis ounts.
In essen e, our experimental results show that ECR+ performs best when
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6.4.8 Ee t of variations in the a ess ount threshold
fT H
The aim of this experiment is to examine the ee t of varying the initiation
time of repli ation on the performan e of ECR and ECR+.
the time when repli ation is initiated by a parameter
a

ess

fT H ,

We quantify

whi h ree ts the

ount threshold. The total number of issued queries in our experiments
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Figure 6.10: Ee t of variations in the a

is 10,000. When

0.9

(b) SR

6

0.1

0.7

ess

ount threshold

fT H

equals 0.1, it means that repli ation was initiated after

the rst 1000 issued queries. Similarly, when

fT H

equals 0.7, it implies that

repli ation was initiated after the rst 7000 issued queries.
The results in Figure 6.10 indi ate that ECR+ and ECR both perform best
in terms of ART, SR and HC at

fT H = 0.5.

However, as the value of

fT H

keeps deviating away from 0.5 the performan e of ECR and ECR+ both
degrade.

This is be ause at low values of

fT H

(e.g.,

fT H = 0.1)

relatively

non-rare items get repli ated early on, thereby not providing the opportunity
for the repli ation of rare items due to memory spa e

onstraints at the
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Moreover, at high values of

fT H
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(e.g.,

fT H = 0.7),

the impa t of

repli ation on rare data availability be omes mu h less pronoun ed be ause
a signi ant number of query failures already o

urred before repli ation had

been initiated.

fT H

As

in reases, it implies that repli ation is initiated at a later point of

time, thereby resulting in a lower number of repli ation-related messages.
Hen e, as the results in Figure 6.10d indi ate, MSG de reases slightly for
both ECR and ECR+ with in rease in

fT H .

6.4.9 Ee t of MP failures
We

5 on the

ondu ted an experiment to investigate the ee t of MP failures

performan e of E-Rare. Figure 6.11 depi ts the results. As the per entage

PF

of MP failures in reases, the performan e of all the approa hes degrade

in terms of ART, SR and HC. This is be ause a higher per entage of MP
failures implies a de rease in overall parti ipation in the network, thereby
also de reasing the opportunities for repli ation of rare data items. As more
MPs fail, query paths be ome longer, thereby in reasing both ART and HC.
Furthermore, SR de reases due to the failure of MPs that host rare data
items.
From Figures 6.11a, 6.11b and 6.11 , observe that the performan e gap between ECR and ECR+ keeps de reasing with in rease in

PF .

Moreover,

beyond

PF = 40%,

This o

urs due to the ee t of groups be oming less pronoun ed when there

both ECR and ECR+ exhibit

omparable performan e.

are relatively fewer available MPs in the network.
proa hes, MSG de reases with in rease in

PF

For all the three ap-

due to redu ed

ommuni ation

overhead arising from the de rease in the number of available MPs. Moreover, ECR+ exhibits higher MSG than ECR due to the reasons explained
for Figure 6.3d.

5 MPs an fail due to reasons su h as depletion of their limited energy resour es.
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Figure 6.11: Ee t of MP failures

6.4.10 Ee t of sudden bursts on a single data item
We
a

ondu ted an experiment to demonstrate the ee t of sudden bursts for

single

data item. Figure 6.12 depi ts the results.

We quantify the sudden burst for an item
designate as

PSB .

100),

Qd

where

The value of

PSB

d in terms of a parameter, whi

for an item

d is dened

is the number of queries dire ted to

d

and

as

((Qd /Qtotal ) ×

Qtotal

is the total

PSB

= 15% for

number of queries during a given time-period. Thus, when
item

h we

d, it means that 15% of the total number of queries during a given time-
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Figure 6.12: Ee t of sudden bursts on a single data item

period is being dire ted at
time-periods, the value of
For example, when
values of

PSB

for

d

d.

For this experiment, we

Qtotal

PSB = 15%

onsider ve equal

being 2000 for ea h of these time-periods.
and

Qtotal = 2000, Qd = 300.

these ve time-periods as {15%,

respe tively. Thus, the number of queries for

d

We set the

45%, 45%, 45%, 45%}

during the ve time-periods

were {300, 900, 900, 900, 900}.
In Figure 6.12,

TP

= 0 and

TP

TP

indi ates the time-points. Time-period 1 o

= 1. Time-period 2 o

urs between

TP

urs between

= 1 and

TP

= 2,

and so on. The results in Figure 6.12 show that for both ECR and ECR+,
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performan e degraded during the se ond time-period (i.e., between
and

TP

TP

= 1

= 2) in terms of ART, SR and HC. This is be ause at the end of

the rst time-period, repli as had been allo ated
queries (for

d), whi

orresponding to the 300

h had been issued during time-period 1. However, during

time-period 2, the sudden burst of 900 queries (i.e., a threefold in rease in the
number of queries) overwhelmed this initial allo ation of repli as. However,
at the end of time-period 2, both ECR and ECR+ allo ate more repli as
to deal ee tively with the sudden burst in a

esses to

d.

Hen e, beyond

time-period 2, the ee t of repli ation by both ECR and ECR+ be omes
more prominent, due to whi h performan e keeps gradually improving for
both these s hemes.
Notably, the results also indi ate that the performan e of both ECR and
ECR+ exhibits a saturation ee t during time-periods 4 and 5. This o

urs

primarily due to ompetition among repli as for the limited available memory
spa e. For E-DCG+, the performan e severely degrades during the se ond
time-period due to the absen e of repli ation when the sudden burst of queries
ome in for

d.

Beyond

TP

= 2, ART and HC both exhibit a saturation ee t

for E-DCG+ primarily be ause many queries get dropped, due to whi h SR
de reases for E-DCG+.
MSG in reases over time for all the approa hes be ause it is

umulative. For

ECR and ECR+, MSG in reases over time also due to in reased

ommuni a-

tion for li ensing and repli ation of rare data items in response to the sudden
burst. Moreover, ECR+ exhibits higher MSG than ECR due to the reasons
explained for Figure 6.3d. Observe that MSG is lower for E-DCG+ than for
ECR and ECR+ primarily be ause E-DCG+ does not perform repli ation
and many queries get dropped (i.e., query failures o

ur) in

ase of E-DCG+.

6.5. Summary
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Summary

In M-P2P networks, data availability is typi ally low due to rampant freeriding, frequent network partitioning and mobile resour e
have proposed E-Rare, a novel e onomi

onstraints.

We

in entive model for improving the

availability of rare data by means of li ensing-based repli ation in M-P2P
networks.
E-Rare

omprises two repli ation s hemes, namely ECR and ECR+, both of

whi h use its in entive model for improving rare data availability. In ECR,
the MPs a t individually towards repli ation, while for ECR+, the MPs perform repli ation in groups. Our performan e evaluation demonstrates that
the peer-group-based strategy of ECR+ outperforms the individual-based
strategy used by ECR in terms of query response times and availability of
rare data items in M-P2P networks. In the near future, we plan to use gametheoreti

approa hes for rare data item pri ing and

of E-Rare for dierent e onomi

models.

ompare the performan e

7
Summary
This dissertation examines the problem

M-P2P hallenges free-riding and data

a essibility for realizing M-P2P appli ations.
integrate the various e onomi

Furthermore, we analyse and

in entive-based s hemes to

ombat free-riding

and to in rease peer parti ipation, thereby leading to the in reased data
availability for redu tion of response time in M-P2P networks.
The exponential growth of the mobile networks and the intera tions of mobile
peers, inspired resear hers and developers to analyse and built the mobile appli ations based on peer-to-peer

ommuni ations, whi h enormously redu es

the Internet tra , while providing faster and better

ommuni ation plat-

form. This strongly motivate M-P2P network appli ations. Mobile devi es
wirelessly

ommuni ating in a P2P fashion fa ilitate M-P2P appli ations by

enabling information sharing

on-the-y.

Moreover, the proliferation of mo-

bile devi es with embedded GPS sensors

oupled with the growth in the

popularity of infotainment servi es for vehi les have
improving vehi ular tra

reated new avenues for

management in road networks.

First, we have proposed E-Top for improving e ient top-k query pro essing
in M-P2P networks, be ause peers in M-P2P networks are used to have
top-k queries.

For example, someone wants to nd the top-k restaurants

Chapter 7. Summary
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with happy hours (or manager's spe ial hours ) within 1 km of her

urrent

lo ation. Here, top-k is determined based on the parameters (e.g., star rating,
pri e and distan e from the point of query referen e) sele ted by the user.
Similarly, another appli ation

ould involve a parking lot, where MPs

olle t information about available parking slots and
an inform the brokers.
be

harges, and then they

The parking slot availability information has to

urrent and therefore, the broker

with its

an

an

ompare su h

urrent list of parking slots. The broker

urrent information

an then provide the top-k

available slots to the query-issuing MP in terms of pri e or distan e (from
the MP's

urrent lo ation). Similarly, an MP may want to nd the top-k

stores selling Levis jeans in a shopping mall with
during a spe i

riteria su h as (low) pri e

time duration.

Se ond, we have proposed E-Broker to in entivize brokers for providing

added routing servi e in M-P2P networks to in

value-

rease data availability, thereby

improving query response time. Here, the term  value-added routing servi e
refers to the broker MPs enabling pro-a tive sear h for the query results by
maintaining an index of the data items (and repli as) stored at other MPs
(as opposed to just forwarding queries).
Third, E-VeT provides e ient vehi ular tra

management in road net-

works using e onomy-based reward/penal s hemes. This work aims to identify that how ee tively system
vehi ular tra

an assign the paths to the vehi les to manage

by redu ing the average time of arrival and fuel

Forth, E-Rare fo usses on handling

rare

onsumption.

data items in an M-P2P environ-

Rare data items are those, whi h get sudden bursts in a esses
based on events as they are only hosted by only a few peers in omparison to
ment. Here,

the network size. Thus, they may not be available within few hops of queryissuing peers.

The sudden burst in a

esses to rare items generally o

urs

within a given time-frame (asso iated with the event), before and after whi h
su h items are rarely a

essed. For example, during

ourse of a remote for-

est expedition, sudden unexpe ted de rease in temperature and gusty winds
rise the need to look for the information related to shops selling sweaters

Chapter 7. Summary
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Su h M-P2P intera tions for ee tive sharing of rare

urrently not freely supported by existing wireless

ommuni ation

infrastru tures.
In this dissertation, E-Top proposed peer-based ETK and ETK+; and groupbased ETG e onomi
M-P2P networks.

s hemes to perform e ient top-k query pro essing in

In addition, E-Broker has presented the basi

van ed in entivized e onomi

and ad-

s hemes EIB and EIB+ respe tively for bro-

kers' value-added routing and repli ation servi es in M-P2P networks. Furthermore, we have proposed individual and peer-group in entive-based repliation s hemes ECR and ECR+ respe tively in E-Rare system for improving
rare data availability by means of li ensing-based repli ation in M-P2P networks. Finally, E-VeT provides the proposed e onomi reward/penalty-based

2
2 +
route allo ation s hemes R A and R A to assign payos to the vehi les for
ee tive tra

management in vehi ular networks.

We have implemented our all above proposed s hemes and

ondu ted ex-

tensive performan e studies on OMNeT++ [Pon93℄ based simulator using
sample and real datasets. The results of our experiments demonstrate the
overall ee tiveness of our proposed s hemes for E-Top, E-Broker, E-VeT
and E-Rare systems.
To this end, we believe that our
some of the issues

ontributions have su

essfully addressed

on erning the e ient data management in M-P2P net-

works. We hope that ongoing resear h work in this eld will not only

ontinue

to in rease the availability of data, but also improve the overall performan e
of M-P2P appli ations.

In near future, we plan to use game-theoreti

proa hes for data item pri ing along with the advan ed e onomi
s hemes for all our proposed models.

ap-

in entive-
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